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Abstract

In this thesis we investigate III-V semiconductor nanowires integrated on silicon. Focusing

on InGaAs-based heterostructures, we use molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) to obtain high

purity material without the use of foreign metal catalysts such as gold. Instead of catalyst-

assisted growth we use selective-area growth using prepatterned SiO2/Si(111) substrates

prepared by improved nanoimprint lithography, resulting in highly periodic large scale ar-

rays (1 × 1 cm2) of vertically aligned nanowires with hexagonal cross-section. Studying

the influence of the main growth parameter substrate temperature, arsenic- and III-material

flux we systematically optimize yield and aspect ratio of InAs nanowires for different spac-

ings. Capitalizing on the superior morphological homogeneity of arrays with more than

90% yield, we study their use as efficient surface emitters in the Terahertz regime and find

excellent performance, clearly outperforming state-of the art bulk material, when taking the

surface coverage into account. Furthermore, we explore nanowires with strongly reduced

diameter, where adapted growth conditions result in dimensions as small as 20 nm, well

within a quantum confined regime.

Starting from optimized high-temperature InAs growth, we further investigate incorpo-

ration of gallium for composition tuned ternary InGaAs structures. Delineating the opti-

mized growth parameter space we are able to address nearly the entire compositional range

up to more than 80% Ga. Correlating X-ray diffraction, transmission electron microscopy

(TEM) and micro-photoluminescence spectroscopy, we find a characteristic transition in

crystal structure from wurtzite to zincblende dominated phase for intermediate Ga-content,

a regime with luminescence mainly limited by compositional inhomogeneities, while struc-

tural defects prevail according linewidths of In- and Ga-rich samples. Furthermore, this suc-

cessfully demonstrates position-controlled integration of InGaAs nanowires with composi-

tion tunability covering the technologically relevant telecommunication wavelengths. How-

ever, given their high surface-to-volume ratio, nanowire structures are especially prone to

detrimental surface states, deteriorating in particular radiative efficiencies. Probing surface-

state related Fermi level pinning via detailed photoluminescence spectroscopy, we evaluate

the influence of Ga-content on band bending and dominant recombination mechanism by

studying as-grown nanowires covered by native oxide in comparison with nanowires free
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ii Abstract

of oxide after wet-chemical treatment. In conjunction with complementary X-ray photo-

electron spectroscopy, we identify a cross-over between surface electron accumulation for

In-rich InGaAs nanowires to electron depletion for a gallium content between ≈ 20-30%.

For stable passivation of deteriorating surface states higher bandgap materials are ap-

plied in radial core-shell geometry. Exploiting low surface recombination velocity and ex-

isting doping proficiency of InAsP, we establish a hybrid process combining MBE grown

InAs core structures surrounded by metal organic vapor deposited (MOCVD) InAsP layers.

This directly induces an increase in emission intensity by up to two orders of magnitude that

can be related to high interface quality, as further corroborated by detailed TEM analysis

of cross-sectional lamella structures. By systematically tuning thickness and phosphorus

content we tune core-emission energies via strain-induced peak shifts and elucidate detri-

mental effects of plastic relaxation upon too high lattice mismatch. Introducing fully lattice-

matched InGaAs-InAlAs heterostructures, such undesired strain accumulation and accom-

panied defect formation can be avoided, reflected by the absence of any strain-induced

spectral shifts in peak emission energy and confirmed by high-resolution X-ray reciprocal

space maps (strain ǫcore < 0.1%). As entirely in-situ based MBE process, exposure to am-

bient conditions is no longer required, further enhancing overall quality and reflected in a

significant increase in internal quantum efficiency, decidedly outperforming unpassivated

structures. Full composition tunability is retained by accordingly adapting core and shell

composition, with an enhancement of core-luminescence directly scaling with increasing

Ga/Al content (up to 102).

Finally, we demonstrate fabrication of prototypical InGaAs nanowire based solar cell

structures in axial and coaxial geometry. Utilizing InGaAs-InAlAs core-shell structures

for nanowire / Si substrate photovoltaic cells, we demonstrate that improved characteris-

tics upon passivation directly translate into 3-4 times better energy conversion efficiencies

(ECE), as compared with bare InGaAs cores with an ECE ≈ 0.4% . Advancing the re-

quired processing, we develop a set of well-controlled fabrication steps for complex core-

shell devices, featuring distinct diode characteristics and reduced leakage currents, basic

requirement to surpass efficiency of classical planar devices by capitalizing the unique prop-

erties of the nanowire geometry. In particular, we propose a novel scheme for carrier mul-

tiplication, which allows to create more than one electron-hole pair per incident photon.

Having established fully position-controlled growth of high-quality InGaAs nanowires

integrated on silicon with widely tunable composition and passivation in radial core-shell

geometry, this thesis provides valuable insights of important physical properties, founding a

sound basis for development of efficient nanowire-based devices with novel functionalities.



Zusammenfassung

Diese Arbeit untersucht auf Silizium integrierte III-V Halbleiter Nanodrähte. Dabei liegt

der Fokus auf InGaAs-basierten Heterostrukturen, die mittels Molekularstrahlepitaxie (MBE)

hergestellt werden, wobei auf den Einsatz fremder Metallpartikel, insbesondere Gold, ver-

zichtet wird um möglichst reine Materialien zu erzielen. Die hierfür verwendeten Si(111)

Wafer werden dabei großflächig (1 × 1 cm2) mithilfe speziell entwickelter Nanoprägelitho-

graphie vorstrukturiert, was die Herstellung wohlgeordneter Felder epitaktisch gewachsener

Nanodrähte erlaubt. Um systematisch Ausbeute und Formfaktor zu verbessern, wird der

Einfluss der wichtigsten Wachstumsbedingungen, namentlich Substrattemperatur, Gruppe-

III und Arsen-Fluss untersucht und für unterschiedliche Abstände der Nanodrähte ange-

wandt. Die hierbei erzielte ausgezeichnete Morphologie und Wachstumsausbeuten von >

90% erlauben als erste Anwendung den Einsatz als effiziente Oberflächenemitter im Terahertz-

Bereich. Zusätzlich werden Nanodrähte mit besonders kleinem Durchmesser eruiert, wo-

bei entsprechend angepasste Wachstumsbedingungen Abmessungen bis 20 nm ermöglichen

und damit klar im Bereich einer eindimensionalen Zustandsdichte liegen.

Ausgehend von binärem InAs Wachstum bei höheren Wachstumstemperaturen wird in

der Folge die zusätzliche Verwendung von Gallium für ternäre InGaAs Strukturen unter-

sucht. Optimierte Wachstumsbedingungen erlauben eine weite Spanne von Zusammenset-

zungen über fast den gesamten Bereich bis 80% Ga. Entsprechende Röntgenstreuung, Trans-

missionselektronmikroskopie (TEM) sowie Photolumineszenz-Messungen zeigen dabei ab

einem mittleren Gallium-Gehalt einen deutlichen Übergang von einer Wurtzit-dominierten

Kristallstruktur hin zu vorwiegendend Zinkblende. Gleichzeitig ist hier die Zusammenset-

zung am ungleichmäßigsten, was sich in breiteren Emissionsspektren niederschlägt, die an-

sonsten für sowohl niedrigeren als auch höheren Galliumgehalt vornehmlich durch struk-

turelle Defekte bestimmt sind. Insbesondere demonstriert dies aber erfolgreiches, positi-

onsgetreues Wachstum von InGaAs Nanodrähten deren Zusammensetzung unter anderem

den technologisch wichtigen Bereich der Telekommunikationswellenlängen abdeckt. Der

Einfluss schädlicher Oberflächenzustände, die gerade für oberflächenreiche Strukturen wie

Nanodrähte eine herausragende Rolle einnehmen, kann damit abhängig von der Zusam-

mensetzung untersucht und eine entsprechende Bandverbiegung ausfindig gemacht wer-
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iv Zusammenfassung

den. Mittels spezieller, digitaler Ätztechnik wird hierfür der Nanodrahtdurchmesser variiert

und das resultierende Lumineszenzsignal auf den jeweilig dominierenden Rekombinations-

mechanismus untersucht. In Verbindung mit ergänzender Röntgenphotoelektronenspektro-

skopie erlaubt dies Rückschlüsse auf einen Übergang von Elektronenanreicherung an der

Oberfläche für Indium-reiche Strukturen zu umgekehrten Bedingungen für mehr als 30%

Gallium - deutlich mehr als im Vergleich zu planaren Strukturen.

Um den Einfluss schädlicher Oberflächenzustände dauerhaft zu verringern, werden Ma-

terialien mit einer höheren Bandlücke aufgebracht, die den inneren Kern radial umgeben.

Zunächst wird dafür InAsP untersucht, das aufgrund niedriger Oberflächenrekombinations-

geschwindigkeit besonders geeignet ist und in einem Mischprozess aus MBE für den in-

neren InAs Teil und metallorganischer chemischer Gasphasenabscheidung für die äußere

InAsP-Hülle abgeschieden wird. Dies führt zu einem Anstieg des messbaren Lumineszenz-

signals um bis zu zwei Größenordnungen, was auf eine hohe Grenzflächenqualität zurück-

schließen lässt und mittels TEM Analyse an Querschnitten bestätigt werden kann. Mittels

gezielter Veränderung von Dicke und Zusammensetzung der InAsP-Hülle und einer da-

mit einhergehenden Änderung der Verspannung im Nanodraht lässt sich die Emissionswel-

lenlänge deutlich verändern und der nachteilige Einfluss verspannungsgenerierter Defekte

bei zu hoher Fehlanpassung untersuchen. Dies lässt sich im verspannungsfreien InGaAs-

InAlAs-Materialsystem umgehen, wie sich anhand spektral unveränderter Emissionswel-

lenlänge und hochaufgelöster Röntgenspektroskopie, die keine nennenswerte Restverspan-

nung (<0.1%) des Kerns nachweist, zeigen lässt. Gleichzeitig verbessert ein derartiger Pro-

zess, der vollständig innerhalb derselben MBE-Anlage durchgeführt werden kann, die all-

gemeine Kristallqualität, was sich auch in einer deutlich verbesserten Quanteneffizienz im

Vergleich zu unpassivierten Proben widerspiegelt. Zusätzlich bleibt die Abstimmbarkeit der

Zusammensetzung erhalten, während es abhängig vom Ga/Al-Gehalt auch hier zu einer

deutlichen Steigerung des Signals passivierter Proben kommt (bis zu 102 mehr).

Zum Abschluss werden unterschiedliche Prototypen axialer und koaxialer Solarzellen

gefertigt. Zunächst wird anhand des InGaAs-InAlAs Systems eine fotovoltaische Struktur

aus Nanodraht und Siliziumsubstrat ausgewertet, wobei sich zeigt, dass sich die verbesser-

ten Eigenschaften passivierter Strukturen direkt in einer 3-4 mal höheren Effizienz bemerk-

bar machen. Ausgehend davon werden die benötigten Techniken entwickelt um komple-

xere, radiale Solarzellenstrukturen kontrolliert herzustellen. Diese weisen eine eindeutige

Diodencharakteristik und deutlich reduzierte Leckströme auf und schaffen damit die benö-

tigte Grundlage für neuartige Elemente, um prinzipiell höhere Effizienzen als in planaren

Systemen zu erreichen.
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Introduction

“Experimentation is the least arrogant method of gaining knowledge.

The experimenter humbly asks a question of nature.”

Isaac Asimov

The main focus of this thesis is to study and develop novel InGaAs based nanowire

(NW) heterostructures. The term nanowire denotes here one-dimensional-like, high-aspect

ratio structures, which were intentionally produced and studied for the first time in the

seminal work of Wagner and Ellis in 1964, where the authors reported a novel vapor liq-

uid solid (VLS) growth mechanism for so called whiskers, or elongated semiconductor

crystal structures.1 Using gold droplets to induce growth of crystalline silicon structures

with diameters on the order of 100 nm, they founded the basis of a very active research

area today. While still the majority of silicon and III-V semiconductor NWs are grown

with this well-established metal-induced VLS growth mode, mostly by metal organic va-

por deposition (MOCVD) or molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), the use of foreign metals

may lead to contamination and introduce deep level traps, severely compromising device

performance.2–4 Alternatively, self-induced growth employs the according III-element as

droplet material,5–7 avoiding unintentional impurities or by changing towards a non-VLS

growth regime8–12 where NW formation is governed by anisotropic growth rate differences

of the involved facets.

One unique feature of nanowire structures is the prospect to combine heavily lattice

mismatched materials. During conventional heteroepitaxy, lattice mismatch will regularly

lead to dislocations close the interface when exceeding a certain critical thickness and sig-

nificantly compromise crystal quality. For nanowire structures, however, their peculiar ge-

ometry with a particularly small footprint allows to effectively release strain and thermal

mismatch restrictions, which enables novel heterostructures, combining materials despite a

large mismatch in both axial13–17 as well as in radial18–21 direction. In particular, this allows

to integrate III-V semiconductors monolithically onto the well-established silicon platform,

and thus to combine the superior electronic and optical properties of direct bandgap III-V

materials with highly advanced, less expensive silicon processing. While silicon features

several advantages, such as superior mechanical properties, formation of high quality in-

trinsic oxide and high thermal conductivity, its indirect band gap poses certain limitations.
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2 Introduction

In electronics, current transistor structures used in state-of-the-art technology evolve al-

ready towards nanowire-like structures, given the need for improved electrical gate-control,

reduced power-consumption, scalability and ultra-high integration densities. Still fabricated

in a top-down approach, current metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOS-

FET)s develop from so-called fin-field effect transistor (FET) structures22 towards ultimately

downscaled silicon nanowire gate-all-around structures with dimensions below 10 nm as

e.g. designed by IBM.23 To further push the performance, the next step will be to ex-

ploit the intrinsically higher mobility of III-V materials, specifically InGaAs for n-type

channels,24–26 for superior high-performance NW transistors.27,28 As these could even be

integrated onto Si(100), this would fulfill one major requirement for complementary metal-

oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) compatibility.29,30

Besides computing, opto-electronic applications are a major driving force to establish

high-quality NW structures, in particular for optical interconnects on the Si-platform. Inte-

grated, efficient, electrically driven high-speed light sources could resolve the interconnect

bottleneck in chip-to-chip or even on-chip communication links, which has consequently

triggered enormous research activities. Compared with Raman-based silicon laser,31 flip-

chip or other bonding techniques to combine III-V materials with silicon,32–34 bottom-up

formation of NW structures features several distinct advantages. The efficient lateral strain

relaxation facilitates coherent formation of high-quality heterostructures for material com-

binations ineligible for conventional planar architectures, while the nanowire geometry it-

self intrinsically provides both gain medium and cavity. Consequently, lasing from NW

structures was demonstrated for a variety of materials, spanning the spectral range from

ultraviolet (UV) to near-infrared (IR).35–42 In particular, untapered cavities supporting fun-

damental Fabry-Perot modes offer the potential to couple highly localized light to integrated

photonic elements43 and the InGaAs material system investigated in this thesis provides the

required flexibility to tune the emission within the telecommunication windows.44

Complementary to light generation, NW based structures also offer a route towards highly

efficient light detection45–48 and for superior photovoltaic (PV) structures.49–52 Both applica-

tions require high absorption coefficients and thus profit from excellent light trapping prop-

erties of NW arrays53 for improved efficiencies and reduced material expenditure. Higher

charge-carrier mobility as compared with silicon and increased absorption due to a direct

band structure have been additional driving forces towards development of heterogeneous

devices. Compared with conventional devices, NW based structures can help to mitigate

the high wafer costs by either using novel growth schemes such as continuous gas-phase

synthesis54 or post growth transfer and reuse of substrates.49,55 Even more importantly, the

NW geometry allows to introduce novel functionality, not accessible in planar thin-film

technique, such as core-shell structures,56–59 decoupling the direction of light absorption
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and carrier collection or by exploiting truly one-dimensional structures to generate more

than one electron-hole pair per incoming, high-energy photon. This so called charge carrier

multiplication allows to exceed the classical Shockley-Queisser limit (SQL) of conventional

solar cells, substantially increasing ultimate efficiencies.60–63

Hence, ternary InGaAs nanowire structures have fueled extensive research activities in

recent years, in particular when integrated on silicon. This has led to successful demon-

stration of prototypical devices in diverse areas, such as high-performance gate all-around

transistors,27,64 tunneling diodes,65,66 integrated photonics,40,43 LEDs,17,67,68 sensors67,69 and

photovoltaics.12,52 In terms of growth, currently, most of the InGaAs NW studies employ

Au-catalyzed MOCVD or MBE.70–78 While high yield and control of the crystal structures

could be demonstrated, the peculiar VLS growth regime can lead to considerable tapering

and composition grading, as will be discussed in more detail in the growth section.70,75,76

The incompatibility of Au-seeded growth with CMOS technology can be overcome by start-

ing from the Gallium rich regime using Ga-droplets instead, but so far only few studies

report an incorporation of more than 5% Indium with this approach.79 And the significantly

slower incorporation of Indium at the liquid solid interface compared with Gallium poses

a severe limitation for the formation of sharp axial interfaces, important for more complex

heterostructures. Consequently, catalyst free selective-area-metal-organic vapor phase epi-

taxy was studied for Indium- and Gallium-rich uniform NW arrays, however, primarily on

InP and GaAs substrates.80,81 For catalyst-free InGaAs NW directly grown on Silicon on

the other hand, only few studies exist, especially when using MBE for superior material

quality. And while first studies could demonstrate high yield, taper-free In-rich InGaAs

NW on Si(111) substrates,82 growth conditions have not been optimized yet, as well as no

full composition tuning has been achieved so far. In addition, NW structures with their high

surface-to-volume ratio are especially prone to surface states, which can severely deterio-

rate the performance of NW-based devices. And despite many attempts to manipulate these

surface states, so far no direct, quantitative analysis of their peculiar consequences such

as composition-dependent surface Fermi level pinning has been conducted. Furthermore,

while there has been extensive work on surface passivation of binary III-V NWs to pro-

duce radially passivated structures, such as lattice mismatched GaP, GaAsP and GaInP for

gallium arsenide (GaAs) NW38,83,84 and In(As)P and InGaAs passivating layers for indium

arsenide (InAs) NWs,85,86 considerably less efforts have been dedicated to the development

of core-shell NW heterostructures suitable for ternary InGaAs NWs. For ternary InGaAs

NWs, the majority of the few studies performed so far utilized GaAs passivating layers.

These are, however, prone to mismatch-related defect formation at the InGaAs-GaAs core-

shell interface73 yielding low quantum efficiencies.40,87 Consequently, better alternatives

will have to be developed. Indeed, first promising results could be shown using InGaP

shell layers87 or indium phosphide (InP)/ InAlAs passivating layers.27 But still, no fully
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lattice matched passivation for composition-tunable, MBE grown InGaAs NW has been

demonstrated so far.

Targeting advanced photo-absorbers as objective, this thesis develops the required tech-

niques, fundamental understanding and components in subsequent chapters. Starting from

improved substrate preparation, growth of InAs NW via MBE is explored, optimized and

extended towards incorporation of ternary materials (InGaAs / InAlAs) for subsequent for-

mation of more complex heterostructures. This includes elaborate characterization of crys-

tal structure, morphology and optical properties to correlate links between growth phenom-

ena and electronic properties. Finally, prototypical devices are fabricated for axial and coax-

ial solar cell structures. While mainly addressing the requirements of photovoltaics, all

presented results are of equal importance for electrically driven light-emitting structures or

InGaAs based NW-transistors, forming the required basis for optoelectronic InGaAs-NW

applications, greatly benefiting from its widely tunable band gap (≈ 880-3500 nm) and high

electron mobilities.

These topics will be addressed within the following chapters:

Chapter 1 introduces the MBE system used for nanowire growth and describes different

methods for wafer preparation, in particular for selective area epitaxy. After

developing high quality growth of InAs NW for different interwire distances

and aspect ratios, growth conditions are optimized with respect to ultra-thin

nanowires and elevated growth temperatures. Finally, first doping studies us-

ing silicon as n-type dopant are conducted and the change in charge-carrier

density is studied.

Chapter 2 utilizes the high-temperature growth from the previous chapter to successfully

incorporate gallium for composition tuned InGaAs NW covering almost the

entire range between binary InAs and GaAs, including the important telecom-

munication spectral range (1.3 - 1.6 µm). With correlated x-ray diffraction,

transmission electron microscopy, and micro-photoluminescence spectroscopy

we investigate structural properties for different compositions and elucidate

surface Fermi level pinning effects.

Chapter 3 covers permanent passivation of detrimental surface states via epitaxially grown

core-shell structures. Capitalizing the low surface recombination velocity of

the InP system we first establish a hybrid MBE-MOCVD process and study

strain-induced effects on optical properties, including plastic relaxation, for

various thickness and phosphorus content. In the next part, lattice matched

InGaAs-InAlAs heterostructures over a large compositional range are intro-

duced and further investigated with high-resolution X-ray reciprocal space
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maps and photoluminescence spectroscopy, to provide a unique core-shell sys-

tem with negligible strain effects.

Chapter 4 is dedicated to solar cell devices. First, absorption measurements examine

optimal conditions for length and interwire distance before prototypical de-

vices are fabricated in axial and coaxial geometry. Studying optical response

and I-V characteristics they are evaluated in closer detail. And finally, we

illustrate strategies for efficiencies surpassing the classical limit, in particular

the requirements for carrier multiplication or multiple exciton generation.





CHAPTER1
Molecular beam epitaxy

This chapter provides the basic techniques for growth of InAs nanowires via

molecular beam epitaxy. First, the solid source MBE system is introduced

and different methods for wafer preparation are developed. Starting from

self-assembled growth, we describe the required techniques for highly ordered

nanowire arrays with different patterns and optimized growth conditions. Using

these high yield parameter as a basis, we investigate in the following a growth

regime towards inherently ultra-thin nanowires, important for a modified density

of states. Finally, high-temperature growth of InAs NW is established as basis

for subsequent incorporation of gallium in ternary InGaAs NW and silicon is

studied as n-type dopant in order to change the charge carrier densities.

In general, epitaxy, (from Greek “ǫπι”: upon, “ταξις”: order) is regarded as ordered

growth of one or more crystalline materials on a crystalline substrate, maintaining at least

one crystallographic orientation. Deposition of a material with the same composition as

the substrate is more precisely termed as homoepitaxy, distinct from heteroepitaxy, which

combines different materials and which is the prevalent method in this thesis. For semicon-

ductors, the main techniques to produce epitaxial films and nanostructures include chemical

vapor deposition (CVD), most prominent in the form of MOCVD and physical vapour de-

position (PVD), such as MBE. Both techniques are widely used both in industry and also

for research, particularly also for semiconductor NWs and will be frequently employed in

the further course of this work. They differ in several aspects and feature distinct advan-

tages. MOCVD, based on chemical reaction, usually takes place at moderate pressures

(10-1000 mbar). As precursor gases, metalorganic compounds (e.g. trimethylindium) and

hydrides (e.g. arsine) are used which are injected together with a carrier gas (N2, H2) into

the growth chamber, where they decompose at the surface of the heated substrate. After

pyrolysis, single atoms can form bonds to the substrate, leading to crystalline growth. Ad-

vantages compared with MBE include considerably higher growth rates, which together

with the moderate pressure leads to higher throughput, and very well established doping,

7
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which we will mainly capitalize on for our solar cell devices. But at the same time, the

gaseous precursors are not only highly toxic, but also lead to carbon contamination and

hydrogen incorporation, thus overall lower crystal purity as well as less abrupt interfaces

due to gas flow issues. MBE on the other hand is a kinetic growth process far from thermo-

dynamic equilibrium. Developed in the 1960s by A. Cho and J. Arthur88 it allows growth of

ultra pure materials given a very low background pressure (≈ 10-11 mbar). This in turn al-

lows for excellent in-situ control using reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED)

to monitor growth, which is only partially possible for MOCVD using optical techniques

such as spectroscopic ellipsometry. Since the overall lower growth rates (typically 1-5 s

per monolayer (ML)) are long compared with the operation time of the mechanical shutter

to switch the single material fluxes (<0.1 s), control of composition and doping is possible

down to the ML-level.89

Besides the different growth techniques, we have to differentiate also between several

growth modes for NW growth. Still the most widespread approach for epitaxially grown

III-V semiconductor NW is the use of metal catalyst nanoparticles, thus also termed metal

catalyst induced growth via the VLS growth mechanism. As originally proposed by Wagner

and Ellis for the growth of Si whiskers, the pre-deposited metal (mostly gold) forms eutectic

nanoparticles with the impinging growth species at lowered temperature which can lead to

precipitation at the solid/liquid interface upon super-saturation, initiating NW growth.1 This

is a very well established and studied process, also for InGaAs-based compounds.70,73,75,76,78,90

Using foreign metal particles, however, bears the risk of unintentional incorporation of im-

purities, which can especially in case of gold lead to deep level traps, compromising the per-

formance and preventing CMOS compatibility.2–4 Instead of foreign metals, self-induced

growth employs the respective group-III element instead (i.e., a Ga-droplet for GaAs NW),

maintaining a VLS-like process. This works especially well for GaAs NW,6,7,91 however,

for InAs only few studies exist that demonstrate In-catalyzed growth.92–94 And despite the

advantages of the more heavily explored VLS-mechanism, including theoretical growth

models,95 substantial limitations exist. Associated with droplet-based growth, formation of

abrupt axial heterostructures is considerably complicated, both in terms of composition and

doping, given the varying affinities of the group-III elements with the catalyst material and

competing incorporation via side facets and droplet.16,96 This also explains the difficulties

to obtain InGaAs NW with high compositional homogeneity,70,75,76 as will be elucidated in

more detail in the next chapter.

Alternatively, growth can be governed by the highly anisotropic growth rates of different

facets. For NW oriented along the [111] direction the growth rate along {111} facets is

found to be much higher as compared to the other most important side facets. This can be

explained by the fact that for most III-V semiconductors, {111} facets exhibit the lowest

surface energy.97 Such growth, with typically much lower axial growth rates as compared
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to VLS growth,98 is usually termed vapor solid (VS) growth and will be the dominating

growth mode for this thesis. By choosing Si(111) as growth substrate, the epitaxial rela-

tionship with the underlying substrate will thus lead to vertically aligned NW along the

[111] growth direction. Simultaneously, a hexagon-shaped cross Section will form with

six sidewall facets related to either the
{

110
}

or {112} family of planes for zincblende and
{

1010
}

or {1120} for wurtzite, respectively, with
{

110
}

facets represented by rows of As

atoms perpendicular to the growth direction.99

1.1 The molecular beam epitaxy system

For most growth experiments presented within the scope of this thesis, a solid-source Gen

II MBE system from Veeco is used. This system consists of three connected vacuum cham-

bers: for transferring growth substrates from ambient conditions, including a preparation

chamber for storage and first outgassing, and importantly the actual growth chamber as

schematically outlined in Figure 1.1. Transfer of substrates between individual chambers

Figure 1.1: Schematic drawing of the Veeco Gen II solid-source MBE system used for III-V NW
growth. The growth chamber features cryogenic pumps and a liquid N2 filled cryo panel to maintain
low background pressures in the low 10-11 mbar range. The growth substrates can be transferred
onto a heated and rotatable substrate manipulator using magnetically coupled transfer rods. Group-
III material is supplied from effusion cells, controlled with mechanical shutters in front, as well as
a valved cell for supply of As. Respective fluxes can be monitored using reflection high energy
electron diffraction (RHEED) with a high-voltage electron gun (20 kV) emitting electrons and a
fluorescent screen collecting the signal under grazing incidence as well as with a beamflux gauge.
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is enabled by magnetically coupled transfer rods, which can be used to transport up to 2”-

wafers. The wafers are mounted on custom made tantalum-holders, using pyrolytic boron

nitride clamp rings. After initial outgassing within the preparation chamber at T ≈ 300◦C

for > 60 min, the substrate holder can be placed on a rotatable and heated substrate unit in

the center of the growth chamber. The obligatory ultra-high vacuum (UHV) base pressure

is maintained using several He-operated cryogenic pumps together with a liquid N2 cryo-

panel to reduce residual gas species down to the low 10-11 mbar range, as measured with an

ionization gauge. The material fluxes are supplied by single filament Knudsen effusion cells

(Veeco) for group III elements (In, Ga, Al), a valved cracker cell (Veeco) for uncracked As4

(T As
cell
<500◦C) and a solid-source carbon and silicon source for doping. The flux of the

respective elements is determined by their cell temperature and can be switched on and off

either by a needle valve for arsenic or pneumatic shutters otherwise, yielding precise control

of the deposited amount of material. In-situ monitoring of growth kinetics and rates is facil-

itated by a reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED) system which is used to cal-

ibrate the employed fluxes. Monitoring the RHEED intensity oscillation during deposition

of III-materials under As4-rich conditions on planar GaAs substrates allows access to two-

dimensional growth rate units (Å/s) of the supplied fluxes. By performing cell-temperature

dependent RHEED measurements in conjunction with beam flux measurements using a flux

gauge at the growth substrate position, precise calibration curves can be obtained. In the

further course of this work therefore the supplied fluxes are given in equivalent (001) growth

rates and beam equivalent pressure (BEP). Details regarding conversion of As4-BEP into

equivalent growth rate can be found elsewhere.100 Access to accurate growth temperature

TG measurements is granted twofold: a tungsten/rhenium thermo-couple (TC) mounted

behind the wafer for control of temperature stability during growth and an optical pyrometer

(Ircon Modline Plus) facing the center of the wafer surface. All given growth tempera-

tures refer to the physically more meaningful surface temperature, which has to be adjusted

before deposition, since any change in surface roughness and refractive index may affect

the indicated pyrometer temperature (calibrated to the onset temperature of native oxide

desorption on (001)-GaAs wafer, determined with RHEED). This is important to render it

reliable during actual growth.

1.2 Wafer preparation

Before growth, appropriate substrates have to be prepared. For most of the performed ex-

periments, commercially available 275 ± 25 µm thick Czochralski-grown single-side pol-

ished 2-inch silicon (111)±0.5◦ wafer were used101,102 . If not otherwise noted they feature

p-type boron doping with 1-30 Ω·cm resistivity. For high yield growth of InAs-based NW
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grown in the vapor-solid growth regime, typically a thin SiO2 layer is required to provide

nucleation spots for vertically aligned NW with an epitaxially relationship to the underlying

substrate.94,103 Growth on too thick oxide or bare silicon correspondingly results in high-

density but tilted NW or low density and low aspect-ratio NW.104,105 Obtaining accordingly

high-quality nucleation spots or pinholes within such oxide masks can either be realized in

a random or deterministic manner. While the latter enables high-quality growth of complex

structures or ternary materials and will be consequently used for most part of this thesis, the

former offers the great benefit of simple implementation and larger area coverage and will

be shortly explained in the following.

1.2.1 Self-assembled growth

Starting with bare Si-substrates, several methods were established how to achieve self as-

sembled growth of randomly spaced NWs. Untreated wafers are inherently covered with

native oxide, on the order of 14±1Å, which can be etched down in-situ, using Ga-deoxidation

down to an optimum thickness of about 9Å.104 This, however, does not allow for a uniform

oxide profile along the wafer which in turn leads to a spatial dependence of NW yield,

density and dimension. In addition, rather high substrate temperatures of about 800◦C are

required, exceeding the maximum possible values of our MBE (T max
G
≈ 730◦C). Another

commonly used approach is to radio frequency (rf) sputter-deposit 25-45 nm amorphous

SiOx onto epi-ready silicon substrates and subsequently etching it selectively back to final

oxide thicknesses of ≈ 2.5 nm using buffered oxide etch (BOE), which will open nanometer

size pinholes in the granular oxide layer.10 Using BOE (Honeywell AF 98-2), a mixture

of HF and a buffering agent such as NH4F allows to prepare atomically flat and chemi-

cally clean silicon surfaces within the pinhole openings106 which are hydrogen-terminated

(Si-H), preventing re-oxidation until the wafers are transferred into the evacuated MBE-

system within 30 min.107,108 This procedure can yield high-quality InAs NW on large ar-

eas as demonstrated by several publications.10,11,100,109 Nevertheless, the process is com-

paratively tedious, as for each wafer in addition to rf sputter-deposition repeated BOE-

etching and ellipsometry (Plasmos SD 2300) is required to obtain oxide thicknesses close

the optimum value (2-5 nm). Larger deviations will result in low yield growth, complicating

conclusions regarding growth related effects. Instead of sputter-deposition, the negative-

tone electron beam resist hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) can be used to obtain amorphous

silicon oxide layers after curing above 300◦C.110 Following the procedure provided in Ap-

pendix A.2.1, the oxide thickness is optimized once by changing the according spinning

speed and pinholes form after the required in-situ-annealing.110 On the downside, it cannot

ultimately be precluded that solvent residues enter the MBE system together with the trans-

formed oxide. This makes this approach more appealing for non-silicon substrates, such
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as GaSb (see Appendix A.2.2), where no native SiOx is available. For silicon, however,

we established an even simpler process, following the work of Rieger et al.94 Instead of

partially etching back a certain oxide thickness we first remove any native oxide using BOE

before partially oxidizing now the fresh Si(111) surface using a short exposure in concen-

trated, highly pure H2O2 (31%, Sigma-Aldrich). One benefit of this procedure is that one

can easily obtain different oxide thicknesses on the very same wafer just by submerging dif-

ferent parts of the substrate for different times, which allows to study the influence of oxide

thickness with one growth run at exactly the same growth conditions. For self-assembled

InAs NW growth has been established before and will be adopted in the following, as we

are mainly interested to optimize the reoxidation procedure. All growth parameter listed

in the following thus follow the work of Hertenberger et al., as they are known to produce

high yield InAs NW growth.111

After reoxidation for different times, the such treated substrates are subsequently cleaned

with deionized water and isopropanol, now exhibiting reduced hydrophobic properties as

compared with freshly deoxidized wafers, which were then immediately transferred into the

growth chamber. Prior to growth, first a short annealing step is conducted at TG = 730◦C

for 20 min under arsenic-rich conditions (ΦAs =3.5·10-5mbar) to remove any residual con-

taminants, followed by subsequent cool down to final growth temperatures. Following the

work of Hertenberger et al.10,11,100,111,112 we use TG = 480◦C and by supplying indium with

0.36 Å/s (and unchanged As-supply) growth of InAs NW is initiated for 24 min.111 After

cool-down still under As-rich condition below 400◦C and transfer to ambient, the sample

can be cleaved and examined in scanning electron microscopy (SEM). In Figure 1.2(a)-(d)

samples with different oxidation times are shown, ranging between 60-900s. No conclusive

oxide thickness could be determined using optical ellipsometry, as the thickness even for the

longest oxidation time is expected to be below 1 nm.113 Nevertheless, for all samples, NW

growth can be found but with different densities, geometries and yield. Stemming from one

growth run, the main difference between all 4 samples is the oxide thickness, which leads

Figure 1.2: SEM micrographs of self-assembled InAs NW grown on silicon substrates with identical
growth conditions but increased H2O2-oxidation time as indicated in (a-d). The scale bar of 500 nm
is the same for all images. (e) Density of vertical and tilted NWs as a function of the H2O2
reoxidation time.
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to increasing parasitic cluster growth and lower yield of epitaxial (i.e. non-tilted) NW for

longer oxidation. In order to quantify this, for each sample the density of vertical and tilted

NW (> 5◦ away from the [111]-growth axis) is evaluated for an area of 5 µm2 and plotted as

a function of reoxidation time as shown in Figure 1.2(e). Consistent with the SEM images,

we find a high density of vertical NWs and only a minor contribution of tilted NWs for

reoxidation times between 30-60s. This changes markedly for thicker oxides, were first

for 300s oxidation the NW density considerably decreases with a simultaneous increase of

parasitic cluster growth, which can be attributed to the now excessive amount of material.

For even longer reoxidation also the ratio of tilted NW increases and finally exceeds the

number of vertical NW, indicating a major loss of epitaxial relationship with the underlying

substrate. This can also be noted by a distinct change in the optical appearance. While areas

covered with too thick oxide and hence inferior InAs NW growth appear grayish, success-

fully grown self-assembled InAs NW have a black or yellowish appearance. This, however,

depends on growth time and thus NW length and diameter, as will be elaborated further in

Section 4.1.2 for ordered arrays. This process proved to be highly reproducible, rendering

repeated ellipsometry measurements unnecessary and thereby considerably expediting a

reliable process for large area growth of self-assembled NW.

1.2.2 Selective area epitaxy

Growth of self-assembled NW has consequently many applications and is useful in particu-

lar for preliminary growth experiments or for applications where NW need to be transferred

to other substrates. Nevertheless, the inherently random interwire spacing will inevitably

lead to some size distribution of NW diameter and length when the spacing is small com-

pared to the respective diffusion length of the employed growth flux.82 Within this com-

petitive growth regime, the morphology directly relates to the spatial separation of next

nearest neighbors, and, furthermore, for ternary materials or other mixed semiconductors

the compositional homogeneity is directly affected, given different diffusivities of the single

constituents.82 In addition, a homogenous NW density facilitates unambiguous optical exci-

tation experiments which are insensitive to the probed area within the entire array. Thus, for

reproducible, high-quality growth of ternary materials and for fabrication of devices, where

size distribution is crucial, we need to deterministically define the locations for NW growth.

Utilizing again a SiO2 mask, this can be readily achieved by prepatterning the oxide with

small holes, which will serve as nucleation spots during growth. This can be obtained by

multiple methods, most notably electron beam lithography (EBL) and nanoimprint lithog-

raphy (NIL). Both feature certain advantages as will be illustrated later on, however, the

overall procedure always consists of:
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• Start with silicon wafer with 20 nm thick thermally grown SiO2 on top

• Spin coat the thoroughly cleaned wafer with suitable resist

• Pattern the resist using a suitable method (electron beam or nanoimprint lithography)

• Transfer the pattern from resist into the SiO2-layer by reactive ion etching (RIE),

using a short oxygen-plasma to remove residual resist within the holes and C4F8−SF6

plasma to etch the oxide except a 2-3 nm residual layer to provide an undamaged

silicon surface, critical for high-yield growth

• Remove residual resist in an acetone ultrasound bath and 5 min of O2-plasma

• Prior to loading into the MBE, expose the underlying silicon surface within the holes

by short BOE-exposure

As mentioned, different methods for resist patterning were used during this work, which

will be shortly introduced in the following. Detailed recipes are listed in the Appendix.

Electron beam lithography

Patterning the resist with electron beams is commonly used in research and development, as

it offers high flexibility regarding sample layout, enabling quick adjustment of the desired

pattern. As e-beam resist, mostly the positive resist poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) is

used. After spin coating and prebaking, the according wafer is transferred into the vacuum-

environment of a Raith E-Line system, where specific areas of interest are exposed to an

electron beam, leading to chain secession of the e-beam sensitive polymer. The required

dose depends amongst others on resist thickness and feature size. After successful exposure

developing in methylisobutylketon (MIBK) removes cracked polymers, thus leading to the

pattern transfer. Using computer-aided design, a great variety in patterns and filling factors

can be obtained. Nevertheless, as the writing process is sequential it becomes very time

consuming for larger areas, severely limiting the patterned area and number of features. It

is thus more suitable for small scale growth testing. The detailed procedure is provided in

Appendix A.2.3.

Nanoimprint lithography

For large area patterning, parallel processes such as NIL are preferable. Here, the entire

pattern is transferred in a single step process, i.e. by using a stamp containing the according

information. The corresponding process is outlined in Figure 1.3. Again, a wafer is spin

coated with resist (a), with a thickness that closely matches the height of the subsequently

used stamp. This stamp is pressed into the liquid polymer (b), and after curing it can be
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demolded, leaving the desired pattern imprinted within the resist (c). After RIE- and BOE-

etching (d), NW can be grown with high yield from the predefined nucleation sites (e). The

patterned area is in principle only limited by the size of the used imprint stamps, which are

commonly acquired commercially,114 but can be fabricated by EBL as well. Such large area

patterning is shown in Figure 1.3(f), where the black 1 × 1cm2 square in the center of a 2”-

wafer contains more than 109 NW with a pitch of 250 nm and a very high yield of more than

90% for optimized imprint and growth conditions, as indicated in the SEM magnification.

Achieving similar pre-patterning with the available EBL-system would require more than

a week exposure time, which is not feasible as standard procedure. Many important and

routinely used characterization techniques, such as X-ray diffraction (XRD) or absorption

spectroscopy, however, require such large areas.

Depending on the curing process of the resist one can distinguish between different

types of NIL. Originally, thermoplastic imprint or T-NIL was developed and used in col-

laboration with Prof. Lugli, TUM. Here, thermal imprint resist (microresist mr-I 8010R)

is heated above its glass transition temperature and the silicon based stamp is imprinted at

elevated pressure of 30 bar and at 165◦C into the now viscous resist using a commercial

imprinter (Obducat). Cooling it down, the resist re-solidifies and at 90◦C the stamp can be

mechanically demolded (further details listed in Appendix A.2.4). This can result in high

quality imprints but features several limitations. Heating up and cooling down severely

prolongs the entire process, as not only the wafer is heated, but the surrounding device

for applying the high pressure as well. Using such high pressures also bears the risk of

wear and tear and damaging the expensive master stamps over time (≈ 6000 AC/cm2 for

250 nm pitch).114 In addition, already small contamination by dust or particles will severely

decrease the overall yield, as the rigid stamp can only poorly adapt. This can regularly

decrease the overall successfully imprinted area to below 50%, compromised by air bub-

bles. Furthermore, although high growth yield can still be achieved on a µm-scale outside

these defected areas, optimizing this process is hardly possible as both substrate as well as

stamp are optically opaque. Another main drawback is the mechanical process of demold-

ing the stamp. Filling factors below ≈10% (i.e. pitches above 250 nm) allow no controlled

removal, leading easily to elongated and defected imprinted features after pattern transfer.

This severely limits growth studies to small pitches, which is in particular problematic for

complex core-shell NW structures such as solar cells or diodes, which require growth space

in lateral directions.

Utilizing resist that can be cured using UV light, however, can overcome these prob-

lems. In UV-NIL, a transparent stamp is pressed into initially liquid resist without need for

elevated temperatures or pressure. After photocuring through the stamp, it can be demolded

from the now mechanically stable resist. One obvious consequence of this procedure is
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Figure 1.3: Schematic illustration of nanoimprint lithography. (a) A Si(111) wafer with 20 nm
thermally grown SiO2 is spin coated with suitable resist, with a thickness matching the used stamp.
This stamp contains the pattern in the form of pillars, and is (b) pressed into the resist which is
subsequently cured. (c) After demolding, the pattern can be transferred into the oxide layer beneath,
by RIE-etching. (d) Removing residual resist and cleaning the wafer with acetone and O2-plasma,
the wafer is transferred after a BOE-etch into the MBE-chamber, where NW will grow from the pre-
defined nucleation spots. Depending on stamp-size, large areas can be imprinted, as shown in (f),
where the black 1 × 1 cm2 square contains >109 NW, grown with high yield and a pitch of 250 nm,
illustrated in the SEM-micrographs.

the requirement of transparent stamps. This is readily achieved by making copies of the

original master stamp using a glass-like compound such as OrmoStamp R© (MicroResist),

highly transparent in the UV and mechanically stable, but still flexible enough to com-

pensate for abrupt changes in surface morphology, such as particles. Simultaneously, the

lifetime of the expensive masterstamp is considerably increased, as only copies are used

for the NIL-process. Usually, commercial upgrade kits are used to extend existing T-NIL

machines towards UV-NIL, but despite extensive optimizations they do not allow to reach

the required specifications (e.g. too high minimum applicable pressure). Therefore we

developed in-house a novel, home-made tabletop device for UV-NIL. Given current patent

disclosure conditions we cannot explain in detail the device itself, but following the detailed
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recipe in Appendix A.2.5 it allows us now to prepattern substrates with high throughput,

superior yield and improved flexibility regarding substrate pattern.

1.3 Nanowire growth optimization1

Having established reliable and efficient procedures for wafer preparation we can systemat-

ically optimize subsequent NW growth. Starting with binary InAs NW, we establish growth

conditions and the required procedures for sample handling, followed throughout the rest

of this work, before laying the groundwork for later ternary growth of InGaAs-based het-

erostructures. We thus focus from the very beginning on selective area epitaxy (SAE),

capitalizing the superior homogeneity in morphology. This not only facilitates precise con-

clusions regarding NW-diameter and length as a function of selected growth parameters, but

also allows to compare absolute intensities in spectroscopic measurements, such as photo-

luminescence (PL)-efficiencies, given highly comparable excitation volumes.

Preceding each growth run, the prepared growth substrates are transferred into the UHV

environment of the MBE entry chamber, immediately after the important BOE-dip that

exposes the bare, hydrogen-terminated Si(111) surface in the prepatterned holes. After a

short pre-annealing step inside the preparation chamber (300◦C, >60 min), another high-

temperature degassing step is carried out in the main-chamber at 730◦C for 20 min to re-

move possible residual contaminants and the sample is cooled down to growth tempera-

ture TG under arsenic-rich conditions (ΦAs) within ≈ 15 min. Growth is then initiated by

supplying the group-III material flux and after a growth time tG stopped by closing the

respective shutter and rapidly cooling down the substrate. Below a temperature of TG =

400◦C, arsenic supply is stopped and the sample can be transferred. Accordingly, the most

important growth parameters can be summarized as:

• growth time tG

• group V or arsenic flux ΦAs

• group III or indium flux ΦIn

• growth or substrate temperature TG

If not mentioned otherwise, the growth time is kept at 60 min for all samples, allowing for

better comparability and instead of fluxes, the unit-free ratio: V/III = ΦAs/ΦIn is used as

well.

In epitaxy processes far from thermodynamic equilibrium, the optimum growth temper-

ature for planar materials can be estimated as about half the melting temperature Tmelt of the

1partly published and with permission from [115]. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society
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according material. Melting points of T InAs
melt = 942◦C and T GaAs

melt = 1238◦C consequently re-

sult in an ideal range of growth temperatures between 470-620◦C for the InGaAs-system.116

We therefore distinguish between a “low-temperature” growth regime below 500◦C and

“high-temperature conditions” for ternary growth studies. Especially for InAs NW exten-

sive growth studies have been performed in previous work and a major part of the growth

parameter space could be explored already.10,11,100,111,112 Starting with the established growth

conditions following the work of Hertenberger et al.,100,111 we first adapt growth of highly

periodic InAs NW arrays as required basis for subsequent growth studies. For homogenous

NW densities in the range of ≈ 109 cm-2, the p-type Si(111) substrates are prepatterned via

NIL using a pitch of 250 nm. Growth is performed at a substrate temperature of TG = 480◦C

and using material fluxes of ΦAs = 2.8 Å/s and ΦIn = 0.24 Å/s, well within As-rich growth

conditions (V/III = 12). As will be elaborated in more detail in later chapters, these growth

conditions give rise to a microstructure dominated by wurtzite (WZ) crystal phase inter-

rupted by stacking faults,117,118 intrinsically n-type doping and allow for very high growth

yield. This is demonstrated in Figure 1.4(a-b), showing exemplarily SEM images for a

growth time of tg = 125 min. The high yield exceeding >90% leads to excellent uniformity

in NW length and homogenous distribution in diameter. The growth direction of the verti-

cally aligned NWs corresponds to the [111] direction as expected from the epitaxial rela-

tionship with the underlying Si(111) substrate, while the six sidewall facets of the hexagon-

shaped NWs are related to the {110} family of planes.82,112,117,119,120 Changing the growth

time between tG = 45, 125, 200 min, we can tune the aspect ratio, i.e. length/diameter

over a broad range. The dimensions of all three NW samples are evaluated based on the

SEM images. With increasing growth time tG the average NW length and diameter increase

Figure 1.4: SEM micrographs of a representative InAs NW sample (tG = 125 min) recorded (a) in
bird’s eye view and (b) in top-view. The hexagonal cross-section of the NWs as well as the excellent
size uniformity is clearly visible. (c) Summarized dimensions of all three samples, giving the NW
length and diameter as a function of growth time. The mean values and standard deviation are
derived from a statistical analysis of 10 NWs measured per sample. Reprinted with permission from
[115]. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.
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as shown in Figure 1.4(c), giving aspect ratios ranging from ≈ 9 to 23. In particular the

almost linear increase in NW length with growth time, however, was shown to saturate

for even longer times, using similar growth conditions.112 This will lead to reduced axial

growth times exceeding 200 min and more.112 Further increasing the growth time thus does

not necessarily lead to even longer NW, but within these limitations it allows to tailor the

dimensions of the NW according the requirements of the particular experiment or device.

1.3.1 Nanowires with strongly reduced diameter

Changing the growth time we can thus already tailor the length of our InAs NW arrays

for optimized performance. Nevertheless, the diameter of the considered NW so far were

all still within a regime, where bulk-like properties prevail. Despite an inherently 1D-like

appearance, given by their high-aspect geometry, so far also most recent NW-based devices,

such as FETs,121 light emitting diode (LED)122 or solar cells52 still perform like classical

3D bulk material. But for superior, mesoscopic NW-based devices such as ballistic NW

transistors,123,124 quantum information processing125,126 and solar cells based on carrier mul-

tiplication (CM), which will be topic of Chapter 4, a modified density of states is required.

In order to fully exploit the potential of quantum confined systems we need thus to further

downscale the diameter. To which extent mainly depends on the electron effective mass m∗eff

and thus bandgap Eg of the given material. Starting with low-bandgap materials such as

InAs (Eg = 0.35 eV), the onset of quantum confinement is observed at comparatively large

NW diameters (< 60 nm),109 which reduces with larger bandgaps, e.g. by incorporating Ga,

towards ultrathin NW in the limit of GaAs (Eg = 1.42 eV).127

Besides confinement, the prospect of phase purity is highly auspicious. Usually, InAs

NW, in particular when grown in a VS growth regime, exhibit a highly random mixture

of WZ and zinc blende (ZB) crystal structures, which deteriorates electrical properties and

eventually compromises device performance.128 Although the atomic arrangement between

WZ and ZB differs only in the third-nearest neighbor, a substantial gap in bulk energy differ-

ence between WZ and ZB can form (e.g. 19-23 meV per III-V pair for InAs/GaAs129). This

larger bulk cohesive energy of WZ directly necessitates a lower effective surface energy of

according WZ sidewalls, which corresponds well with a lower number of dangling bonds

on relevant unpassivated sidewalls.130,131 Otherwise formation of WZ segments would be

energetically unfavorably.132 Consequently, for thin enough diameter and in accordance

with theoretical calculations, phase pure WZ NW should form.130 Below a critical diameter

of about 10-20 nm for arsenide NWs, the energy difference between WZ-ZB polytypes is

considered large enough to prevent random stacking, assuming that the growth tempera-

ture is high enough to prevent metastable non-equilibrium states.130 Hence, phase-pure WZ

InAs NW could be indeed demonstrated for metal-catalyzed, self-assembled growth for
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diameters ≈ 10 nm.133,134 There are, however, also studies showing InAs NW with a pure

ZB crystal structure.135,136 Indeed, VLS-growth allows irrespective of the NW diameter to

control the crystal structure in a dynamic process using optimized growth conditions.137

Changing the vapor-nucleus surface energy (i.e. contact angle) both phase-pure WZ or ZB

NW can be obtained.135,137 For InAs NW grown in VS-mode, however, this is not feasible

and phase pure NW have to the best of our knowledge not been demonstrated so far, even

more when using SAE. We thus explore several approaches how to achieve thin enough

NWs.

One prominent method, explored already two years after the seminal paper of Wag-

ner and Ellis1 in 1964 is thermal post-treatment in a subsequent annealing step after NW

growth.138 Starting with self-assembled InAs NW, using the growth conditions introduced

in Section 1.2.1, the sample is cooled down in-situ overnight and a thick protective layer

of metallic arsenic is deposited (ΦAs = 3.5·10-5 mbar for 20 min) for reduced dissociation

during the following heating step. First preliminary annealing experiments in-situ in UHV

resulted in complete removal of all NW, as exemplarily shown in Figure 1.5(a) for an an-

nealing time of 300s at 730◦. In order to faster explore the large parameter space, given

by annealing time and temperature, subsequent experiments were carried out in an external

rapid thermal annealer (RTA)-oven (AST SHS 100), using small parts from one wafer, pre-

pared as described above. Instead of UHV, these experiments were carried out in nitrogen

atmosphere and halogen lamps allowed for very rapid heating. From previous experiments

it is known that temperatures exceeding >560◦C are required before In-desorption takes

place, given the thermally more stable
{

110
}

and {111} surfaces of the NW compared with

conventional (100) bulk like samples.100 We therefore explored the temperature range be-

tween 600-775◦C and annealing times of 10-600s. While too low temperatures or too short

annealing times led to no significant change in morphology, both too long annealing time

or too high temperature resulted in thorough decomposition of all NW, similar to Figure

1.5(a). Thus, by systematically changing both annealing time and temperature within this

range, a small window could be established, were distinct thinning of NW was observed.

Starting with an average diameter of about 60 nm, annealing for 180s at 700◦C led to a

decrease in diameter down to 40 nm, as shown in Figure 1.5(b). Given the rather large

spread in diameter for self-assembled growth, this can lead to a decrease in density, as NW

with diameter below average thickness may already be fully decomposed. In addition, a

slight deviation of the NW orientation away from the predominant [111] direction can be

detected. In order to study this in more detail and to reveal if successful transformation into

phase-pure material could be obtained, a TEM study was conducted. By transferring a set of

NW after annealing onto carbon-coated copper grids, the microstructure of individual NWs

could be characterized using a JEOL JEM 2011. Obtaining HR-TEM images in 〈110〉 zone

axis, corresponding to the side facets before annealing we obtained images as exemplarily
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Figure 1.5: SEM images of annealing experiments: In (a) self-assembled InAs NW capped with
arsenic were annealed in-situ for 300s at 730◦C, resulting in loss of all NW. (b) Starting with similar
NW (≈ 60 nm diameter), rapid thermal annealing is conducted in nitrogen atmosphere for 180s
at 700◦C, resulting in considerable thinning down (≈ 40 nm diameter). (c) high resolution (HR)-
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of a NW after high temperature treatment, revealing
a predominantly polycrystalline structure.

shown in Figure 1.5(c). In contrast to a well defined NW with smooth sidefacets and a WZ-

dominant crystal face interrupted by stacking faults along growth direction, as expected for

InAs grown using similar growth conditions but no thermal treatment,117 we find a pre-

dominantly polycrystalline structure, with single grains and amorphous areas, revealing no

coherent crystal structure. This strongly deviates from the original results by Takahashi et

al.,138 where similar conditions fully converted gold-catalyzed grown InAs whiskers into

ZB. Using in-situ TEM analysis Zheng et al.139 could recently directly observe such WZ-

ZB transition, when heating NW by electrically contacting substrate and NW-tip using a

gold-coated micro-manipulator in order to pass current through single NW. They employed

gold-catalyzed MOCVD growth as well, noting that each NW was coated with amorphous

carbon, presumably caused by the MOCVD-growth conditions. This provides excellent

encapsulation and in accordance with our result they also found that InAs NW without

seed particle directly sublimed at high temperature.139 Given the higher sublimability of

InAs compared with GaAs,89 post-growth annealing without encapsulations thus seems to

lead to uncontrolled decomposition rather than reverse-reaction growth, as developed for

GaAs NW127 to fine-tune the dimensions of NW by post-growth annealing. Alternatively,

encapsulation or epitaxial burying of defected NW with another material was shown to sup-

presses all stacking faults and convert the structure into phase pure material.140 Overgrowth

of InAs NW with a thin GaAs shell (tG = 300s, TG = 500◦C, ΦAs = 3.5·10-5mbar, ΦGa =

1.7Å/s) and subsequent in-situ annealing for 300s at 740◦C without arsenic overpressure

resulted indeed in first promising results. As shown in Appendix A.1.5, instead of WZ,

now a predominantly ZB-structure prevails. Nevertheless, given the still substantial density

of twinning defects, we concentrate on a more promising route, namely to grow NW with

inherently thin diameter.
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Figure 1.6: SEM micrographs of InAs NW. (a) High yield and aspect ratios of ≈ 21 are obtained
(diameter ≈ 75 nm) after 40 min growth at 500◦C substrate temperature and material fluxes of ΦAs =

3.5·10-5mbar andΦIn = 0.36 Å/s. (b) Decreasing growth time andΦIn, the diameter can be decreased
down to 20-35 nm. (c) Exemplary NW with 44 nm diameter and 1.2 µm length grown with a pitch of
5 µm. In the lower inset, increased yield is shown at lower magnification and in the upper inset, the
crystal structure of a thin NW is shown in TEM. Distinct streaks parallel to growth direction reveal
a high density of stacking faults with no extended WZ or ZB-segments. Adapted with permission
from [141]. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.

Compared with VLS growth, where the diameter of the respective seed particle deter-

mines the diameter of the as-grown NW, NW grown in a VS-regime depend more strongly

on the growth conditions. In addition, length and diameter are not entirely independent from

each other. Nevertheless, by optimizing all growth parameters, we can improve the overall

aspect ratio, which will be shown in the following. In the first series, all samples were

grown on imprinted Si(111) wafers, with 250 nm pitch. Standard growth conditions (tG =

40 min, TG = 500◦C, ΦAs = 3.5·10-5mbar, ΦIn = 0.36 Å/s), similar as for self-assembled

NW presented above, lead to a high yield of InAs NW with homogenous size distribution,

as exemplarily shown in Figure 1.6(a) for the reference sample. Evaluating length and

diameter for a set of NW, we obtain aspect ratios of about 21 on average (≈ 1.6 µm long, ≈
75 nm thick). Since the aspect ratio is fixed, reducing growth time is the simplest approach

to obtain thinner NW, as both NW diameter and length start to increase linearly with growth

time (for NW lengths below the diffusion limit of the growth species).11,111 Maintaining all

growth parameter but reducing the growth time to tG = 10 nm, we find that also length and

diameter are accordingly reduced by about 1
6 (≈ 0.9 µm long, ≈ 47 nm thick). For many

applications, however, a certain minimum length is required, setting a lower limit for this

approach. But by lowering the In-flux to ΦIn = 0.26 Å/s, while maintaining the arsenic-

supply, it is possible to favor axial compared with lateral growth, and increase the aspect

ratio from ≈ 20 to now ≈ 26 (≈ 1.1 µm long, ≈ 42 nm thick). Combining both approaches

by further reducing growth time and In-flux (tG = 3 min, TG = 500◦C, ΦAs = 3.5·10-5mbar,

ΦIn = 0.19 Å/s) we can finally push the limit down to diameter of 20-35 nm on average,

as demonstrated in Figure 1.6(b). As a trade-off, the reduced In-growth rate required for
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very thin NW also reduces the overall growth yield (<20%), as shown in the SEM image.

Choosing intermediate growth conditions (tG = 10 min, TG = 500◦C, ΦAs = 3.5·10-5mbar,

ΦIn = 0.26 Å/s) and a larger pitch of 5µm, equivalent to more available material per NW, we

still obtain NW with aspect ratios above 27 and sufficiently small diameter (1.2 µm length,

44 nm diameter). Such a sample is shown in Figure 1.6(c), with a now considerably higher

yield of ≈ 50%. Using TEM, we can study the crystal structure of NW with such small

diameter, as shown in the upper inset in Figure 1.6(c). This time, well defined NW with

smooth surfaces and crystalline structure can be identified. And similar as for thick InAs

NW we find a high density of stacking faults with no larger WZ or ZB segments. A similar

behavior was also found for NW down to 20 nm in diameter (see Appendix A.1.6), which

is at the edge of critical diameter for the transition to pure WZ-NW, but no such trend can

be observed.130

Either further down-scaling is required, or calculation of the critical equilibrium radii

for the WZ transition does not sufficiently take into account growth kinetic effects, such

as adatom surface concentration and reconstruction during MBE-growth.132,142 While for

VLS-growth according models already exist,132,137 less theory is available for VS-NW. There

are, however, first studies, which predict that phase pure WZ InAs NW require the presence

of liquid indium, i.e. only for VLS-growth,143 while for SAE-grown GaAs NW the density

of rotational twins seems even to increase with decreasing nanowire diameter, suggesting a

so-called twin-defect induced growth mode with inherent defects for VS-growth.144,145

Nevertheless, the main objective to obtain SAE-grown InAs NW with diameters well

within a quantum confined regime could be successfully established, which is an impor-

tant requirement for solar cells based on multiple exciton generation (MEG), introduced

in Chapter 4. Directly probing such NW with µ-PL-spectroscopy to reveal the extent of

confinement, however, has proven to be difficult, given the small volume of available ma-

terial and a very high surface-to-aspect ratio, which will be elucidated in more detail in

the according Chapter 2.2. For efficient optical efficiency, we will have to establish first

methods how to successfully passivate such thin NW (see Chapter 3).

1.3.2 High-temperature growth parameter space

In the next part we explore the high-temperature growth regime for InAs. This is crucial for

successful and homogenous incorporation of Ga, which will be the topic of the following

chapter. For growth of high-quality InGaAs NW, elevated growth temperatures provide suf-

ficient Ga diffusion and incorporation, as could be shown in previous studies.82 We therefore

adapt low-temperature growth conditions from the previous Section (ΦAs = 3.5·10-5 mbar,

ΦIn = 0.36 Å/s), but increase substrate temperature to TG = 550◦C. This is known from
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Figure 1.7: Aspect ratio (black data) and vertical growth yield (blue data) for InAs NW grown with
different conditions at elevated temperatures. All data are derived from SEM micrographs as shown
in the lower panel (same scale bar within each series). In (a) the V/III ratio is varied by changing the
As-flux for a fixed In-rate of ΦIn = 0.36 Å/s and TG = 550◦C. Consecutively changing (b) As-flux
ΦAs and finally (c) the V/III ratio at TG = 540◦C, both yield and aspect ratio were optimized.

earlier studies to be still well within the possible growth window of self-assembled InAs

NW,100 while for ternary NW a high compositional homogeneity could be obtained at such

elevated temperatures.82 For the optimization, the main growth parameter, ΦAs, ΦIn and TG

are varied iteratively in the following, while keeping the growth time of tG = 60 min as

well as sample preparation and annealing procedure fixed. After each growth run, the most

important measures, yield and aspect ratio of the particular samples, are evaluated from

respective SEM images, as summarized for selected conditions in Figure 1.7. Error bars

derive from averaging over at least 10 NWs from each growth run. The entire series of SEM

micrographs can be found in Appendix A.1.8 and a more in-depth analysis of a comparable

growth optimization will follow in Chapter 2.1 for the growth of InGaAs NW. In the first

series, we vary the V/III ratio for fixed ΦAs = 3.5 ·10-5 mbar and TG = 550◦C. Figure 1.7(a)

shows that the lowest V/III ratio, adopted from the previous Section, leads to growth of low

aspect ratio NW with well defined side facets, a clear epitaxial relationship to the underlying

Si(111) substrate and a fairly poor yield. Increasing the V/III ratio, the overall rather low

average aspect ratio of the NWs remains constant within the error margin but the growth

selectivity features a distinct maximum at intermediate V/III ratios (≈ 45). Maintaining

such intermediate V/III ratios, both As-flux and In-flux were varied in a second series, such

as to keep the V/III ratio fixed (V/III≈ 45). As demonstrated in Figure 1.7(b), varying ΦAs

between 3.5·10-5 - 4.5·10-5 mbar BEP (equivalent to 19-24 Å/s) allows to further increase

vertical growth yield up to around ≈ 0.8. The average aspect ratios, however, show no

considerable improvement. Although elevated growth temperatures are an important re-

quirement for high quality incorporation of Ga, they can also increase the desorption rate
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of Indium and decomposition along growth direction,10 compromising maximum aspect

ratios, which can only partially be accounted for by increasing the effective V-III ratio. We

therefore lower in the last series the growth temperature from TG = 550◦C to TG = 540◦C

and adapt again the V/III ratio, as shown in Figure 1.7(c). For a fixed In-flux of ΦIn =

0.60 Å/s, the As-BEP is varied between 4.0-5.0·10-5 mbar, and similar as in (a), maximum

growth yield is obtained at intermediate V/III-ratios (≈ 41), but at a significantly higher

level, decidedly above 0.9. Simultaneously, we also find a higher sensitivity of the overall

aspect ratio to changing growth conditions. Here, a good compromise between longer NW

and higher yield is finally found, with an excellent aspect ratio of 19 ± 5, low parasitic

cluster growth and overall high yield, marking a good starting point for subsequent Ga-

incorporation. In addition, the increase of NW aspect ratio with higher As-flux is a strong

indication, that for the selected range of growth parameter, the overall growth rate is As-

limited, in agreement with recent findings.100

So far, these results exclusively apply for a constant interwire distance of 250 nm. Hav-

ing established an imprint procedure for arbitrary pitches we can optimize growth condi-

tions for larger pitches as well, as will be shown in the following. Maintaining the previ-

ously optimized values for substrate temperature (TG = 540◦C) and In-flux (ΦIn = 0.6 Å/s)

for a still fixed growth time (tG = 60 min), the As-flux ΦAs is adapted for 3 different pitches.

Starting from the already optimized value of ΦAs = 4.5·10-5mbar for 250 nm pitch we find

superior growth yield with minimal parasitic cluster growth and excellent aspect ratios by

linearly increasing the As-flux ΦAs to values of ΦAs = 4.65·10-5 mbar for 500 nm pitch and

finally ΦAs = 5.5·10-5 mbar for 2000 nm pitch, as shown in Figure 1.8. The necessary in-

crease in As-supply can be directly related to the respective change in NW spacing. For

this, we have to distinguish first two distinct growth regimes, depending on the diffusion

length λSiO2
of respective growth species on the SiO2-surface, which in turn depends on

substrate temperature and V/III-ratio. For NW with a spacing smaller than 2 × λSiO2
, adja-

cent nanowire compete for adatoms, limiting radial and axial growth rates, which will be

termed “materials competition regime” in the following.112 Larger pitches, however, lead to

capturing areas and thus growth rates of single NW which are independent of exact spac-

ings and larger compared with densely packed NW. Depending on growth conditions, In

adatoms which are beyond the next nucleation site will either desorb or lead to increased

cluster formation. For the considered growth conditions, we assume to be still within a

material competition regime. In previous work, the transition between both regimes could

be identified to be on the order of 1.5 µm, for considerably lower growth temperatures (TG

≈ 480◦C), however.112 Given a substrate temperature of TG ≈ 540◦C, this will most likely

extend to > 2 µm pitch, even for the simultaneous increase in V/III ratio (≈ 1 order of

magnitude higher compared with [112]). Thus, by increasing the interwire spacing from

250 nm up to 2 µm, the capturing area of each NW increases and more III-material per
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NW is available, given the As-limited growth conditions (see Figure 1.7(c)). In order to

maintain the effective V/III ratio of denser NW arrays, we thus have to increase the overall

arsenic flux. At the same time, for a fixed growth time, the length of the single NW grown

at larger pitch will increase as more material per NW is available. This becomes evident

when comparing the length of the NW grown with a pitch of 250 nm (length: 1.9± 0.1 µm)

and 2 µm (length: 4.9 ± 0.3 µm). The sample grown with 500 nm does not quite follow

this pattern (length: 1.3 ± 0.2 µm). This can be explained by the hexagonal geometry of

the imprinted pattern and thus a higher filling factor compared with the square lattice of

the 250 nm and 2000 nm pitch samples and a thus a different capturing area, which was not

yet taken into account. This leads to not yet optimized aspect ratios, but an otherwise very

high growth yield, indicating the superior sample preparation and overall stability of these

growth parameter. Similarly for the NW diameter d, which slightly increases for larger

pitches (d250nm ≈ 136 ± 10, d500nm ≈ 146 ± 7, d2000nm ≈ 160 ± 9), as has been observed in

previous work.112

Please note that growth conditions mentioned in the following can deviate from the

ones presented here, as a major MBE-maintenance campaign was conducted in between.

The overall procedure of growth optimization, however, is not affected and similar yield

was obtained.

Figure 1.8: SEM micrographs of InAs NW with different pitches grown at optimized high
temperature conditions (tG = 60 min, TG = 540◦C, ΦIn = 0.6 Å/s). The scale bar for side-view
(45◦ angle) and top view is identical within each panel. (a) Starting with an arsenic flux of
ΦAs = 4.5·10-5mbar for 250 nm pitch 1.9 ± 0.1 µm long NW with an aspect ratio of 14 ± 2 were
obtained, which changes to (b) 1.3 ± 0.2 µm long and aspect ratio of 10 ± 2 for 500 nm pitch (ΦAs

= 4.65·10-5 mbar) and (c) 4.9 ± 0.3 µm long and aspect ratio of 31 ± 4 for 2000 nm pitch (ΦAs =

5.5·10-5 mbar). Overall very high yield and low parasitic growth can be achieved.
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1.3.3 Doping

In the final part of this chapter, we utilize the just optimized high-temperature growth condi-

tions for first doping studies on InAs NW. Being able to adapt the electrical properties of the

respective semiconductor material is an important prerequisite in order to realize efficient

optoelectronic devices. Doping itself denotes the intentional incorporation of impurities

into the semiconductor host material in order to change its intrinsic properties. In partic-

ular it allows to change charge-carrier type and density. While well established for planar

InAs films, doping of InAs nanowires has started to be investigated only recently.146–154

Typically, silicon is used for n-type doping, as it features several benefits such as low vapor

pressure (as compared with Te), low diffusion and high sticking coefficient, but it was also

shown to affect morphology151 and may even promote a change in crystal structure towards

predominantly ZB for catalyst-free InAs NW.154 Although silicon atoms can in principle be

incorporated either as donor or acceptor (amphoteric) in III-V materials,155 for InAs and the

considered growth conditions it acts as typically substitutional impurity on In-sites and thus

as n-type donor.151 Specifically, by using high arsenic flux arsenic vacancies at the surface

are decreased, with enhanced incorporation at indium vacancies. Simultaneously, incorpo-

ration of Si was associated with reduced surface diffusivity.151 In order to partially mitigate

this effect, we use elevated growth temperatures, as optimized in the previous Chapter (TG

= 540◦C, ΦIn = 0.6 Å/s and ΦAs = 4.5·10-5 mbar). All nanowires are grown on imprinted

(250 nm pitch), highly p-type substrates (≈ 5·1019 cm−3), which may serve also for fabrica-

tion of improved tunneling FETs65,66 (more details regarding tunnel FETs are provided in

Appendix A.2.2).

In a first series, we vary the nominal Si-concentration under a fixed growth time of

60 min. For homogenous doping, Si donors are continously supplied after an initial nu-

cleation step of 300s long InAs growth. The respective Si-dopant flux can be changed by

varying the current of the thermal sublimation filament and calibrated using an equivalent

Si-concentration of planar GaAs(001) samples grown with similar Si-flux (TG = 615◦C,

ΦGa = 2.7 Å/s and ΦAs = 1.2·10-5 mbar), evaluated via low temperature Hall-measurements.

In a first series, in addition to an undoped reference sample, the current of the Si-filament is

varied between ISi = 11 / 12 / 13A, equivalent to 3.0 / 6.6 / 8.4 ·1018 cm−3 bulk charge carrier

density. The morphology of all samples was inspected after growth as shown in Figure

1.9. Starting with nominally undoped InAs NW, illustrated in (a), we find homogeneous

growth and well defined, smooth sidewalls. Introducing an increasing amount of silicon,

however, leads to a distinct increase in diameter, which quickly saturates and remains con-

stant (within the error margin) upon higher Si-current. This is illustrated in Figure 1.9(e),

where the statistics performed for both side- and top-view images is plotted as a function

of Si-current. Interestingly, we find a sharpening of the NW tips with a pencil-like shape,
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Figure 1.9: SEM images in side-view of InAs NW with different Si-dopant fluxes. The length scale
is identical for all micrographs. (a) Nominally undoped NW with an inset in top-view, demonstrating
well-defined side facets. (b-d) Increasing the Si-flux, equivalent to 11A, 12A, 13A current. The inset
in (d) illustrates increased faceting for higher doping concentrations and the pencil-shape is outlined
in white for one exemplary NW. (e) Statistical evaluation of length and diameter of at least 10 NW
per sample. The dotted lines serve as guide to the eye only.

accompanied by distinct faceting, replacing the otherwise smooth sidewalls (compare insets

in (a) and (d)), in particular for the sample with highest Si-dopant flux. Both effects indicate

insufficient surface diffusivity, induced by higher Si-flux and have been reported before, for

both MBE-151–153 and MOCVD-grown149,150 Si-doped NW. Despite the increased radial, i.e.

{110} growth rates, the axial, {111} growth remains constant within the error margin for this

growth series.149–151 Typically, axial growth is reduced upon Si-incorporation as well,151

although recent studies on VLS-grown Si-doped InAs NW suggest a similar behavior with

unaffected NW length as in Figure 1.9.

To further study the effect of Si-doping one needs to access the respective carrier con-

centration. For planar samples, Hall effect measurements are the most established tech-

nique, but for nanowire devices the required precise contact fabrication severely compli-

cates accurate studies which so far only few groups could realize.156–158 Field-effect tran-

sistor device measurements159 and capacitance measurements147 involve less tedious fabri-

cation, but still bear the risk of contact-induced aberrations. Spectroscopic studies, on the

other hand, offer several benefits, such as facile ensemble measurements and absence of ad-

ditional processing. Consequently, different methods have been reported, such as Raman,160

Terahertz161 and photoluminescence spectroscopy.162 In particular the latter is known to

obtain similar accuracy as electrical Hall measurements158,163 and will be elucidated in more

detail in the following. Doping of intrinsic material will affect its luminescence properties

in several ways. For low level doping, the increase in carrier concentration will lead to peak

broadening, as many-body interactions increase and the peak emission may be lowered in

energy, as transitions via the dopant level become possible.158 For higher doping concen-

trations, bandgap narrowing or renormalization can further reduce the emission energy,164

before for very high doping the Fermi-level will finally move into the conduction band, blue
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shifting the emission signal, due to Burstein-Moss related band filling,165,166 in particular

for narrow band gap semiconductor materials.167 This is accompanied by a further increase

in peak width or full width at half maximum (FWHM), which reflects the Fermi distribu-

tion within the conduction band.163 Both peak position and FWHM can be used to access

the according carrier concentration,163,168 but most accurately only for low-level doping.158

Doping concentrations exceeding the effective density of states in the conduction band,

for InAs about 5.3·1014 cm-3 at 10K (or 8.7·1016 cm-3 at room temperature),169 will lead to

degeneracy and thus the high-energy tail of the according PL emission is better suited for

accurately determining charge carrier concentrations.158 With this approach the Fermi tail,

defined as product of density of states (DOS) in the conduction band, gC(E), and Fermi

function, f (E), is compared with the high-energy part of the single spectra and from a least

square fit both electron temperature T and Fermi energy EF with respect to the valence band

edge EV can be obtained. This allows to numerically solve the Fermi-Dirac integral:

n(E) = gc(E) · f (E) =

√
2

π2~3
(e · meff)

3
2 ·

∫ ∞

Emin

√

E − Ec ·
(

1 + e
E−EF
kBT

)−1

dE (1.1)

(kB: Boltzmann constant, e: electron charge, ~: reduced Planck constant, EC: conduction band edge,

E: range of energies of a given spectrum)

and thus to access the carrier concentration n(E). As the effective mass meff is directly

affected by high doping concentrations (non-parabolic regime), we use an experimentally

obtained relationship of meff(n) to iteratively solve for n(E).170 This method is only applica-

ble for degenerately doped samples, but given the pronounced surface Fermi level pinning

and low bandgap of InAs we expect reasonable results even for nominally undoped NW,

with a carrier concentrations on the order of 1·1017 cm-3 at room-temperature as obtained

from transport measurements.171 The doping type itself is verified to be n-type by 4-terminal

conductance measurements using a global back gate in FET geometry (not shown).

For optical spectroscopy of narrow-bandgap semiconductors such as InAs and In-rich

InGaAs, emitting in the mid-IR part of the spectrum (2-3 µm) , however, certain limitations

apply. Given the poor sensitivity of available detectors, strong atmospheric absorption and

pronounced nonradiative recombination processes,172 a dedicated setup specifically opti-

mized for mid-IR measurements is required for sufficient signal, which was developed and

refined in the course of several master theses173–175 (see Appendix A.1.4 for details). Using

this setup, all measurements were conducted at low temperature (8K) and 0.4 mW/µm2

excitation power density if not mentioned otherwise. Representative spectra are presented

in Figure 1.10(a) for different nominal Si-concentrations, together with Fermi-tail fits of

gc(E) · f (E) (dashed curves), which very well reproduce the high-energy tails of the single

spectra. For better comparison, all spectra are normalized, with the relative coefficients be-
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Figure 1.10: (a) Normalized PL-spectra of NW with different doping level, including Fermi-tail
fits (dotted line). The according normalization factors are specified next to each plot. The peak
energy of nominally undoped InAs NW is marked as dashed line. A white arrow indicates increased
below-bandgap emission. (b) Charge carrier density n as function of Si-flux extracted from 10-
20 spectra each and according least-square fits. (c) Excitation power dependent µ-PL spectra at
low temperature for “no” and “low” doping. (d) Temperature-dependent µ-PL spectra at maximum
excitation power for “no” and “low” doping. (e) Excitation power dependent carrier densities for
representative samples with no, low and medium doping on a semi-logarithmic scale. (f) Arrhenius-
type representation for carrier densities as function of inverse temperature for intrinsic, low and
medium doped InAs NW.
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ing provided for each plot. Starting with the nominally undoped reference sample, we find

a peak energy, indicated as dashed black line, centered around ≈0.45 eV, typical for aWZ-

dominated crystal phase117 and a comparatively low FWHM of 46 meV. For low doping

(equivalent Si flux of 11A), several interesting features can be identified. First, the peak en-

ergy shifts to higher energies, typical for a pronounced Burstein-Moss effect. This is further

supported by the considerable peak broadening of more than a factor of 2. At the same time,

the band-to-band luminescence also extends further below the intrinsic bandgap (see white

arrow), which suggests an onset of band gap narrowing (BGN), partially compensating the

band filling related blue shift. In order to exclude defects as origin of this shift, TEM-studies

will have to be performed. Further increases in the Si-dopant flux (12A, 13A) lead to only

minor additional blueshift but a further increase in FWHM. At the same time, the overall

intensity decreases, marked by the normalizing factors, of up to one order of magnitude for

the absolute intensity. The probed volume of the NW should be comparable for this series,

given a constant pitch of 250 nm and identical spot size of the excitation laser. The increase

in NW volume with higher doping (mainly due to elevated radial growth rate) is compen-

sated by a minor decrease in overall growth yield. Comparing the integrated PL-intensities,

we find first a slight increase to about 20% stronger luminescence for low doping (11A),

which quickly decreases for higher Si-dopant flux to around 1
3 . This indicates a larger

contribution of nonradiative recombination channels, usually attributed for by an overall

lower crystal quality, which could stem from an overall reduced surface diffusivity upon

incorporation of Si-atoms, and thus an increase of point defects (vacancies, interstitials).176

For GaAs it is well known that Si-concentrations exceeding 1019 cm−3 will considerably

degrade surface morphology up to polycrystallinity.177 For better comparison, and in order

to study in more depth the influence of doping, the extracted carrier density n is analyzed

as a function of nominal Si-flux. For each sample, n is extracted according to Equation

1.1 at 10-20 different measurement positions and summarized in Figure 1.10(b). For nom-

inally undoped InAs NW carrier concentrations between 1-3·1017 cm−3 are found, which

reproduce very well values obtained from transport measurements on samples grown under

similar growth conditions and generally used for simulations throughout this thesis.171 By

adding Si the charge carrier concentration abruptly increases by one order of magnitude

into the low ≈1018 cm−3 range, but saturates and only the spread increases between 11-

13A. This agrees well with earlier studies on planar Si-doped GaAs thin films, where the

maximum Si-doping concentration for optimized MBE grown samples177 was on the order

of 6·1018 cm−3 and comparable with selective-area MOCVD grown Si-doped InAs NW with

maximum carrier densities below 4·1018 cm−3.149 For very large Si-concentrations, strain

associated with Si+ ions on III-sites may energetically favor occupation of more and more

arsenic sites.177 The resulting formation of Si−As can autocompensate any additional donors
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by forming neutral pairs until Si-precipitates form, which eventually will even decrease

free-carrier concentration.177

To further study the influence of Si-doping, excitation power-dependent studies were

performed at low temperature (10K). For both the nominally undoped (red data) as well as

the low doped (11A) sample (green data), typical spectra are depicted on a logarithmic scale

in Figure 1.10(c). The medium and highest doped sample (12A/13A) show similar behavior

as for low doping, but with even further reduced intensity. Comparing both sets of spectra,

the lower absolute intensities and larger FWHM for the doped sample becomes evident, as

discussed above. Neither of the two series shows a distinct shift of the peak energy as a

function of excitation power, indicating rather low band filling. This is further supported

after extracting the carrier densities for each spectrum and plotting the respective values as a

function of excitation power, as depicted in Figure 1.10(e). No major shift in carrier density

as a function of excitation power can be found. In particular no state filling can be observed

for the highest power which at the same time allows the best signal-to-noise ratio and thus

more accurate data acquisition. This is important, as most experiments were conducted

at highest excitation power and the contribution from additionally optically excited charge

carriers is still insignificant. This applies for both undoped and doped samples. In addition,

we can evaluate how the spectrally integrated intensity I changes with increasing excitation

P power by fitting the data for each sample with a power-law:

I ∝ Pk (1.2)

The so-called power factor k depends on the dominant recombination mechanism with typ-

ical values for radiative recombination (k = 1), Auger-recombination (k = 2
3 ) and trap-

mediated Shockley-Read-Hall recombination (k = 0.5).178 Comparing the average power

factors k for three power-dependent measurements for each doping level we find an overall

increase from k = 0.50 ± 0.04 for the undoped and low doped samples, to k = 0.57 ±
0.06 (medium doped) and finally to k = 0.66 ± 0.02 for the highest doped sample, clearly

suggesting a transition from mainly Shockley-Read-Hall-limited towards Auger-dominated

recombination. Auger-recombination in general is a three-particle process and thus scales

with the third power of carrier densities for non-degenerate carriers and also for higher

doping, necessitating Fermi-Dirac statistics, where it shows a reduced but still considerable

dependence on carrier density.179 This suggests an increase in carrier density with higher Si-

flux, in contrast to Figure 1.10(b) and will have to be resolved by complementary transport

measurements on a set of representative NW.

Finally, temperature dependent measurements are conducted at maximum excitation

power, as summarized in Figure 1.10(d) for the undoped and low doped sample. Since

the sample with medium doping exhibits a similar behavior it is omitted for the sake of
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clarity, while the signal of the highest doped signal is too weak for temperature dependent

studies. As expected, the intensity decreases with increasing temperature and the peak

emission shifts to lower energies, although weaker as compared to bulk material, especially

for the undoped sample. This is further analyzed by extracting n for each temperature,

as summarized in an Arrhenius-like plot in 1.10(d) for the according carrier densities as

a function of inverse temperature on semi-logarithmic scale. In particular, the undoped

sample features a characteristic activation at around 50K and the carrier-density almost

triples above this temperature. Earlier studies on InAs and InGaAs NW attributed such

anomalous behavior, also reflected in a delayed red-shift of the peak emission (Varshni-

shift), to stacking-defect induced localized trap states near the band edge, given the high

density of WZ-ZB segments and the according band-offset.117,180 In contrast, the carrier

density for low and medium doped NW is constant over the entire temperature range and

no freeze-out of dopants can be observed. This is expected for degenerate doping and within

the saturation range the influence of localized trap states is less dominant.

InAs nanowire arrays for Terahertz emission2

Beside studying the spectroscopic properties of InAs NWs in the mid-IR, high yield arrays

grown in a catalyst-free regime also offer novel functionality as efficient semiconductor

surface emitters in the terahertz (THz) spectral range. This part of the electromagnetic

spectrum is important for a wide variety of applications, including imaging, time-domain

spectroscopy, and material identification.181 Although THz radiation is usually generated by

electrically biased ultrafast photoconductors integrated with broad band antennas, the use of

NW surface emitter still has potential applications in THz time-domain-spectroscopy (TDS)

systems. In general, the majority of direct band gap semiconductor crystals emits from their

surfaces electromagnetic transients of subpicosecond (sub-ps) duration and spectral widths

reaching several THz when excited by fs laser radiation.182,183 Although the most efficient

THz pulses are emitted from the surfaces of p-type InAs crystals,184 we nevertheless studied

in collaboration with Krotkus et al.115 the properties of our intrinsically n-type InAs NW

as effective THz source. One main benefit of NW structures is their high-aspect geome-

try, improving the out-coupling of THz radiation, which usually takes place in a narrow

escape cone with an apex angle of Θe = arcsin(1/n) ≈ 15◦ (n is the refractive index of a

semiconductor at THz frequencies). For instance, it was demonstrated that indium nitride

(InN) nanorod arrays can generate THz pulses with at least three times larger amplitude

than planar InN layers.185 We therefore study the samples from Figure 1.4(c) with varying

aspect ratio. The experiment itself was conducted at the laboratory in Vilnius, using a

conventional THz TDS system, employing 76 MHz repetition rate pulses generated by a

2partly published and with permission from [115]. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society
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Ti:sapphire laser at 800 nm with a 150 fs pulse duration to investigate the THz radiation

pulses emitted by the InAs NWs.183,186,187 On the detection side, the emitted THz pulses

were coherently detected by a photoconductive antenna fabricated from a low-temperature-

grown GaAs epitaxial layer. The emitted THz pulses and the corresponding Fourier spectra

are shown in Figure 1.11 for the three InAs NW samples in comparison with a p-type bulk

InAs reference (p = 1018 cm-3), known as currently the most efficient semiconductor THz

surface emitter. We observe that the amplitude of the generated THz pulses is strongly

related to the NW length and aspect ratio. In particular, by increasing NW length (aspect

ratio) the amplitude of the THz pulses increases steadily, reaching a peak amplitude (at

zero delay) in the sample with ≈ 3.3 µm long NWs that is equal to ≈60% of the amplitude

emitted from the p-type bulk InAs reference. Taking the fill factor (FF) of this sample’s

surface by the NWs into account (FF ≈ 0.2), we obtain an effective THz emissivity of the

NWs that is ≈ 3 times stronger than that of bulk p-InAs. To clearly identify how significant

the enhanced out-coupling of the THz radiation is, one needs to, however, elucidate whether

different mechanisms of THz emission are present from NW surfaces as opposed to bulk

InAs. The Fourier spectra of the NW-related THz pulses presented in Figure 1.11(b) further

show some interesting features with respect to bulk p-type InAs. Spectra corresponding to

longer NWs are essentially equivalent to the spectrum obtained for the p-type bulk InAs

reference, although their width is, most probably, limited by the temporal response of the

detector used. In contrast, the Fourier spectrum of the THz pulse radiated from the other

sample (lNW = 0.75 µm) is distinctly narrower. This directly relates to the origin of the

THz emission. Studying wavelength-dependent TDS measurements and the azimuthal an-

gle dependence compared with p-type bulk InAs material fundamentally different physical

mechanisms could be identified:115 for bulk InAs crystals, anisotropic photoconductivity

is the prevailing cause of THz generation while for InAs NW dynamic polarization due

Figure 1.11: THz pulses (a) and their Fourier spectra (b) radiated from the surfaces of p-type bulk
InAs and three n-type InAs NW samples excited by femtosecond Ti:sapphire laser pulses. Reprinted
with permission from [115]. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.
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to different diffusion velocities of photoexcited electrons and holes is the dominating THz

emission process.115 This so-called photo-Dember effect was recently also identified using

photo-current measurements on similarly grown InAs NW.188 Although this mechanism is

less efficient than anisotropic photoconductivity for bulk material, NWs are yet very effi-

cient THz emitters most likely due to an improved out-coupling of the radiation.

1.4 Summary

In summary, we have demonstrated successful growth of binary InAs NW on Si(111) in

a VS-growth regime, without the need of foreign metal catalysts. First, a considerably

simplified method for growth of self-assembled NW on wafer-scale was established, ex-

pedient for growth studies and facile NW-production. Utilizing a specifically developed

UV-NIL-setup, we subsequently developed large area wafer-prepatterning for selective area

epitaxy. This allows growth with very well pre-defined conditions, superior yield and well-

controlled interwire distances. In the next part, we explored the growth and fabrication of

as thin as possible InAs NW. While annealing experiments lead to dissociation or polycrys-

talline structures, we succeeded in finding growth conditions for inherently low diameter.

At elevated V/III ratio and reduced growth times, we find diameters as low as 20-35 nm on

average (for ≈ 350 nm length), which is well within a quantum confined regime. Exploring

and optimizing growth conditions at elevated substrate temperature we then established the

basis for subsequent incorporation of Ga, the main topic of the next chapter. By varying the

V/III ratio and subsequently the arsenic flux ΦAs, we were able to find optimum conditions

for increased yield, while keeping growth time (tG = 60 min) and temperature (TG = 550◦C)

constant. Choosing an optimized growth temperature of TG = 540◦C, also the aspect ratio

of InAs NW could be maximized while simultaneously further increasing vertical growth

yield to more than 90%. Finally, using these optimized growth conditions we conducted

first doping studies of InAs nanowires, which is of utmost importance in order to realize

efficient optoelectronic components. We could show that by using Si as doping source we

obtain n-type doping with carrier densities up to ≈ 2·1018 cm−3. Here, instead of transport

measurements involving tedious fabrication we established a reliable method to extract car-

rier densities from photoluminescence spectra directly. Besides emission in the mid-IR, the

InAs NW can emit also THz radiation, when excited by fs laser radiation. The emission

characteristics was investigated using time-domain spectroscopy and compared with results

obtained from bulk p-type InAs crystals, known as the most efficient semiconductor-based

THz surface emitter to date. Depending on the aspect ratio, the THz emission efficiency of

the n-type InAs NWs is surprisingly good, with THz powers up to ≈ 3 times higher than for

bulk p-type InAs, especially for NWs with lengths >3 µm.





CHAPTER2
InGaAs nanowire growth

In this chapter we investigate growth of ternary In1-xGaxAs nanowires,

tuning their composition from binary InAs up to more than 0.8 Ga-content.

Using correlated X-ray diffraction, transmission electron microscopy, and

micro-photoluminescence spectroscopy allows us to examine the composition-

dependent crystal structure and luminescence properties. Furthermore, studying

the surface-state related Fermi level pinning via photoluminescence spectroscopy

for different Ga-content and various diameter, we gain important insights

regarding dominant recombination mechanism and band bending. Parts of this

Chapter are published in [44, 189].

One great benefit of the In1-xGaxAs system arises from its large bandgap tuning capabil-

ities, extending from the near- to mid-IR region of the spectrum (λ ≈ 880-3500 nm), cover-

ing in particular the technologically relevant telecom window190 (O-U band), as shown in

Figure 2.1. In contrast to planar InGaAs heterostructures, for which the composition is re-

stricted to nearly lattice-matched substrates to inhibit strain induced defects (e.g. In0.53Ga0.47As

on InP), the small footprint and efficient strain relaxation of NWs allow for integration

of InGaAs NWs on diverse substrates with much larger composition tunability.12,70,73,76,82

These beneficial features have consequently enabled the monolithic integration of InGaAs-

based NW devices on the technologically highly relevant silicon platform.12,27,40,66,76

Most NW-based device applications require morphologically and compositionally su-

perb uniformity to guarantee high reproducibility and well-defined electronic properties

even over entire NW arrays. Among the many attempts to realize uniform InGaAs NW ar-

rays free of tapering, as well as negligible size and compositional fluctuations, catalyst-free

SAE growth on pre-patterned substrates has emerged as best possible method so far.27,80,82,191,192

The SAE growth of homogeneous InGaAs NW arrays has been demonstrated for MOCVD

on InP (111),80,191 Si (111)12 and GaAs (111)B192 substrates, as well as for MBE on Si

(111).82 Here, the superior size and compositional uniformity in SAE-grown InGaAs NW

37
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arrays has been directly verified in comparison to spontaneously or self-assembled grown

NW arrays.82

But to date, most investigations of SAE growth of catalyst-free InGaAs NW arrays

have focused on the nucleation and growth kinetics during chemical, i.e., MOCVD-based

processes, where mainly the effects of mask opening diameter, pitch, V/III flux ratio and

growth temperature were explored with respect to the growth rate and alloy composition.80,191,192

In contrast, growth kinetics studies have not yet been performed for physical, i.e., MBE-

based processes, where differences in the surface reactivities, incorporation and adsorp-

tion/desorption kinetics are expected. In addition, so far no full composition tunability over

the entire alloy range, independent of whether growth is performed under catalyst-assisted

or catalyst-free growth modes could be demonstrated. Furthermore, despite the various

studies on catalyst-free SAE growth of both In-rich and Ga-rich InGaAs NW arrays,80,191,192

very little is, however, reported on the effect of micro-structural properties and respective

influences on the electronic properties of catalyst-free InGaAs NWs. This will be elucidated

in more detail in the following.

Figure 2.1: Bandgap Eg of the most important elemental and compound semiconductors as a
function of lattice constant (at 300 K). Materials mainly used in this thesis are marked in red. In
addition, for the InGaAs system the wavelength tunability and lattice mismatch is indicated. Adapted
from [193].
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2.1 Growth of InGaAs nanowires 1

All InGaAs NW arrays were grown using the MBE-system introduced in Chapter 1.1 on 2”

p-type doped Si(111) wafers with nano-imprinted arrays of holes (250-2000 nm pitch, for

details see Section 1.2.2). In total, three distinct growth series were performed by varying

the (i) V/III flux ratio, (ii) As4-flux (ΦAs), and (iii) growth temperature TG under a fixed

growth time of 1 hr. These series allow to successively optimize for high-yield NW arrays

with high aspect ratio for any given alloy composition. Both the vertical growth yield (de-

fined as [111]-oriented NW / predefined mask opening) and NW aspect ratio are determined

from scanning electron micrographs recorded for each NW sample. Again, all supplied

material fluxes are equivalent two-dimensional growth rate units (Å/s) as calibrated on (001)

GaAs.

To demonstrate the complex interdependencies of the different growth parameters on

the optimization of uniform, high-aspect ratio NW arrays, Figure 2.2 exemplifies this for

the case of Ga-rich InGaAs NWs. First, in Figure 2.2(a) the effect of tuning the V/III

flux ratio is shown, while TG is fixed at 590◦C, and ΦAs is kept constant at 19 Å/s (BEP =

3.5·10-5mbar). For this series both the Ga-flux (ΦGa) and In-flux (ΦIn) are varied accord-

ingly, in order to keep the nominal Ga-content fixed at x(Ga) = ΦGa /(ΦGa + ΦIn ) = 0.75.

The lower bound of the V/III ratio used here corresponds to typical values employed in

high-yield SAE-MBE growth of high In-content InGaAs NWs.82 Figure 2.2(a) evidences

that with increasing V/III ratio the aspect ratio of the NWs is strongly reduced and yields

predominantly truncated crystallites terminated by low-index facets for the highest V/III

ratio. Simultaneously, the growth selectivity reaches a maximum at intermediate V/III ratio

(≈73), giving a vertical NW growth yield of close to ≈70%. These observations are quite

different from In-rich InGaAs NW arrays grown by SAE-MBE, where high vertical growth

yield is commonly obtained even at relatively low V/III ratio under the given As-flux.82

Therefore, in a second series we optimized the As-flux (ΦAs ) using a fixed V/III ratio of

73 (i.e., highest growth yield) under a constant TG of 590◦C. By varying ΦAs from 12.5 Å/s

(BEP = 2.3·10-5 mbar) to 28.2 Å/s (BEP = 5.2·10-5mbar), we find that the aspect ratio in-

creases linearly up to ≈5, without compromising in vertical growth yield (Figure 2.2b). In

contrast, too low ΦAs results in a transition from NWs to truncated crystallites, an obser-

vation which coincides with previous findings of MOCVD growth of site-selective GaAs-

based NWs.145 Furthermore, the direct scaling of NW aspect ratio withΦAs indicates that for

the selected range of As-fluxes the NW growth rate is As-limited, similar to recent findings

for catalyst-free InAs and GaAs NWs.98,100 Ultimately, we also investigated the effect of

growth temperature, i.e., increasing TG from 590C◦ to 610◦C, under optimized V/III ratio

1partly published and with permission from [44]. Copyright 2016, AIP Publishing LLC
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Figure 2.2: Optimization of aspect ratio (black data) and vertical growth yield (blue data) of Ga-
rich InGaAs NW arrays (x(Ga) ≈ 0.75) on Si (111). All data are derived by SEM imaging (lower
panel) of sample series grown under variable (a) V/III flux ratio, (b) As-flux (ΦAs), and (c) growth
temperature. NW morphologies were consecutively optimized from left to right with respect to both
aspect ratio and yield. SEM scale bar is 500 nm for all images. Reprinted with permission from
[44]. Copyright 2016, AIP Publishing LLC.

= 66 and ΦAs = 28.2 Å/s (BEP = 5.2·10-5mbar). As shown in Figure 2.2(c), the aspect ratio

peaks at a value of ≈7 for TG = 600◦C and decreases again towards higher temperatures,

while the vertical growth yield remains relatively high (>60-80%). This observation points

out that for a given V/III ratio and As-flux there exists an optimum temperature for highest

aspect ratio NWs, as has been also observed by Kohashi, et al.81 for InGaAs NWs and

Hertenberger, et al.100 for InAs NWs, respectively. This can be explained by the fact that

increasing TG results in increased surface migration lengths and thereby longer NWs, until

losses of indium become more dominant at even higher temperatures resulting in shorter

NWs, as verified by in situ desorption mass spectrometry experiments.100 The gradual In

losses towards higher temperatures are expected to further lead to slight deviations from the

nominal alloy composition, i.e., leading to higher Ga-content in the InGaAs NWs. Indeed,

the Ga-content x(Ga) increases slightly from x(Ga) ≈ 0.71 for TG = 590◦C to x(Ga) ≈ 0.80 for

TG = 610◦C. The data given here for the Ga-content are average values as determined by

HR-XRD, with more specificities on data extraction given further below.

Applying the optimization scheme as described above to other Ga/In flux ratios (i.e.

ΦGa /(ΦGa + ΦIn )) we are able to realize high-yield/high-aspect-ratio InGaAs NWs arrays

over very wide compositional ranges. As depicted in Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.6(a), the

Ga-content x(Ga) is tuned from binary InAs NWs up to Ga-rich InGaAs NWs with x(Ga) >

0.8, whereby the V/III ratio, As-flux and growth temperature are varied between V/III ≈
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Figure 2.3: SEM images of composition tunable InGaAs NW arrays with different Ga-content x(Ga)

(as determined by XRD, see Figure 2.6(a)). The SEM images are recorded under a tilt angle of
70◦; the different length scales vertically and horizontally are identical for all images. For each
compositional range (In-rich, intermediate, Ga-rich) the according growth temperature is indicated
in color next to each panel. Reprinted with permission from [44]. Copyright 2016, AIP Publishing
LLC.

53-73, ΦAs = 19-28 Å/s, and TG ≈ 550◦-610◦C. The lower bound of these values refers to

In-rich InGaAs NWs, while the upper bound is employed for optimized Ga-rich InGaAs

NWs. As also indicated in Figure 2.3, each compositional range requires hence a different

range of optimum growth temperatures: While In-rich InGaAs NWs (x(Ga) < 0.4) with high

aspect ratio are achieved at low TG = 550◦C, NW arrays with intermediate composition

(0.4 < x(Ga) < 0.6) and high Ga-content (x(Ga) > 0.7) need higher TG of > 570◦C and >

590◦C, respectively. This tendency mimics closely recent findings for growth optimization

of InGaAs NW arrays by MOCVD,81 and further highlights the need for high TG with in-

creasing x(Ga) to enhance the surface diffusion lengths of the less mobile Ga adatom species.

Moreover, we observe a clear trend of decreasing growth rate with increased x(Ga), i.e., the
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NW length decreases from ≈1.4 µm (x(Ga) = 0) to ≈0.6 µm (x(Ga) = 0.8). This behavior may

stem from increased desorption of the constituent adatoms from the SiO2 mask and NW

facets as TG is increased to higher x(Ga),8,100 but also increased formation of As-trimers that

limit incorporation of Ga at the catalyst-free (111)B NW growth front.81,194

Similar observations are made for larger pitches. Starting from growth conditions as opti-

mized in Chapter 1.3.2 for high temperature InAs, the same optimization scheme is applied

for 2µm pitch. Maintaining an arsenic flux of ΦAs = 5.5·10-5 mbar and a group-III growth

rate of ΦIII = 0.6 Å/s for the entire series, the nominal Ga-content is adapted by changing

the In/Ga ratio. Simultaneously, the growth temperature TG is adapted, as illustrated in

Figure 2.4(a-c), where SEM images show the resulting arrays, illustrating the high-yield

and high-aspect ratio InGaAs NW for optimized growth temperatures. The need for overall

higher growth temperature for identical x(Ga) as compared with denser packed NW, can

be explained by the larger diffusion lengths required in high-pitch arrays. Accordingly,

we expect an even larger deviation between nominal Ga-content x(Ga)
nominal, defined by the

supplied In/Ga flux-ratio, and the real Ga-content x(Ga)
real , as determined with XRD, com-

pared with the lower growth temperatures of 250 nm pitch InGaAs NW. Indeed, plotting

x(Ga)
real as a function of x(Ga)

nominal as shown in Figure 2.4(c), the 2 µm samples reveal a distinct

behavior as compared with the 250 nm pitch arrays. Indicated in blue, the Ga-content of

the 250 nm samples falls below the trendline of x(Ga)
real = x(Ga)

nominal. Only for the highest content

Figure 2.4: (a-c) SEM images of InGaAs NW arrays with different Ga-content x(Ga) for larger pitch
of 2 µm, grown with an arsenic flux of ΦAs = 5.5·10-5 mbar and a group-III growth rate of ΦIII

= 0.6 Å/s. For each composition, as measured with XRD, the according growth temperature is
indicated. The length scale is identical for all images. (d) Comparison of real x(Ga) as a function of
nominal Ga/(In+Ga) ratio for 250 nm and 2 µm pitch. Error bars are due to the unknown WZ-ZB
composition.
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of nominal x(Ga) = 0.75, an increase in alloy composition can be observed, given the higher

In-loss for elevated temperatures, as already outlined above. This effect is increased for

the 2 µm arrays, indicated in red. Here, we find even within the In-rich regime effective

Ga-contents x(Ga)
real exceeding the targeted nominal values, which increases with the required

higher substrate temperatures for higher Ga-contents to account for the needed diffusion

length and thus, reduced parasitic growth between predefined nucleation sites. Furthermore,

we observe a decrease in axial growth rate for larger x(Ga) which can be explained by similar

reasoning as for the 250 nm arrays.

Figure 2.5 illustrates the evolution of crystal phase and microstructural properties for

the InGaAs NWs grown in the different compositional regimes. Typical high-resolution

TEM images recorded in a <110> zone axis are shown for In-rich InGaAs NWs (x(Ga)

= 0.04), InGaAs NWs with intermediate composition (x(Ga) = 0.51), and Ga-rich InGaAs

NWs (x(Ga) = 0.80). Comparison of the different micrographs reveals that the crystal layer

stacking changes gradually from a WZ dominated stacking for In-rich InGaAs NWs to a

ZB dominated stacking for Ga-rich InGaAs NWs. For the In-rich InGaAs NWs (x(Ga) =

0.04) extended WZ segments with segment lengths of up to > 10 nm are observed, which

are interrupted by a high density of stacking faults, while no ZB segments of > 1 nm length

are formed (Figure 2.5(a)). This type of microstructure is characteristic for catalyst-free

InAs and In-rich InGaAs NWs grown in a vapor-solid (VS) growth mode under high As

overpressure.12,27,100,117 Increasing the Ga-content results in a reduction of the WZ segment

length and respective increase of stacking defects, until small, few-nm-wide ZB and WZ

inclusions occur at intermediate composition (x(Ga) = 0.51). Ultimately, at even higher

Ga-content (x(Ga) =0.8) the WZ segments completely vanish and a short-period ZB-type

domain structure evolves characterized by alternating rotational twin defects (see Figure

2.5(c)). The underlying twin-defect structure mimics that previously found for catalyst-free

GaAs NWs,98 and might be a result of a predominant (2 × 2) surface reconstruction which

favors twin defect formation in (111)B-oriented GaAs.195

To understand the observed transition from WZ- to ZB-dominated stacking, as the com-

position is tuned from In-rich to Ga-rich InGaAs NWs, both thermodynamic and kinetic ef-

fects may be considered. Although the WZ-phase is usually metastable in III-V compounds,

the difference in stabilization energy to the ZB counterpart is smaller on the In-rich side (e.g.

≈5 meV/atom for InAs) as compared to the Ga-rich side (≈12 meV/atom for GaAs).196

This suggests that In-rich InGaAs NWs more readily adopt the WZ-phase than Ga-rich

InGaAs NWs. On the other hand, kinetic effects (V/III ratio, growth temperature) can also

influence the stabilization of different crystal phases, e.g. via changes in adatom surface

concentration and reconstruction.142 For the ranges of V/III ratios and growth temperature

variations investigated here, we could, however, not observe marked changes of the predom-
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Figure 2.5: Representative high-resolution TEM images of InGaAs NWs grown in different
compositional regimes, i.e., (a) In-rich (x(Ga) = 0.04), (b) intermediate (x(Ga) = 0.51), and (c) Ga-rich
(x(Ga) = 0.80). In each micrograph the characteristic layer stacking sequence is indicated in color,
changing from predominantly WZ structure (blue) and a high density of stacking faults for In-rich
InGaAs NWs, to mainly ZB structure for Ga-rich InGaAs NWs,where a high density of rotational
twins separates two ZB domains (red/green). Reprinted with permission from [44]. Copyright 2016,
AIP Publishing LLC.

inant crystal phase or layer stacking; e.g. the TG -series of Figure 2.2(c) exhibited no change

in microstructure between 590-610◦C despite the drastically different aspect ratios. The

effects of the peculiar crystal structure evolution and alloy composition on the electronic

band structure are further explored by correlated measurements employing XRD and µ-PL.

X-ray diffraction

XRD analysis is conducted on as grown NWs using a Philips X’pert Pro MRD setup. Uti-

lizing the Cu Kα transition (λ = 1.54 Å), first all system parameters such as sample location,

tilt and orientation are calibrated using the intense Si(111) reflection. As the diameter of the

probing X-ray beam is on the order of 3 × 3 mm2, large enough NW arrays are required in

order to obtain sufficient signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Subsequently, out-of-plane symmetric

2Θ − ω scans can be recorded.

Figure 2.6(a) and (b) depict such 2Θ−ω HR-XRD scans of the composition-tuned InGaAs

NW arrays as well as the corresponding peak broadening as a function of Ga-content. Each

scan shows a distinct, well-defined peak, which shifts as a function of composition. By

fitting with a Gaussian curve, both exact peak-position and peak-width can be quantified

and by interpolating between the lattice constants of the binary constituents, i.e., InAs and
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Figure 2.6: (a) HR-XRD 2Θ − ω scans of InGaAs NW arrays with different alloy compositions,
showing normalized InGaAs peak reflections and the corresponding Ga-content x(Ga). (b) 2Θ
FWHM values (peak broadening) as a function of x(Ga), illustrating increased values towards higher
Ga-content. (c) Normalized µ-PL spectra of composition-tuned InGaAs NW arrays recorded at
8K, and (d) corresponding PL peak widths (FWHM) as a function of x(Ga) obtained from Gaussian
fitting. (e) Dependence of x(Ga) on PL peak energy (blue data) in comparison with literature data for
bulk ZB-InGaAs [197]; the blue shaded region illustrates the level of uncertainty between ZB- and
WZ-related error bars, while the black datapoint refers to PL data measured for bulk InAs. Reprinted
with permission from [44]. Copyright 2016, AIP Publishing LLC.
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GaAs, using Vegard’s law, the alloy composition of ternary InGaAs can be directly deter-

mined. However, the fact that the InGaAs NWs investigated here are not phase pure, but

exhibit both WZ and ZB intermixed structures, complicates an exact determination of alloy

composition. In fact, the slight difference in lattice parameters between WZ and ZB142,198,199

may lead to a finite, in-plane strain via mutual straining of adjacent WZ and ZB segments

while the exact WZ/ZB ratio is not accessible across the entire NW array. Hence, to ac-

count for this we apply Vegard’s law to both phase-pure WZ and ZB crystal structures

(via literature data198,199) and use the mean value as an estimate for the Ga-content x(Ga).

The maximum uncertainty of ±0.031 for In-rich InGaAs NWs and ±0.039 for Ga-rich In-

GaAs NWs accounts for the difference between the mean value and the pure ZB-phase

(lower bound) and the pure WZ-phase (upper bound), respectively. The mean Ga-content

is then given for the respective 2Θ peak position of each sample in Figure 2.6(a), illustrat-

ing the wide tunability of alloy composition in the SAE-grown InGaAs NW arrays. All

InGaAs reflections consist each of only a single 2Θ − ω peak, indicating negligible phase

separation in these NW arrays, in agreement with [82]. The 2Θ − ω peak broadening as

plotted in Figure 2.6(b) further reflects the microstructural and compositional uniformity

of the InGaAs NW arrays. In-rich InGaAs NW arrays with x(Ga) < 0.4 exhibit relatively

narrow peak widths with FWHM values of < 0.05. Since these FWHM values do not al-

ter with respect to pure binary InAs NW arrays, the peak broadening is mainly governed

by the microstructure (WZ-phase with high density of stacking faults) and associated in-

plane strains, rather than by compositional inhomogeneities.82 For increased x(Ga) > 0.4,

i.e., intermediate and Ga-rich InGaAs NWs, the peak broadening increases by a factor of

≈3-5, leading to FWHM values as high as > 0.15◦. For intermediate Ga-contents (0.4 <

x(Ga) < 0.6) the peak broadening is attributed to both the high structural inhomogeneity, i.e.,

WZ/ZB crystal phase intermixing, and increased compositional fluctuations. In particular,

compositional inhomogeneities are most pronounced at mid-compositional ranges, which

has been also confirmed by energy-dispersive x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy on selected

NWs. This is shown in Figure 2.7, where the energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDXS)

signal is recorded at different positions for representative InGaAs NW with medium Ga-

content (x(Ga) ≈ 0.51) and high Ga-content (x(Ga) ≈ 0.80) and normalized to the total group-

III signal. This provides a good measure for the alloy compositional fluctuations within a

single NW and shows larger fluctuations of as high as ≈ 9.7% for intermediate Ga-content,

while for very high x(Ga) of 0.80 the fluctuations are reduced to ≈5.5%, respectively. Hence,

as compositional fluctuations are less for very high x(Ga) the increased peak broadening

is mainly associated with the underlying twin-defected microstructure and corresponding

lattice parameter differences between the WZ and ZB phases. Indeed, the differences in

lattice constant between WZ and ZB are higher in Ga-rich InGaAs as compared to In-rich

InGaAs,198,199 which inevitably leads to larger peak broadening.
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Figure 2.7: TEM micrographs (top images) and EDXS scans recorded at different positions of the
NW as indicated as red circles, measuring the integrated In(L) and Ga(K)-intensities, normalized
to the overall group-III signal. The variation along the NW is a measure for the compositional
inhomogeneities for (a) medium Ga-content (x(Ga) ≈ 0.51) and (b) Ga-rich samples (x(Ga) ≈ 0.80).

Photoluminescence spectroscopy

In addition to the HR-XRD data, we study the radiative recombination characteristics, em-

ploying the PL-setup from Section 1.3.3. The recorded µ-PL spectra, shown in Figure 2.6(c)

confirm the wide tunability in alloy composition and, hence, wide range of emission ener-

gies (≈0.4 eV to >1.1 eV), while further corroborating the microstructural and compo-

sitional details discussed above. All spectra were recorded at 8K under identical excita-

tion power density using an excitation spot size of ≈3 µm, i.e., a probe volume of ≈100

NWs/array. Plotting the PL peak widths in Figure 2.6(d) shows a distinctly different trend

with Ga-content as compared to the HR-XRD data: While the PL peak width increases

towards mid-composition, it further decreases again towards very high Ga-content. Since

the PL peak width rather reflects variations in band gap energy induced by compositional

inhomogeneities,82 the low peak widths observed at highly Ga-rich InGaAs composition

confirm the lower compositional inhomogeneities as compared to mid-compositional ranges.

This further suggests that microstructural defects, in particular twin-plane defects and ran-

dom layer stacking, limit the PL peak width in Ga-rich InGaAs NWs. Indeed, the limitation

of PL peak widths by twin defects has been also well demonstrated in other NW material

systems.200,201

The PL peak energies are further plotted in Figure 2.6(e) as a function of XRD-measured Ga

content (blue data) and compared with literature data for the band gap energy of bulk ZB-

InGaAs (red curve).197 Here, the experimental data incorporates also the uncertainties in

the extracted Ga-content. Most interestingly, we observe emission energies above the ZB-

band gap for In-rich InGaAs NWs (blue-shift), followed by a cross-over to emission below

the ZB-band gap for Ga-rich InGaAs NWs (red-shift). This cross-over occurs in the mid-
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compositional range near x(Ga)≈ 0.4, and coincides with the transition in the crystal phase

from WZ-phase (In-rich InGaAs NWs) to ZB-phase (Ga-rich InGaAs NWs). The blue-

shifted emission (several tens of meV) for In-rich InGaAs NWs has previously been asso-

ciated with the higher band gap energy of WZ-phase InGaAs.117 However, as distinct ZB

segments are formed within InGaAs NWs at intermediate and higher Ga-content (cf. Figure

2.5), the intermixed WZ/ZB segments and random layer stacking result in indirect excitonic

transitions due to the underlying band modulation and spatial separation of confined charge

carriers at the WZ/ZB heterointerfaces.202 Similar to recent observations in GaAs NWs,203

this consequently leads to red-shifted PL and emission energies below the respective ZB-

band gap energy. Thus, the modifications in crystal structure directly evidence the varia-

tions in electronic band structure across the entire compositional range of InGaAs NWs.

2.2 Surface Fermi level pinning in InGaAs nanowires 2

A unique feature of nanowire structures is their high-aspect ratio geometry, which in turn

can be directly associated with very large surface-to-volume ratios and thus prominent sur-

face effects. At each surface, the sharp transition from bulk material to vacuum involves a

major symmetry break of the perfect periodicity of the crystal lattice and “dangling” bonds

can lead to states other than Bloch-state bands which often lie inside the bulk bandgap.204

These surface states in turn depend also on the orientation of the respective surface. For

the considered III-V materials, the partial ionic character of the covalent bonding allows

three types of stable surfaces, where for ZB only
{

110
}

-surfaces can exist in an unrecon-

structed state and in particular {001} and {111} surfaces require substantial surface recon-

struction, minimizing dangling bonds.206 Such a rearrangement of surface atoms can lead

to new periodicities, further changing the energetic position of the surface states depending

on crystal orientation. In general, acceptor- or donor-like states can be formed, depending

on whether they arise from conduction or valence band states and the transition energy, at

which the charging character changes from donor- to acceptor-like is called branch point

energy EB.207 Similarly, we can define a surface Fermi level EFS to describe the filling

of surface states, which can exhibit very large densities DS S (1011 cm−2 eV−1 for InAs,

up to 1014 cm−2 eV−1 for GaAs).208,209 For EFS , EB, the surface states will be charged

accordingly and as the bulk Fermi level has to correspond with EFS for charge neutrality

this will lead to distinct surface Fermi level pinning (SFLP). This is illustrated in Figure

2.8(a), where donor-type surface states, typical for narrow-gap materials such as InN and

InAs, lead to an accumulation layer at the surface. This in turn controls the barrier height at

metal-semiconductor interfaces, important for later contacting, and allows for bulk material

2partly published and with permission from [189]. Copyright 2016, AIP Publishing LLC
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Figure 2.8: (a) Band bending at the surface for positively charged surface states, balanced by
electron accumulation. (b) Composition-dependent barrier height for planar Au/n-In1-xGaxAs diode
structures205 and according room-temperature bandgap Eg. At x(Ga)≈0.2 the energetic position of
equivalent surface states align with the conduction band and for x(Ga)≈0.75 they reach midgap
position Eg/2. (c) Band structure of InGaAs(001) for conduction (cb) and valence band (vb), the
Fermi level is located at 0 eV. The inset shows the transition from electron rich surfaces to hole
accumulation layers above x(Ga)≈0.2.

to measure composition dependent Schottky barriers. In particular, one can derive the SFLP

for planar Au/n-In1-xGaxAs diode structures, as shown in Figure 2.8(b). Following the work

of Kajiyama et al.,205 the barrier height is plotted as a function of Ga-content x(Ga) together

with the respective room-temperature band gap Eg. For low Ga-content, the barrier height

is negative, equivalent to electron accumulation at the semiconductor surface, as illustrated

in (a). For x(Ga) ≈ 0.2, the branch point energy is reached (i.e. EFS ≡ EB) with minimal band

bending, before for even more Ga-rich material, the EFS shifts below the conduction band

and the surface is depleted from electrons as the bands bend upward. For even larger x(Ga)

a second prominent feature is reached at about xGa ≈ 0.75, where the Fermi surface level
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reaches mid-gap position. As surface states can act as nonradiative recombination centers,

their energetic position determines the efficiency of such a process. Similar to Shockley-

Read Hall recombination210,211 nonradiative surface recombination is at its maximum for

surface Fermi levels at or close to mid-gap while close to the band edge, as given for InAs,

a low surface recombination velocity (SRV) is expected.212 Consequently, we expect sur-

face states to be more detrimental for Ga-rich structures as compared to binary InAs NW,

important for later passivation. Extracting the composition dependent energetic position of

these surface states allows to simulate the resulting band bending of NW-like In1-xGaxAs

structures with a {001} surface. For this, we assume the same fixed background doping as

for the original study of the barrier height205 and similar to our intentionally undoped NW

(n-type: 1 · 1017cm−2). Calculating the band structure in a single-band effective-mass ap-

proximation with one surface pinned to the according barrier height and bulk like boundary-

conditions otherwise we can derive the characteristic conduction and valence band, using

the commercial software nextnano3.213 The according band structure is shown in Figure

2.8(c), illustrating a downward band bending at the interface for surface states within the

conduction band, as given for In-rich conditions, and vice versa for larger x(Ga). In addition,

we can determine the equivalent density of surface states, for such an ideal surface, which

is on the order of Dss ≈ 2.4·1011 cm−2 eV−1, without considering additional adsorbates yet

and in very good agreement with recent findings208 of an interface state density of Dss ≈
2.2·1011 cm−2 eV−1 for passivated InAs(100) surfaces.

So far, we considered clean and well-ordered surfaces, such as obtained for in situ cleaved

surfaces or epitaxial grown samples.214–217 Corresponding states are termed intrinsic sur-

face states, e.g. due to reconstruction. The presence of additional, extrinsic surface states,

adsorbed impurities, and their charge interactions, however, can further massively alter the

physical properties of NWs. As much as these surface charge effects are beneficial for

sensing devices, i.e., the bulk conductivity of the NW can be controlled by surface chem-

istry, surface states also simultaneously pose various adverse and complex effects for both

electronic and optical devices. The situation becomes even more complex when the ener-

getic position of the surface defect level changes relative to the band edges as, for example,

in band-gap tunable III-V semiconductor materials. To reduce the effect of surface states,

different methods have been explored such as core-shell NW heterostructures, as will be

discussed in Chapter 3 or non-epitaxial surface passivation schemes using chemical sur-

face treatments (e.g., organic sulfide octadecylthiol (ODT) passivation or atomic hydrogen

cleaning).218–220 But despite these attempts to manipulate surface states and thereby control

the surface band bending in traditional III-V semiconductor NWs, a direct and quantitative

evaluation of the surface Fermi level pinning is still lacking. A few investigations of the

surface state density and surface potential were conducted on the {110} sidewall facets of

InAs-based NWs using Kelvin probe force microscopy221 and random telegraph noise spec-
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troscopy in NW-FETs,222 but the surface band bending has not been quantified. In order

to place the surface Fermi level pinning effects on a firm footing, it is highly desirable to

measure the band bending directly. In this chapter, we therefore employ correlated X-ray

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and PL spectroscopy to quantify the band bending in

the technologically important InGaAs NW system for NWs with and without native oxide-

covered sidewall surfaces.

The InGaAs NWs investigated were grown by selective area molecular beam epitaxy

(pitch of 250 nm) following optimized growth conditions from the previous section. In

total, we realized several InGaAs NW arrays with different alloy composition, i.e, a Ga

content ranging from x(Ga) = 0 (pure InAs) to x(Ga) ≈ 0.44, as determined by XRD. A SEM

micrograph of a typical InGaAs NW array (x(Ga) = 0.12) is exemplified in Figure 2.9(a),

illustrating the excellent uniformity and high vertical growth yield. The obtained NWs have

a length of ≈ 950±20 nm and diameter of ≈ 140±8 nm, values which are also representative

for all other investigated samples. The relatively large NW diameter indicates that radial

quantum confinement effects in these NWs are negligible. The SEM image recorded in

top view (Figure 2.9(b)) further evidences the hexagonal shape of the NWs, where the six

sidewall facets correspond to the {110} family of orientations as confirmed by TEM.117

And similar to Figure 2.5, the In-rich InGaAs NWs grown under the selected conditions

crystallize in the predominant WZ phase with a high number of stacking defects while no

extended ZB inclusions are observed.117

Previous TEM investigations (see e.g. Figure 2.5) further revealed that the InGaAs

NWs grown with low to intermediate Ga content crystallize in the predominant WZ phase,

whereby the number of stacking defects increases towards higher Ga content.44,117 To eval-

uate the surface band bending effects of the InGaAs NW arrays, we first describe µ-PL

experiments performed on NWs with different surface termination. In particular, we in-

vestigate (i) NW surfaces covered with native oxides, and (ii) NW surfaces free of oxides

(surface-passivated NWs) after wet chemical treatment (see Figure 2.9(c)). The two types

of NW surfaces are realized using the following procedures: (i) Oxide-terminated NWs are

created simply by transfer to ambient environment (native oxide formation in air), as well

as by oxidizing agents, e.g. exposure to hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) at room-temperature.223

In the latter case, the NW surface is further neutralized by rinsing in H2O and purging in N2

atmosphere. Thereby, a ≈ 1− 1.5 nm thick oxide film is created that is stabilized mainly by

In-rich sub-oxides (In2O3)220,224 as well as smaller amounts of Ga and As-oxides (Ga2O3

and As2O3), as will be also verified by XPS. (ii) Oxide-free NW surfaces, on the other hand,

are created by removing the native oxide layer in diluted hydrochloric acid (HCl:H2O = 1:1)

for ≈ 10 sec and a subsequent dip in diluted hydrofluoric acid (HF, 1%). This etching step

removes the ≈ 1− 1.5 nm thick oxide layer and is a self-terminating process, since InGaAs
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Figure 2.9: SEM images of a representative InGaAs NW array (x(Ga) = 0.12) depicted (a) in tilted
view (45◦) and (b) in top view, illustrating the high uniformity and hexagonal cross-section of the
NWs. (c) Schematic illustration of different surface terminations of the as-grown NWs as further
employed in detailed photoluminescence experiments; (left) NW surfaces covered by native oxide
(when exposed to air or H2O2 treatment); (right) oxide-free NW surfaces after HCl/HF wet chemical
etching. Adapted with permission from [189]. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society.

is inert to HCl and HF.223 The creation and removal of thin native surface oxide layers

can be repeated deliberately, thereby allowing the precisely thinning down of the NW to the

desired diameter (digital etching process). We note that after the applied H2O2/HCl/HF pro-

cedures the surface morphology of the {110} NW sidewalls remains atomically smooth, as

verified by TEM analysis. A direct comparison of the PL spectral response of oxide-covered

NWs and HCl/HF-treated NWs (free of surface oxide) is illustrated in Figure 2.10(a) for

the case of x(Ga) = 0 (pure InAs NWs). The PL was recorded at 8K (excitation power

density of 0.2 mW/µm2), using the setup from Section 2.1. Note, that oxide-free surfaces

are preserved by immediately placing the passivated NWs into the evacuated liquid-helium

cooled cryostat of the PL setup right after the HCl/HF-treatment. The PL response of the

oxide-covered NWs (black solid curve) and HF-treated passivated NWs without oxide (red

solid curve) exhibit distinctly different features: First, the PL peak intensity increases by

a factor of ≈ 2 upon removal of the native oxide under the applied HCl/HF-treatment.

This signal enhancement suggests that surface states become effectively passivated, thereby

suppressing recombination channels from the NW surface, in agreement with previous re-

sults obtained for InAs and InP NWs.219,225,226 We note that the enhancement in quantum

efficiency is even stronger (> 5-fold increase of relative PL peak intensity) in thinner InAs

NWs (≈ 70−80 nm),173 which is expected due to the more pronounced influence of surface

states under increased surface-to-volume ratio. Importantly, the changes in PL efficiency

by the manipulation of the surface oxide layer are, as expected, fully reversible: When

transferring the HF-passivated InAs NWs to ambient conditions for ≈ 10 days re-oxidation

of the NW sidewall surfaces occurs which results in nearly the same PL response as that

obtained in the initial case of native oxide-covered NWs (see black dashed curve in 2.10(a)).
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Figure 2.10: (a) Low-temperature (8K) PL spectra of as-grown NWs covered by surface oxide
(black solid curve), after HCl/HF-etching (red solid line), as well as after subsequent 10-day
exposure to ambient air (black dashed line). (b) Schematic illustration of the effect of band bending
on the PL transitions. High surface state densities lead to strong band banding and electron
accumulation at the surface (upper panel), yielding a dominant indirect low-energy transition
(labeled 1) between near-surface electrons and holes in the core. Removal of surface states by HF-
etching reduces the surface band bending (lower panel), allowing direct band-to-band transition at
higher energy (labeled 2) with enhanced quantum efficiency. Adapted with permission from [189].
Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society.

Secondly, characteristic differences in the dominant transition energies are noted when

comparing oxide-covered/unpassivated NWs, i.e., either initially native-oxide covered or

re-oxidized NWs, with HF-treated NWs. In oxide-covered InAs NWs the PL exhibits both

a strong transition at low energy around ≈ 0.42 eV (marked as E1) and a transition near

≈0.46 eV (marked as E2). In contrast, in HF-passivated NWs, the transition at around

0.46 eV clearly dominates. This different behavior can be attributed to a change in the

dominant recombination mechanism arising from the modified surface band bending un-

der surface passivation, as illustrated schematically in 2.10(b). When large densities of

donor-like surface states are present on InAs (oxide-covered case), strong downward band

bending occurs due to surface Fermi level pinning,214,215 which results in spatial separation

of electrons at the NW surface (electron accumulation) and holes in the center of the NW.

The surface band bending favors thus spatially indirect transitions (recombination-type 1)

that yield a lower transition energy (E1) as compared to direct transitions (illustrated as

recombination-type 2).227 Simultaneously, the transition probability is also low due to the

spatial separation and small overlap of the electron and hole wave functions, which confirms

the overall low PL intensity. In contrast, when surface states are increasingly removed (HF-

passivated case), the surface band bending is significantly reduced and thus more direct near

band-edge transitions (recombination-type 2) with higher transition probability become fa-

vorable. As these transitions occur further away from the surface, they proceed at higher
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energy (E2) and represent more closely the bulk electronic band gap properties of the NW

material. This also suggests that previously determined values for the WZ-phase band gap

of InAs NWs, as obtained under the presence of native oxides, were slightly underestimated

by ≈ 15 − 25 meV.117 Although the direct near band-edge transitions are clearly dominant

for HF-passivated NWs, still a weak shoulder is present at ≈0.42 eV indicating that the

band bending is not fully eliminated. However, the contribution of the E1 transition to

the PL intensity is overall very weak, much weaker than the corresponding transition for

unpassivated, oxide-covered NWs as obtained from peak fitting. The fact that the energetic

position of this low-energy transition does not change markedly, despite the change in band

bending, can be explained by the modified strength of the surface confinement potential

and the redistribution of electrons and holes. In the case of strong surface band bending

electrons are strongly confined in a quasi-triangular quantum well at the surface with their

lowest ground state illustrated schematically by the blue line in the upper panel of 2.10(b).

When surface band bending is alleviated, electrons are much less confined and simultane-

ously holes are less localized at the center of the NW (compare lower panel of 2.10(b)).

The combined effects can lead to indirect transitions with a characteristic energetic position

that is very similar to the case for strong downward bending.

The association of the two major recombination processes to indirect surface-related

emission (E1) on the one hand and direct near band-edge emission (E2) on the other hand

is further substantiated by excitation power-dependent PL experiments, as shown in Figure

2.11 for a representative HF-treated InGaAs NW array (x(Ga) = 0.12), recorded at low tem-

perature (8K). The excitation power is varied by almost three orders of magnitude in order

to reveal the two anticipated recombination mechanisms. As seen in Figure 2.11(a), the

two main emission peaks E1 and E2 are clearly observed. While the near band edge emis-

sion appears at a high transition energy of E2 ≈ 0.59 eV, the surface-states related indirect

transitions occurs at lower energy of E1 ≈ 0.55 eV. By comparing the peak intensities of

both peaks, we find that with increasing excitation power the E2 transition rises faster than

the E1 transition. For a more quantitative analysis, we further used Gaussian peak fitting to

identify the individual contributions of both these recombination mechanisms to the total

PL intensity. The corresponding integrated PL intensities for the E1 and E2 transitions are

displayed in Figure 2.11(b) as a function of excitation power. We find that the PL intensity

of the low-energy surface-state related transition (blue data points) rises only slowly (slope

of k = 0.5, see Equation 1.2) and tends to saturate at increased excitation power. In contrast,

the evolution in PL intensity of the high-energy peak emission rises faster (k ≈ 0.7) with

increasing excitation power (red data points), as common for the near-band edge emission

of the bulk-region of InGaAs NWs.117
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Figure 2.11: Excitation power dependent PL data recorded for an InGaAs NW array with x(Ga) =

0.12 at 8K. (a) Measured spectra with excitation power increasing from 10 µW to 2.88 mW (bottom-
to-top) in increments of ∆P ≈ 0.2-0.5 mW. (b) Evolution of the integrated PL intensity as a function
of excitation power for both the weak low-energy transition (E1) and the more dominant high-energy
transition (E2). Adapted with permission from [189]. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society.

The slower increase in PL intensity for the E1 transition directly verifies the nature of the

spatially indirect transitions, namely the weakened overlap of the electron and hole wave

functions induced by the band bending. The fact that the E1 transition tends to saturate

towards increased excitation power can be explained by the increase in spatial separation

between electrons and holes at increased carrier densities. In particular, at increased carrier

densities the width of the electron accumulation layer is getting pushed closer to the surface

due to the larger built-in electric fields. Hence, the spatial overlap of the surface electrons

with the holes in the NW center is gradually reduced, which leads to a weakening in the

quantum efficiency for this transition. Furthermore, from Figure 2.11(a) we note that the

peak position of the low-energy transition E1 shifts only weakly towards the blue, i.e. ≈
5-10 meV closer to the E2 peak position over the investigated excitation power range. The

small sensitivity of photo-generated carrier density on the E1 transition energy is most likely

due to the fact that the intrinsic carrier densities in the electron accumulation layer are

significantly in excess over the photo-generated carrier densities. Indeed, calculations of

the surface charge carrier profiles reveal an average electron density of greater than 1018

cm−3 within the surface accumulation layer of an InGaAs NW with x(Ga)≈ 0.05.189

So far, it has been considered that the energetic position of the surface defect level and,

hence, the amount of surface band bending in the investigated InAs NWs is fixed relative

to the band edges. This situation changes when the band edges are modified as in band-

gap tunable materials, where substantially different Fermi level pinning characteristics are

expected. Such effects are best illustrated in exploring composition-tunable InGaAs NWs

when the alloy composition (i.e, Ga-content x(Ga)) is varied over relatively wide ranges.
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Figure 2.12: Normalized PL spectra as obtained at 8K and 3.4 mW excitation power for four InGaAs
NW samples with different Ga-content, i.e., (a) x(Ga) = 0, (b) x(Ga) = 0.12, (c) x(Ga) = 0.36, and
(d) x(Ga) = 0.44. Spectra in bright colors refer to oxide-covered NWs while dark-colored spectra
correspond to HF-passivated NWs. Representative SEM images of each sample are displayed in
the upper panel. PL spectra arranged from top to bottom illustrate decreasing NW diameter in
increments of ∆d ≈ 9 nm, as a result of the employed digital etching procedure. The decrease in NW
diameter illustrates the anticipated increase in relative intensity of the low-energy, surface-related
transition (E1) with respect to the high-energy, near band-edge transition (E2). (e) Plot of the peak
energy difference between E2 and E1 as a function of Ga-content x(Ga), as obtained for different
NW diameters; error bars (vertically) arise from several measurements at different positions and
the uncertainty in determining the precise Ga-content (horizontally) due to higher stacking defect
frequency towards increased x(Ga). The upper panel illustrates the changes in surface band bending
and the corresponding indirect (E1) and direct (E2) transitions as a function of Ga-content, which
changes from downward to upward bending toward higher x(Ga). Adapted with permission from
[189]. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society.

Figure 2.12 shows low-temperature (8K) PL spectra of oxide-covered/unpassivated NWs

(bright colored spectra) as well as HF-passivated NWs (dark colored spectra) for various

different alloy compositions (0 < x(Ga) < 0.44). Corresponding SEM images of the explored

InGaAs NW arrays are further illustrated in the upper panel, verifying that all arrays exhibit

similar homogeneity and, thus, make direct comparison feasible. For each alloy composi-

tion we also present respective PL data for different NW diameters (using the previously

described digital etching scheme), in order to more clearly demonstrate the increased effects

of surface states on the anticipated indirect surface-related transitions at decreased NW

sizes.

Several interesting features can be observed from Figure 2.12: First, as in Figure 2.10

most of the spectra clearly illustrate again the differently dominating recombination path-

ways when comparing the spectral shape and peak positions of oxide-covered/unpassivated
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NWs with HF-treated/passivated NWs. Transitions due to surface-state mediated recom-

bination appear either as distinct peaks or shoulders on the low-energy part of the spec-

tra (E1) indicative of red-shifted PL, while the more direct bulk-related band-edge emis-

sion is reflected by blue-shifted emission appearing at higher energy (E2). The plots using

normalized PL intensity appropriately visualize the respective peak positions as well as

their separation, which in the following allows to estimate the type and degree of band

bending and its dependence on alloy composition. In order to differentiate between the

individual peaks more clearly, we have further varied the NW diameter which influences the

competition in the efficiency between the two recombination pathways, i.e., increasing the

contribution from the low-energy, surface-state related transition at reduced NW diameters

due to the increased the surface-to-volume ratio. This is best seen e.g. in the In-rich InGaAs

NW arrays with x(Ga) = 0 and x(Ga) = 0.12, where the low-energy peak becomes clearly

prominent towards smaller NW diameters, which corroborates that this transition directly

stems from the NW surface. We note, however, that for large decreases in NW diameter

(i.e., > 6× the applied digital etching cycles) the surface-state related peak appears to remain

even under HF-treatment. This suggests that (i) either the oxide layer intentionally created

by exposure to H2O2 is not fully removed during each HCl/HF-etching cycle, inducing a

memory-like effect, or (ii) intrinsic surface states appear after oxide removal which arise

from non-uniformities in the {110} sidewall facets, e.g. crystallographic defects (WZ/ZB-

stacking defects) and step edges. Nevertheless, as we are primarily interested in the relative

peak positions between the two recombination pathways the magnitude of the respective

peak efficiency does not play a further role. Most interestingly, when comparing spectra

obtained at different alloy composition, the peak separation, i.e., energy difference E2 − E1

between the two peaks changes as a function of Ga-content x(Ga). As plotted in Figure

2.12(b), we see that the peak separation is as high as ≈35-45 meV for pure InAs NWs –

in agreement with the data shown in Figure 2.10 – and gradually decreases towards higher

x(Ga). For InGaAs NWs with x(Ga) = 0.37 the peak separation is very small yet positive,

i.e., E2 − E1 < 5 meV. The small separation is also reflected by the near-perfect overlap of

the PL peaks measured before and after termination of surface states as well as the rather

symmetric spectral shape. For even higher Ga-content, i.e., x(Ga) = 0.44, the peak separation

increases further and amounts to E2 − E1 ≈ 10-20 meV. The measured peak separation di-

rectly reflects the energetic position of accumulated charge carriers at the surface, and thus

provides a measure for the band bending and Fermi level pinning at the NW surface. Specif-

ically, when surface band bending is present (downward or upward bending), surface charge

carriers recombine via spatially indirect transitions which induces finite and positive values

of E2 − E1 (> 0). On the other hand, ideal flat-band conditions, where spatially no indirect

transitions occur, are characterized by E2−E1 = 0. This situation is further illustrated in the

upper panel of Figure 2.12(b). Accordingly, the observed decrease and subsequent increase
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in E2 − E1 with rising x(Ga) suggests that the band bending changes its sign. In particular,

we anticipate a transition from downward bending (Fermi level pinned above the surface

conduction band minimum (CBM), electron accumulation) in In-rich InGaAs NWs (0 <

x(Ga) < ≈0.2) to upward bending (Fermi level pinned in the band gap at the surface, electron

depletion) in more Ga-rich InGaAs NWs (x(Ga) > ≈0.3), considering previous literature

data on planar n-type InGaAs.205 Accordingly, near flat-band conditions are thus expected

in the region of ≈0.2 < x(Ga) < ≈ 0.3, as will be further verified more precisely using XPS

below. We note that while these PL-based experiments reproduce closely the expected sign

change in surface band bending, the energy difference E2 −E1 employed here does not give

exactly the Fermi level to surface CBM separation. This is because the ground states of

charge carriers populating the near-surface region are confined in quasi-triangular surface

quantum wells and the surface potential is screened due to excited charge carriers, which

induces slight shifts in the apparent band bending using PL.

X-ray photoemission spectroscopy

To assess the degree of band bending and Fermi level pinning at the surface more quantita-

tively, X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) studies on InGaAs NW arrays with alloy

compositions in the range of interest were conducted in collaboration with the Stephenson

Institute in Liverpool. In order to mimic the experimental conditions of the PL measure-

ments as closely as possible, the InGaAs NW arrays were measured in freestanding geom-

etry directly on Si and the NW surfaces were not further cleaned, leaving the desired native

oxide behind on the {110}-oriented sidewall planes. The core levels and occupied density of

states in the valence band were probed by XPS using a SPECS monochromatic Al Kα X-ray

source (hν = 1486.6 eV) operating at 200 W and a PSP Vacuum Technology electron-energy

analyzer operating with a constant pass energy of 10 eV (more details provided in [189]).

To confirm the existence and composition of the native oxide layer, XPS core level spectra

were recorded and from the analysis of the In 3d, Ga 2p , In 4d, Ga 3d and As 3d core level

peaks it is found that In-O bonds are prevalent and, thus, indium oxide is the dominant oxide

with some gallium oxide and arsenic oxide also present in the thin native oxide layer.189

The proportion of gallium oxide increases in proportion to the Ga-content of the underly-

ing InGaAs NW. These findings of a dominant indium oxide are consistent with previous

data obtained from planar InAs.228 To gain detailed information of the Fermi level pinning,

valence band (valence band (VB)) photo-emission spectra are shown in Figure 2.13(a) for

three different Ga-contents, i.e., x(Ga) = 0.05, 0.17 and 0.37, respectively. Here, the relevant

energy scale is given with respect to the Fermi level (EF = zero of binding energy). For

each spectrum, the position of the valence band maximum (VBM-EF = ξ) was determined

by extrapolating a linear fit to the leading edge of the VB photoemission.229 The extracted
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Figure 2.13: (a) Valence band XPS spectra of InGaAs NW arrays with different Ga-content x(Ga) as
recorded near the region of the valence band maximum (VBM) at room temperature in the presence
of the native oxide; (b) Evolution of surface VBM to Fermi level separation (black data), band
gap energy as determined from PL (blue data), and the barrier height (surface CBM to Fermi level
separation, red data) as a function of x(Ga) positive values of barrier height indicate Fermi level
pinning within the conduction band (downward bending, electron accumulation), while negative
values of barrier height corresponds to Fermi level pinning in the band gap (upward bending, electron
depletion), as depicted also by the schematics in the inset. The cross-over between downward and
upward band bending occurs near x(Ga) ≈ 0.2. Adapted with permission from [189]. Copyright 2016
American Chemical Society.

values for ξ are in the range of ≈ 0.53-0.64 ± 0.05 eV, with no distinct dependence on Ga-

content x(Ga) (see also Figure 2.13(b)). At first glance, this is somewhat unexpected since

with increasing band gap (i.e., increasing x(Ga)) the surface VBM usually shifts further away

from the Fermi level.230 This observation is most likely explained by the peculiar change

in crystal structure from predominantly WZ-phase in very high In-content InGaAs NWs

to a WZ/ZB-intermixed microstructure towards Ga-rich InGaAs NWs (see also previous

growth section),44,117 which results in a modification of the effective conduction band (CB)

and VB edges. In order to further determine the band bending, we need to take into account

the change in band gap (Eg) with x(Ga) and hence the position of the Fermi level also with

respect to the surface conduction band minimum (CBM-EF = ΦB). Here, the separation

between surface CBM and the Fermi level is given by an effective barrier height ΦB, in

analogy to the Schottky barrier height of a metal/semiconductor interface. Since the com-

position dependence of the WZ-phase band gap of InGaAs NWs has not yet been evaluated

theoretically, estimated room-temperature band gap values are employed for each sample as

determined from temperature-dependent PL (see Figure 2.13(b)).117,120 For instance, given

a band gap of Eg ≈ 0.42 eV for WZ-phase InGaAs with Ga-content x(Ga) = 0.05, the Fermi

level is about ΦB = 0.22 eV above the surface CBM, which indicates a downward band

bending at the NW surface. As the band gap further increases with x(Ga) this lowers the

Fermi level position in the conduction band and ultimately moves it below the CBM at
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the surface. This results in a transition from downward band bending for high In-content

InGaAs NWs (ΦB > 0) to upward band bending (ΦB < 0) for higher Ga-content InGaAs

NWs, with a cross-over (ΦB = 0) between surface electron accumulation and depletion

close to x(Ga) ≈ 0.2 (Figure 2.13(b)). This behavior is further illustrated schematically by the

corresponding band profiles in the inset. This cross-over of ΦB = 0 near x(Ga) ≈ 0.2 mimics

also closely the composition dependence of Schottky barrier heights as previously measured

in Au/n-InGaAs(001) planar diode structures, shown in Figure 2.8(b).205 Despite the differ-

ence in surface plane, it should be stressed that the flat-band conditions near x(Ga) ≈ 0.2 are

not universal in nature for InGaAs-based NWs. On the one hand, freestanding III-V NWs

are prone to the stabilization of different crystal phases (WZ versus ZB phase) which alters

the electronic band gap117,120 and, thus, is expected to modify the resulting composition

dependence of the effective barrier height. On the other hand, the large tunability of NW

diameter may also yield strong radial quantum confinement in low-band gap InGaAs NWs

(i.e., for diameters well below the sub-100 nm range109), which in future investigations may

provide new insights into modified barrier heights in the limit of ultrathin InGaAs NWs.

2.3 Summary

In summary, we presented optimized growth conditions for catalyst-free selective area epi-

taxy of MBE grown In1-xGaxAs NW integrated on silicon, covering almost the entire com-

positional range from InAs to GaAs (0 < x < 0.8). Under the required high group-V fluxes

and V/III ratios, the respective growth windows shifted to higher growth temperatures as

the Ga-content is tuned from In-rich to Ga- rich InGaAs NWs and to increased Arsenic flux

for larger interwire spacings (250 nm < pitch < 2 µm). Using correlated X-ray diffraction,

transmission electron microscopy, and micro-photoluminescence spectroscopy we could

extract the composition, where accurate interpolation of ternary NW depends on the knowl-

edge of the exact crystal structure. Importantly, we observe a characteristic transition from

wurtzite to zincblende-rich dominated phase for a Ga-content x exceeding 0.4. This was

further reflected in a cross-over from blue-shifted to red-shifted photoluminescence emis-

sion relative to the band edge emission of bulk ZB InGaAs. This demonstrated exten-

sive bandgap tuning capabilities, covering the technologically important telecommunica-

tion wavelengths.

In the second part of the chapter, we investigated the composition dependence of Fermi

level pinning at the surface and associated band bending effects in intrinsically n-type In-

GaAs NWs (0 < x(Ga)< 0.44) using correlated XPS and PL spectroscopy. By employing a

digital etching procedure to precisely control the NW diameter and comparison of the PL

response of InGaAs NWs with and without the inherent native oxide we could reveal the
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existence of two dominant radiative recombination pathways: direct near-band edge recom-

bination and spatially indirect surface-state mediated recombination due to band bending

and charge carrier accumulation/depletion at the NW surface. The energetic difference be-

tween the two radiative transitions changes significantly with composition, i.e., the differ-

ence becoming smaller close to flat-band conditions. The band bending was further directly

supported by XPS measurements, revealing a clear transition from downward band bend-

ing/surface electron accumulation for high In-content InGaAs NWs (Fermi level pinned

above the surface CBM) to upward band bending/surface electron depletion for higher Ga-

content InGaAs NWs (Fermi level pinned in the band gap at the surface), with a cross-over

occurring close to x(Ga) ≈ 0.2. These results provide very useful information for predicting

the intrinsic conduction in InGaAs NWs, for selecting proper contacts to NWs and estimat-

ing the respective Schottky barrier heights.





CHAPTER3
InGaAs based heterostructures

In this chapter we explore different material combinations to passivate

In1-xGaxAs NWs in a radial core-shell geometry. Establishing a hybrid MBE-

MOCVD growth process we capitalize first on the benefits of the InP-system,

in particular its low surface recombination. Detailed spectroscopic studies

allow us to investigate the change in emission energy of the core luminescence

upon passivation and by tuning thickness and phosphorus content of the shell

we are able to systematically study strain-induced peak shifts and elucidate

detrimental effects of plastic relaxation upon too high lattice mismatch. In the

next part, we examine closely lattice-matched InGaAs-InAlAs heterostructures

over a large compositional range in a completely in-situ based MBE process.

By employing high-resolution X-ray reciprocal space maps in conjunction with

photoluminescence studies, strain between core and shell is analyzed and the

conducive influence of a composition dependent passivation evaluated. Parts of

this chapter are published in [119, 180]

As outlined in the previous chapter, surface states considerably influence the intrinsic

properties of III-V NWs. Utilizing the large surface-to-volume ratio of high-aspect ratio

NWs can consequently lead to superior gas or fluidic sensors, probing the environment,

especially for the InAs system, where electron accumulation at the surface allows for high

sensitivity towards accumulated charges or adsorbed species.69,231,232 For opto-electronic

structures, however, the reduced radiative recombination and detrimental band bending usu-

ally deteriorates quantum efficiency. Reducing the density of surface defects by wet chem-

ical treatment and temporary passivation with chemisorbed hydrogen we could show that

such passivation works in principle, but this effect is reversible once exposed to air. In

order to establish chemically inert surfaces, preventing any reoxidation, long-term solu-

tions are required. Several chemical treatments have been established, e.g. chalcogenide

passivation for InP-NW233,234 or ODT-SAMs (organic sulfide octadecylthiol self-assembled

monolayers) on InAs NW.219 These also allow for increased photo-luminescence but lack

63
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the possibility for further (device-) integration. Ideally, the passivating layer should be

part of the active structures via epitaxial design, allowing for excellent interface quality,

while enabling additional functionality such as effective carrier confinement, waveguiding

or contacting schemes for electrical operation. This notion has led to the concept of radial

core-shell NW, where a higher band gap material conformally passivates the respective

core, which is shown to significantly enhance the PL efficiency for various material com-

binations for example GaAs-AlGaAs235–237 or GaAs-InGaP.238 Consequently, this has also

fueled important advances in NW based optical devices, such as efficient NW LEDs and

lasers, emitting in the near-IR.38,42,239

Utilizing this concept for NW-based light sources with emission wavelengths (λ) ex-

tending further into the mid-IR spectral region using lower-energy gap InGaAs and InAs

NW materials with λ ≈ 2-3 µm is of the utmost importance for future IR-photonic appli-

cations. Given the already mentioned difficulties when performing spectroscopy in this

range, only very few optical emission studies have been reported to date on InAs and high

In-content InGaAs NW, and those that have appeared show relatively poor emission ef-

ficiencies in the ≈ 2-3.5 µm spectral range.109,117,219,240 This is especially true for lattice

temperatures above 150K due to nonradiative surface and Auger recombination.109,117,240,241

As a result, passivation by a suitable conformal shell structure is much needed to yield

improvements in PL efficiency of InGaAs-based NW, as will be developed in the following.

3.1 InAs-InAsP core-shell nanowires1

For binary InAs, InP- and InAsP-shells can be considered to be the most suitable surface

passivating structures. They can be grown epitaxially around the NW core generating a

desired type-I band alignment242 with sufficient confinement (600 meV CB-offset between

InAs and InP243). With regard to the intended use in the field of photovoltaics, especially

the long carrier lifetimes (> 1 ns) and comparatively low surface recombination velocities of

InP are highly promising.244 Furthermore, any modification of the composition (i.e., As/P

ratio) provides the flexibility to tune the strain, band-offsets, and successively the carrier

confinement accordingly.245–247 However, as the In1-xGaxAs - InAs1-yPy core - shell NW sys-

tem is prone to lattice mismatches of up to ≈ 3.1%, it requires very careful selection of shell

thickness and composition in order to maintain pseudomorphic and defect - free structures.

Given that InAs-based NWs are simultaneously very promising candidates for novel high-

speed electronic devices, passivation schemes by InP and InAsP shells have already been

employed to explore the effects on improved electrical transport characteristics.242,248–250

1partly published and with permission from [119]. Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society
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In contrast, the influence of InAsP shells on the optical emission characteristics of InAs

NWs has received little attention despite the relevance for future NW-based photonics in

the mid-IR spectral region.

Hybrid MBE-MOCVD growth

The NWs considered in the following where grown by hybrid MBE-MOCVD growth pro-

cedure on p-type Si(111) substrates with a prepatterned SiO2 mask layer (250 nm pitch)

as similar demonstrated in Chapter 1.2.2 . Using this routine, the InAs NW cores were

grown by MBE for 40 min at standard conditions, using a growth temperature of TGrowth ≈
500◦C, a fixed In-flux of 0.36 Å/s and an arsenic BEP of 3.5·10-5 mbar. After growth, the In-

shutter was closed and the sample rapidly cooled in As4-atmosphere. Using this conditions,

two equivalent wafers with pure InAs NWs were grown in order to provide identically

fabricated InAs NWs for two subsequent overgrowth series. In the next step, the wafers

with approximately 1.5 µm long and ≈ 77 nm wide InAs NW were cleaved into 4 equivalent

pieces and except for one reference sample, each “die” was prepared for subsequent over-

growth by MOCVD, as the employed MBE-system does not facilitate the required phos-

phorous source. For this a short hydrofluoric acid (HF) etching step was used to remove

any surface oxide layer that may have formed directly before loading them into an AIX

200/4 MOCVD reactor equipped with trimethylindium (TMIn), arsine (AsH3) and phos-

phine (PH3) as precursors. After another cleaning step in PH3 atmosphere each sample

was overgrown with InAsP at a fixed growth temperature of 550◦C and constant TMIn flow

(0.5 µmol/s). Two respective series were grown: Series (A) was grown by keeping both

the PH3 flow (1.43 µmol/s) and AsH3 flow (3 µmol/s) constant while the growth time was

varied to result in constant shell composition but different shell thicknesses. The selected

PH3/AsH3 flow ratio gives a nominal phosphorus content of x(P)≈ 0.3, as calibrated for

planar growths. However, as verified later on by EDXS the actual P content is found to be

much smaller, i.e., x(P)≈ 0.09. On the other hand, series (B) was grown to a fixed nominal

thickness, while the AsH3 and PH3 flows were varied to produce different nominal shell

compositions, ranging from x(P)≈ 0.3 to 1.0 (binary InP).

3.1.1 Tuning the shell thickness

Figure 3.1 shows SEM images of the first series (A), that is, (a) the “core-only” InAs NWs

as reference and in (b)-(d) core-shell InAs-InAsP NW samples with increasing shell thick-

nesses (overgrowth times). We find that all samples reveal a very high growth yield of >90%

(i.e., number of NWs / defined nucleation site) demonstrating the stable growth conditions

on the prepatterned Si(111) substrate.82 The reference sample in Figure 3.1(a) shows a very
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Figure 3.1: SEM images of all InAs-InAsP core-shell NWs from series (A) as obtained by different
InAsP growth times under otherwise fixed growth conditions (see also Table 3.1). (a) tInAsP = 0;
“core-only” InAs NW reference (without shell), (b) tInAsP = 3.8 min; shell thickness of ≈ 2 nm, (c)
tInAsP = 9.5 min; shell thickness of ≈ 3 nm, and (d) tInAsP = 19.1 min; shell thickness of ≈ 8 nm.
Note the different length scales laterally and vertically arise from the absence of SEM tilt correction
for better visibility. (e) Schematic illustration of the actual InAs-InAsP core-shell NW structure that
includes also an axial InAsP top segment. Adapted with permission from [119]. Copyright 2013
American Chemical Society.

homogeneous size distribution and perfect vertical directionality along the [111] direction

of the core-only InAs NWs with a hexagonal shape terminated by {110} sidewall facets.10

Note that the nomenclature for the crystallographic indices is chosen in ZB structure nota-

tion, adapted from the underlying [111] orientation of the Si substrate. As expected, with

increasing InAsP growth time the NWs become wider yielding radial shell growth along

the NW sidewalls (see Figure 3.1(b-d)). However, the NWs also tend to increase in length,

indicating that the InAsP overgrowth also produces an axially grown region along the [111]

direction on top of the NW core. This is illustrated in Figure 3.1(e), which includes an axial

InAsP top-segment in addition to a schematic indication of growth direction and side facets.

Concurrently, increased overgrowth times also yield a larger variation in length and di-

ameter distribution together with a slight tilt (<5◦) of the NWs away from the ideal vertical

directionality. The reason for this slight tilt is not fully clear but may be stress-mediated

InAsP growth time NW diameter NW length shell thickness InAsP length

(min) (nm) (µm) (nm) (µm)

0 77 ± 4 1.5 ± 0.1 - -
3.8 80 ± 4 1.9 ± 0.2 2.0 ± 0.1 0.33 ± 0.03
9.5 83 ± 7 2.7 ± 0.4 3.0 ± 0.2 1.2 ± 0.2
19.1 092 ± 12 4.5 ± 0.6 7.7 ± 1.0 2.9 ± 0.4

Table 3.1: Summarized dimensions of the as-grown InAs-InAsP core-shell NWs for the various
different InAsP growth times (series A), giving the total NW diameters and lengths, as
well as the extracted shell thicknesses and lengths of the InAsP top segment. Mean
values and standard deviation are derived from approximately 50 NWs measured for
each sample.
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due to slight variations in shell thickness (asymmetries across the hexagonal NW sidewalls)

or small variations in composition.12 An overview of the resulting shell thicknesses and

lengths of the additional InAsP-top-segments as extracted from a SEM based statistical

analysis (approximately 50 NWs per sample) is given in Table 3.1. It is important to note

that for all samples from this low P-content series the radial InAsP shell thicknesses are

quite small (less than 10 nm), being much smaller than the corresponding lengths of the

additional axial InAsP segments on top. This indicates that the surface reaction differ-

ences between the {110} sidewall facets and the {111} top facet of the NWs are limited

by the temperature at which the InAsP was grown rather than by mass transport. In addi-

tion, the measured shell thicknesses are also much smaller than the predicted critical layer

thicknesses for plastic strain relaxation in the InAs/InAsP core-shell NW system.244 This

is supported by recent findings that showed that even in binary InAs-InP core-shell NWs

with a maximum lattice mismatch of 3.1% the InP shell can be grown with thicknesses up

to at least 10 nm without any sign of misfit dislocation formation at the heterointerfaces.244

This is facilitated by the alleviated strain relaxation constraints in NWs as compared to

planar heterostructures. Similarly, it can be anticipated that the heterointerface between

the InAs core and the additional InAsP segment on top is not plastically relaxed for such

low P-content InAsP based on critical dimension considerations for strained axial NW het-

erostructure growth.13

To evaluate the microstructural properties of these NW heterostructures in more de-

tail and to verify that no plastic relaxation has occurred at the InAs-InAsP NW hetero-

boundaries, we performed TEM studies of selected NWs. Specifically, we prepared cross-

sections of a representative set of NWs from the sample with the longest InAsP growth

time (largest shell thickness), corresponding to NWs from Figure 3.1(d). For this, NWs

were mechanically transferred onto a Cr-coated substrate and a 100 nm thick lamella was

cut out perpendicular to the NW axis using a focused ion beam (FIB). A typical cross-

sectional view recorded along the [111] zone axis of a single NW is presented in Figure

3.2(a), as taken in STEM-HAADF mode using an FEI Titan 80-300. The cross-sectional

image clearly shows the hexagonal inner InAs core with a diameter of ≈ 75 nm and the

surrounding shell with an average thickness of ≈10 nm, in good agreement with the data

extracted from SEM micrographs. Note that the hexagonal core and hence the shell are

slightly asymmetric, which is likely due to shadowing effects of nearby NWs or parasitic

clusters formed between the NWs during growth.235

Figure 3.2(b) shows a sectional high-resolution STEM image of the InAs-InAsP core-

shell NW interface, which demonstrates that the interface is atomically sharp. The image

also evidences a coherent propagation of atomic rows between core and shell, indicating

pseudomorphic growth and the absence of mismatch-related defects. The composition of
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Figure 3.2: (a) scanning-TEM (STEM)-high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) cross-sectional
image of a representative InAs NW with a ≈ 10 nm wide InAsP shell (taken from the sample with
the longest InAsP growth time). Because of the weak material contrast between the InAs core and
the low P-content InAsP shell, the compositional difference is also schematically illustrated in blue.
The P-content in the shell is x(P)= 0.09 as determined by EDXS. (b) High-resolution STEM image
of the core-shell interface taken from the same cross-sectional sample, evidencing a very sharp and
coherent (dislocation-free) heteroboundary. (c) TEM micrograph recorded along the [110] zone
axis of a NW from the same batch, revealing a WZ-phase crystal structure with stacking faults
along [110] growth direction. This is also evidenced by the corresponding selective area diffraction
(SAD) pattern (see inset). The absence of Moiré fringes and splitting in diffraction pattern evidence
pseudomorphic growth. Reprinted with permission from [119]. Copyright 2013 American Chemical
Society.

the core-shell NWs was probed using EDXS, performed across both the NW core and the

shell regions. Respective spectral maps and line scans (similar to Appendix A.1.7) confirm

that the NW core is pure, stoichiometric InAs with no interdiffusion or intermixing by the

surrounding InAsP shell. Also, no oxygen related features are found at the heterointerface,

supporting the successful in-situ PH3 cleaning step prior to InAsP shell overgrowth. On the

other hand, a distinct amorphous oxide layer of ≈1-2 nm thickness is found at the surface of

the InAsP shell layer, which is commonly observed in low-P content InAsP under ambient

conditions.11 From the EDXS measurements, we quantified the InAsP composition in the

shell layer by extracting the P fraction x from the K lines of In and As in the X-ray spectrum,

respectively. The P content determined using this method was x(P)= 0.09 ± 0.01, approxi-

mately a factor of 3 lower than the corresponding nominal P content estimated from planar

growth runs. This suggests that under the given growth conditions the P incorporation is

likely limited by the reaction kinetics at the {110} sidewall surfaces, a conclusion that is

fully consistent with the observed low radial growth rates. To further identify the dominant

crystal phase of these core-shell NWs, HR-TEM micrographs were recorded along the axis

of individual NWs as transferred onto carbon-coated copper grids. A representative mi-

crograph, together with the corresponding SAD pattern taken along the [110] zone axis, is

shown in Figure 3.2(c). The crystal phase is identified as WZ with numerous stacking fault

(SF) along the growth direction, similar to what has been observed before in Chapter 2.117
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Since the shell thickness is almost ten times smaller than the diameter of the NW core, the

compositional contrast is too weak to be observed in this geometry. Note that the ≈5 nm

wide bright contrast layer extending along the NW is not due to compositional contrast

or extensive surface oxidation, but mainly arises from the too narrow corner regions of

the hexagonally shaped NW under the given transmission conditions. The HR-TEM image

further verifies that no plastic relaxation has occurred between the NW core and shell region

based on the absence of Moiré fringes and the fact that no splitting in the electron diffraction

pattern is visible. This is also in full accord with our expectations considering the very low,

≈ 0.3% lattice mismatch between the InAs core and InAsP shell with a P-content of x(P)=

0.09.

Optical Properties

Detailed insights into the effect of the InAsP shell on the optical properties of the NWs

were obtained from PL spectroscopy measurements. Here, we used the same setup as de-

scribed in Section 2.1, with an excitation laser spot size focused onto the sample of ≈5.5 µm

corresponding to the excitation of an ensemble of ≈ 350 NWs. It is important to note that

due to the site selective growth method used the NW density and, hence, the excitation

volume was similar for all investigated samples, allowing direct comparison of the absolute

emission intensities between different samples. Figure 3.3(a) compares the measured PL

spectra of the core-only InAs NWs (reference sample) and an InAs InAs0.91P0.09 core-shell

NW sample (sample with intermediate overgrowth time and average shell thickness of ≈3

nm), as recorded at 8K and an excitation power density of 140 W/mm2. The PL spec-

trum of the InAs NW reference shows a weak emission peak centered around ≈0.44 eV,

in accordance with the recently observed peak energy of InAs NWs with a WZ-dominated

crystal phase.117 In contrast, the PL spectrum of the core-shell sample consists of two peaks,

that is, a strong emission peak associated with the InAs core luminescence and a weaker

peak centered at higher energy (≈0.6 eV) arising from the InAsP top segment of the core-

shell NW. This association is reasonable considering that the peak position corresponds

closely to the InAsP composition, as estimated from EDXS measurements. Furthermore,

the InAsP segment is relatively long (>1 µm), such that not all photocarriers excited within

the segment diffuse into the NW core and recombine there. We have confirmed this also by

measurements performed on core- shell NWs with much shorter (longer) InAsP segment

lengths, which resulted in a strong reduction (increase) in the segment related emission

intensity. The data shows a clear ≈20-fold increase in the PL peak intensity of the InAs

core luminescence upon capping with InAsP. This demonstrates directly the very effective

reduction of nonradiative surface recombination by the passivation of surface states, where

the InAsP shell acts as an energy barrier confining carriers to the NW core and preventing
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Figure 3.3: (a) Comparison of PL spectra of core-only InAs NWs (reference) and InAs -
InAs0.91P0.09 core-shell NWs (sample with ≈3 nm wide shell) recorded at 8K and excitation power
density of 140 W/mm2. A ≈20-fold increase in PL efficiency together with a peak shift of the
core luminescence can be observed. Note that the weaker emission feature at higher energy stems
from the InAsP top segment. (b) Temperature dependent spectra recorded from the same core-
shell NW sample, showing emission up to room temperature. (c) Normalized spectra of the
InAs core luminescence for different shell thicknesses under fixed P-content (complete series A),
demonstrating the characteristic blueshift to higher energies with thicker shell (all PL spectra were
recorded under the same conditions as in (a)). (d) Comparative plot of PL peak intensity and peak
energy of the core luminescence as a function of shell thickness. Reprinted with permission from
[119]. Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.

their diffusion to the NW surface. Interestingly, this effect occurs already at relatively low

barrier heights (calculated band offsets of ≈45 meV for the respective P content of x(P)=

0.09) and a very small shell thickness (≈3 nm). Furthermore, the strong increase in the

intensity of the core luminescence allows us to obtain even emission at 300K (see Figure

3.3(b)), which so far has been difficult to observe in InAs based NWs.109,117,240,241 Note that

the temperature dependence of the core luminescence does not adhere to the commonly

observed continuous redshift with temperature (Varshni behavior). This is most likely due

to localized trap states near the band edge (mainly crystalline defects), similar to findings of

the previous chapter.117 Another interesting feature is the characteristic blueshift in the InAs
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emission (≈22 meV) when the NW core is capped with an InAsP shell. To account for this

blueshift we considered several possibilities. First, the blueshift could be due to differences

in the band-filling characteristics of the core-shell NW sample with respect to the unpassi-

vated InAs NW reference. Excitation power-dependent measurements (see [173]), however,

rule these out since both samples show similar band filling, that is, identical blueshifts and

peak broadening over the entire excitation power range. Second, for unpassivated InAs

NWs the surface Fermi level pinning and associated band bending at the surface may result

in spatially separated electrons near the surface and holes confined rather in the center of the

NW. In analogy, similar to Section 2.2, capping by In(As)P is expected to decrease the band

bending near the heterointerface,189,248 such that the electron-hole pair transitions may occur

at slightly higher energy due to their reduced spatial separation.251 Considering, however,

the strong evidence from strain-simulation, which will be shown further below, and the

only small band offsets with the low P-content InAsP shell, we expect the contribution

from spatially separated photocarriers to be rather small. We therefore conclude that strain

is the most likely origin for the observed blueshift. Recent measurements of the strain state

in InAs InAsP core-shell NWs have shown that the NW core is compressively strained in

all dimensions,244 which induces a widening of the InAs band gap and hence explains a

shift of the PL peak emission to higher energies. Such strain-induced peak shifts of the

NW core emission have also been observed in other core-shell NW systems, such as, for

example, GaAs-GaInP and GaAs-AlGaAs core-shell NWs.84,252 Figure 3.3(c) shows nor-

malized PL spectra including all other core-shell NW samples (from series A), illustrating

that with increasing shell thickness and hence increased strain the peak emission shifts to

higher energies. Note that the PL peak shape and widths are very similar for all samples,

indicating that passivation by the InAsP shell does not reduce the line width. This is also an

indication that the previously considered spatially separated transitions due to surface Fermi

level pinning do not contribute much to the PL signal of the core luminescence,219 while

the line width is rather limited by crystalline defects.117 As summarized in Figure 3.3(d),

not only does the peak energy increase for larger shell thicknesses but also the PL peak

intensity. Note, however, that the maximum PL peak intensity is reached at a shell thickness

of ≈3 nm, while it decreases again beyond. We ascribe this primarily to the increased laser

absorption by the InAsP top segment (inhibited excitation of the NW core) with increasing

segment length.

3.1.2 Varying phosphorous content

Further insights into the effect of lattice-mismatch strain on the NW core luminescence are

provided from composition tuned InAsP shell overgrowths (series B). For this series, we

successively changed the nominal P content from InAsP with low x(P)up to pure InP (x(P)=
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Figure 3.4: SEM images of all InAs-InAsP core-shell NWs from sample series B as obtained by
different PH3 / AsH3 flux ratios, leading to different shell compositions with nominal P-content of
(a) x(P)= 0 (core-only InAs NWs), (b) x(P)= 0.3, (c) x(P)= 0.6, and (d) x(P)= 1. In (e) a STEM-
HAADF cross-sectional image of a typical multi-core NW is shown (taken from the sample with
the highest x(P)). A clear transition to now dominating <112> facets can be observed. Adapted with
permission from [119]. Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.

1), corresponding to much higher lattice mismatches (up to 3.1%) as compared to series A.

Figure 3.4 shows SEM micrographs of the entire sample series B, which contains core-shell

InAs-InAsP NWs with composition-tuned shells. The according set of growth parameters

and nominal P contents together with the resulting NW dimensions as obtained from SEM

measurements are listed in Table 3.2.

While both the core-only InAs NW reference and the core-shell NW sample with the

lowest nominal P-content (x(P)= 0.2) showed very uniform high-periodicity NW morphol-

ogy, NWs overgrown with higher P-content shells resulted in rather inhomogeneous mor-

phology. Despite the underlying high homogeneity of the NW core growth, the overgrowth

produced a distribution of core-shell NWs with either a single core or, surprisingly, also

with multiple completely embedded cores (see Figure 3.4(b,c)). This complicates a reliable

determination of shell thickness and other geometrical parameters. Consequently, two data

sets are presented in Table 3.2 with separate values for single core-shell and multiple core-
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nominal P PH3 AsH3 growth NW NW shell InAsP

content flow flow time diameter length thickness length

(µmol/s) (µmol/s) (min) (nm) (µm) (nm) (µm)

0 - - 0 76 ± 10 1.7 ± 0.2 - -

0.3 1.64 3 19.6 107 ± 17 4.1 ± 0.5 15.3 ± 2.4 2.4 ± 0.3

0.6 1.47 0.75 20 94 ± 19 2.1 ± 0.3 9.1 ± 1.8 0.4 ± 0.1
(345 ± 56) (2.2 ± 0.3) (200-440) (0.2-1.1)

1.0 1.49 - 10 101 ± 26 12.2 ± 3.2 1.4 ± 0.1
(377 ± 73) (3.1 ± 0.2) (250-530) (1.1-1.9)

Table 3.2: Overview of growth parameters and resulting dimensions of the grown NW-InAsP core-
shell NWs for different nominal InAsP compositions (series B). Total NW diameters
and lengths, as well as extracted range of shell thicknesses and lengths of the InAsP
top segment (derived from statistical analysis of ≈ 50 NWs per sample). Note that the
dimensions given here are distinguished between core-shell NWs that contained a single
core as well as multiple cores (given in brackets).

shell structures. The reason for the overgrowth around multiple cores could be exactly the

same stress-induced mechanism that triggered tilt and convergence of NWs for extended

overgrowths as noted in the discussion of Figure 3.1. Indeed, SEM images of the near

substrate surface region (not shown) reveal that the bottom parts of individual NWs are

still straight and well-aligned while obviously the NWs have bent slightly in the upper

regions. The STEM-HAADF images of Figure 3.4(e,f) (taken from the sample with nom-

inal P content of x(P)= 0.6) illustrate that the growth of the InAsP layer takes place with

a 30◦ rotation with respect to the {110} sidewall facets of the NW core. This observation

indicates that the extended side facets of the shell structure can be assigned to the {112}
family of facets, which was confirmed by the orientation of NWs relative to the substrate

cleavage planes as well as by TEM. A closer look, however, reveals that the shell facets

are not entirely composed of {112} facets but also of very narrow {110} facets (widths <10

nm), best visible in the STEM-HAADF image of the single core-shell NW structure (Figure

3.4(e)). This implies that the {110} facets, as defined by the core, gradually diminish during

radial growth while the 112 facets become more prominent. The unique change from {110}
to {112} facets during overgrowth can be explained by the kinetic Wulff’s construction,253

stating that the slowest growing surface will appear as the largest developed facet which ul-

timately defines the shape and morphology of the shell structure. Such growth anisotropies,

however, are governed by the specific surface energies of the respective facets, which are

very sensitive on the chemical potential µ, and hence, growth conditions. We suggest that

the relatively low growth temperature (T = 550◦C) used for In(As)P growth may be respon-

sible for the occurrence of {112} facets, while higher growth temperatures have previously

yielded conformal {110}-oriented radial core- shell growth in the InAs-InP system.254 Simi-

lar results were also obtained from GaAs-AlInP core-shell NW growth studies, where low-T
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versus high-T growth formed preferentially either {112}- or {110}-oriented sidewall facets,

respectively.255 Obviously, in our present study also the P content (PH3/ AsH3 flux ratio)

seems to play a significant role, since low P-content InAsP shells maintain rather {110}
facets in contrast to the preferential {112} facets for higher P content. To fully understand

the intricate dependencies of {110}- versus {112}- faceted growth, entire parameter space

maps as a function of all relevant growth parameters and P-content need to be generated.

To determine the composition within these overgrown structures, EDXS spectral maps were

also recorded from the same cross-sectional foils of Figure 3.4(e), yielding a P content of

x(P)= 0.37 ± 0.06, that is almost a factor of 2 lower than the nominal value. Moreover, it

is important to note that the heterointerfaces between the InAs cores and the InAsP shell

layers do not evidence signatures of plastic relaxation, confirming that these structures are

still pseudomorphically strained.

Optical Properties

Figure 3.5(a) compares PL spectra from the same InAs-InAsP core-shell NW sample as

of Figure 3.4 and the core-only InAs NW reference sample (recorded again at 8K and an

excitation power density of 140 W/mm2). As compared to Figure 3.3, the larger P content of

x(P)= 0.37 resulted here in an even stronger PL efficiency (110-fold enhancement) and much

larger blueshift of the core luminescence. Note also that the InAsP associated peak at 0.73

eV corresponds closely with the P-content derived from EDXS measurements. Normalized

PL spectra of the core luminescence of all InAs-InAsP core-shell NW samples from series

B (variable P content series) are further shown in Figure 3.5(b). Comparison of the PL

linewidths of the samples with higher P content (x(P)= 0.37 (nominally 0.6) and x(P)= 1)

give peaks that are approximately twice as broad. This can be related to the inhomogeneous

shell thicknesses arising from the {112}-faceted growth and the corresponding fluctuations

in strain and composition, as averaged by the ensemble measurements. Nevertheless, as

expected for increasing P content and increasing compressive strain in the InAs core, the

PL peak shifts gradually to higher energies with shifts that are as high as 115 meV (for

the sample with x(P)= 0.37, see also Figure 3.5(c)). In strong contrast, for the sample with

binary InP overgrowth the blueshift is significantly reduced, most likely due to the onset

of plastic strain relaxation and associated dislocation formation. Furthermore, to account

for the anticipated strain relaxation occurring in the core-shell NWs with the highest P

content (binary InP overgrowth), we have performed additional TEM measurements along

the [110] zone axis of individual NWs as shown in Figure 3.5(d). In the upper image, a

NW with a P content in the shell of x(P)= 0.37 is shown, revealing no signatures of strain

relaxation related defects at the core-shell interface. In contrast, the NW with a pure InP

shell (lower image) shows distinct Moiré fringes, evidencing a partial relaxation of the shell.
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This is in good agreement with previous microstructural data by Keplinger et al.,244 who

mapped for the same core-shell material system the transitions between pseudomorphic

and plastically relaxed growth as a function of P-content and shell thickness. To facilitate

a direct comparison of the relevant PL data, Figure 3.5(c) summarizes the measured PL

peak positions and peak intensities of the core luminescence as a function of the P content

x(P). Obviously, increasing P content not only results in larger blueshifts but also a strong

Figure 3.5: (a) PL spectrum of InAs-InAs0.63P0.37 core-shell NWs in comparison with that of core-
only InAs NWs (reference) recorded at 8K and excitation power density of 140 W/mm2. A ≈ 110-
fold increase in PL efficiency together with a strong blueshift of the core luminescence is observed.
(b) Normalized PL spectra of all InAs-InAsP core-shell NW samples from series B (variable P
content series) measured under the same conditions. The nominal P content as well as the actual P
content (in brackets) is given. (c) Plot of PL peak energy and peak intensity of the core luminescence
as a function of actual P content. (d) TEM micrographs recorded along the [110] zone axis for a
NW with a P content in the shell of x(P)= 0.37 (upper image), showing no indication of relaxation at
the core-shell interface, and a NW with a pure InP shell (lower image) where distinct Moiré fringes
evidence at least a partial relaxation of the shell. Adapted with permission from [119]. Copyright
2013 American Chemical Society. .
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increase in PL efficiency, provided that the structures are not yet plastically relaxed. Thus,

a maximum of ≈ 102-fold increase in PL intensity was found for the core-shell NW sample

with x(P)= 0.37, proving the more effective carrier confinement and hence superior passiva-

tion as compared to InAsP overgrowth with lower P content. As expected, for the binary

InAs-InP core-shell NW sample the PL efficiency is substantially reduced by approximately

1 order of magnitude. This can be ascribed again to the degraded microstructure due to

plastic relaxation but partly also to higher laser absorption in the extended InP top segment

with less effective excitation of the core. This means that symmetric shell growth across

all sidewall facets with smaller shell thicknesses will be necessary to allow for defect-free,

pseudomorphic InP overgrowth with unperturbed emission properties.

3.1.3 Simulation of strained core-shell nanowires

Plastic strain relaxation and associated dislocation formation is the most likely origin of the

observed reduction in blueshift of the PL-signal for very high phosphorous content x(P)in

the shell, but this effect can also partially be due to a change in the shape of the wave func-

tion and thus the interband matrix element that ultimately influences the effective transition

energy. To verify the effects of strain on the shape of the wave function and associated tran-

sition energies (i.e., PL peak shift), we performed a two-dimensional (2D) simulation of the

hexagonal core-shell NW and calculated the band structure using the nextnano3 software.213

The according geometry is depicted in Fig. 3.6(a) where we assume an InAs core with a

diameter of 77 nm that is surrounded by a 15 nm-thick InAs1-xPx-shell, parameters which

mimic closely the investigated sample structures. After minimizing the elastic energy in the

system within the framework of continuum elasticity theory and, thereby, calculating the

Figure 3.6: (a) Illustration of the simulated structure. A hexagonal InAs core with {110}-facets
and a diameter of 77 nm is surrounded by an InAs1-xPx-shell with a thickness of 15 nm, the growth
direction is along [111]; (b) Hydrostatic strain distribution of the same NW with a pure InP shell.
The maximum values occur at the corners with a tensile strained shell and a compressively strained
core; (c) corresponding piezoelectric charge density across the hexagonal core-shell InAs-InP NW
heterostructure. Reprinted with permission from [119]. Copyright 2013 American Chemical
Society.
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strain (without taking relaxation into account) the band structure is calculated (single-band

effective-mass approximation), together with the 10 lowest wavefunctions and eigenvalues

in the conduction and valence band. The material parameters for zincblende crystal phase

are used since there is insufficient data available for the according wurtzite-based values.197

In addition, piezoelectric effects are taken into account since the growth direction is along

the piezoelectrically active [111] direction. Fig. 3.6 (b) shows an example of the hydrostatic

strain for a sample with a 15 nm thick InP shell. The results indicate that the shell is tensile

strained and the core compressively strained, both effects that increase the bandgap energy

and shift the PL peak energy of the InAs core luminescence. The maximum values of

the hydrostatic strain occur at the six corners of the structure (ǫhydro=-0.035-0.031) and

are comparable to the values given in the work by Keplinger and coworkers.244 For lower

phosphorus contents x(P)= 0.09, 0.22, 0.37 in the shell, the maximum strain values shift ex-

pectedly to lower values: ǫhydro,max= ±0.003, ±0.007, ±0.012. In addition to the hydrostatic

strain, off-diagonal elements in the strain tensor are also present due to piezoelectric fields

that lead to an additional splitting of the valence bands. The piezoelectric-induced charge

density shown in Figure 3.6(c) leads to an extra band shift that separates electrons in the

conduction band and holes in the heavy-hole-valence band and, thus, results in a spatial

overlap of the respective wave functions which is clearly different from the unstrained case.

In order to account for this, we synthesize the emission spectrum by placing a peak at

the energy of each transition with an amplitude weighted by the overlap wi j of the calcu-

lated envelope functions (which takes the strain contribution inherently into account). This

procedure leads to a composite emission spectrum from which we calculate the effective

transition energy Emean, which can then be compared with the measured PL peak energy in

the following.
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By changing now the phosphorus content x(P)in the shell between 0 and 1 we can plot the

effective transition energy as a function of shell composition. These values are compared

with the measured PL-peak energies in Figure 3.7(a). Note, the simulated value for a pure

InAs NW is shifted by 8meV to lower values compared with the measurement, which can

be accounted for by the different crystal structures (WZ dominated vs. pure ZB).117 The

trend as observed in the measured data is well reproduced by these simulations, i.e., a

clear shift to higher transition energies with increasing x(P)and even a saturation or slight

decrease for x(P)> 0.8. The slight decrease in transition energy is not entirely due to strain

relaxation (which is not considered in the simulation), but can be also explained by a change
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in the shape of the according wavefunctions with increasing P-content. In Figure 3.7(b) the

squared Γ-electron wave function is shown as an example, where first the expected increase

in confinement of the wave function can be observed with increasing P-content (due to

the higher band offsets). For higher P-content x(P)>0.8 the shape of the wave function

changes and thus the interband matrix element changes, which finally leads to a lowering in

effective transition energy. This shift to lower energies is however not sufficient to explain

the measured redshift, indicating that a partial relaxation of the shell is also present, as is

also evident from TEM measurements.

Figure 3.7: (a) Plot of PL peak energy of the core luminescence as a function of the P content of
the InAsP shell. In red the simulated values are shown, with a slight offset to lower energies, due
to selected ZB material parameters in the simulations. (b) Squared Γ-electron wave function for
different P-contents x(P). With increasing x(P)the wave function gets more confined and changes for
x(P)>0.8, leading to a different spatial overlap with the heavy hole wave function. Adapted with
permission from [119]. Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.
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3.1.4 Single nanowire spectroscopy

So far, all presented spectroscopic data refer to measurements of NW ensembles, averaging

over 50 or more individual nanowires. Utilizing the just established InP-based passivation

and thus significantly higher luminescence efficiencies, it should be possible to probe a

decreased number of NW down to the single NW limit. Addressing single NW instead of

ensembles is of particular importance to reduce inhomogeneous broadening of the emis-

sion spectrum, inevitably caused by size, shape or composition fluctuations. This has sev-

eral implications for the required heterostructure. First of all, such NW need to be spaced

sufficiently sparse to probe single entities with the available excitation laser (spot diame-

ter ≈ 2-3 µm). Therefore they should be deterministically placed, to distinguish between

emission from NW structures and potential parasitic cluster growth. Employing NIL and

a specifically designed imprint stamp featuring arrays of 50 × 50 NW with 10 µm pitch,

separated by imprinted line and marker structures we are able to obtain high quality pre-

defined pattern on a comparatively large scale (8× 8 mm2) such that we can still unambigu-

ously identify single arrays (see Appendix A.2.3 for details). Next, the NW dimensions

should have sufficient material for adequate signal-to-noise ratio and especially with respect

to possible applications as in nanolaser sources, thick diameters are required to support

Fabry-Perot-like modes. For the GaAs-AlGaAs material system, where recently lasing up

to room-temperature could be demonstrated for single NW structures, a minimum diameter

of at least 300 nm is required.41,42 Conducting similar simulations for the InAs-InP and

InGaAs-InAlAs system we could identify a minimum diameter in excess of 600 nm for the

fundamental mode, given the lower bandgap material.175 In order to obtain high yield and

sufficiently long InAs core growth, independent of the final NW thickness, we developed a

two-step growth procedure. First, InAs cores are grown at optimized growth conditions on

imprinted, p-type Si(111) wafer, resulting in 10 µm long high aspect-ratio structures (tG =

120 min, TG = 540◦C, ΦAs = 3.5·10-5 mbar, ΦIn = 0.36 Å/s). In a second step, we increase

lateral growth along the {110} side-facets by drastically reducing the growth temperature

and so the diffusion length of In-adatoms. Keeping the overall growth conditions constant

we decrease the substrate temperature to TG = 440◦C during the last 300s of core growth

and continue with InAs deposition for another tG = 30 min. After MBE growth, we add a

thick InP shell using MOCVD, after a short BOE dip is applied to remove any surface oxide

(growth details listed in Section 4.3).

Figure 3.8(a) shows exemplary SEM micrographs of core and core-shell heterostruc-

tures. Starting with the core-only structure shown in the inset, we find 8-10 µm long NW

with well-defined, smooth side-facets and base diameter on the order of 900 nm, which

reduces to 400-500 nm at the top. This is equivalent to ≈ 50% tapering, most likely due

to less In-adatoms reaching the upper part by surface diffusion. After shell growth, the
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Figure 3.8: (a) SEM image in topview of InAs-InP core-shell heterostructures (purple color) grown
on an imprinted substrate with 10 µm pitch. In comparison, the inset shows the core-only structure
(orange color, same magnification), exhibiting smooth, well defined side-facets and pronounced
tapering (40-50%); the core-shell structures feature rough surfaces, reduced tapering and similar
length. (b) Spatial mapping of the peak luminescence intensity (0.43 eV) recorded at 8K and 3.4 mW
excitation power. The dotted lines illustrate a 10 × 10 µm grid from the underlying imprint pattern,
matching well with the according peak intensities. (c-d) Excitation power-dependent PL spectra
for single InAs-InP NW in a standing vertical geometry as well as horizontal transferred geometry
at 8K. With increasing power, several features develop, as marked by dotted lines (e) Temperature
dependent spectra for a single InAs-InP NW in standing geometry at 3.4 mW excitation power.

average length remains unchanged. However, we find reduced tapering, with base diam-

eter on the order of 1 µm and top diameter around 800-900 nm, which is equivalent to a

slightly inhomogeneous shell thickness (50-150 nm) along growth direction. The surface,

however, is rough and probably very defect rich, most likely induced by the considerable

misfit between InAs and InP (∆a = 3.2%). This is expected due to the large core-diameter,

which reduces the critical thickness compared with thinner NW.13 Nevertheless, despite the

anticipated expected plastic relaxation between core and shell, the beneficial effects of a

larger bandgap material passivating the surface of the inner core allows us for the first time

to successfully record spatially resolved intensity mappings of single NW. Raster-scanning

the sample surface at the peak emission energy (0.43 eV) of the NW core at low temper-

ature (8K), high excitation power (3.4 mW) and optimized excitation diameter (<2.5 µm)

the regular pattern of the underlying imprint structure is well reproduced as demonstrated
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in Figure 3.8(b). The dotted lines represent a 10× 10 µm grid, matching well the according

intensity peaks. This helps to identify emission from NW as compared to parasitic clusters,

which are mainly located at off-grid locations. Choosing a representative and sufficiently

bright emission spot, we can study the spectrum of a single NW in closer detail. For this,

we compare emission in as-grown, freestanding vertical geometry with horizontally placed

NW. For the latter, NW need to be transferred onto insulating, SiO2-covered Si-substrates

with predefined marker structures to relocate suitable structures. This is usually done in

a random manner via dropcast or mechanical wipe off by pressing growth and target sub-

strate against each other. For a more deterministic approach to position single NW at well-

defined locations in horizontal geometry, the so called dielectrophoresis (DEP) can be used,

described in Appendix A.1.3.

Starting with as-grown NW, we first study excitation-power dependent measurements,

as shown in Figure 3.8(c) for an exemplary NW. Compared with ensemble measurements,

we are now able to resolve a substructure. For lowest excitation power we find broad and

weak emission with a first peak evolving at 0.43 eV. This is equivalent to emission from un-

strained, core-only NW from the preceding chapter, confirming the anticipated high degree

of strain relaxation between core and shell. Nevertheless, the PL intensity is still more than

twice as high compared with reference NW without InP passivation (not shown),175 most

likely due to passivation of surface states discussed in the previous chapter. With increas-

ing excitation power a second peak evolves as well as a high energy plateau, with around

14 meV spacing in energy. One possible explanation are different longitudinal modes, for

which the spacing can be estimated by the classical formula: ∆E = ~πc
ηl

. Here, ~ denotes the

Planck constant, c the speed of light, l the length of an according NW and η the refractive

index. For the latter we use a group index similar to the refractive index of InAs η = 3.53

in the mid-IR,256 which allows us to estimate the required length l of the respective NW to

be on the order of 12 µm. This is still within the size distribution on this sample, although

longer than average NW. In addition, the tapering of the NW core can further support higher

order modes such as whispering gallery modes, especially since the index contrast between

NW material and Si substrate (η ≈3.4)257 is minimal, favoring the nearly total reflection

for grazing incidence at the interface of such helical modes.40 This is further reflected in

the different emission spectrum of NW in horizontal geometry. Excitation and detection is

now carried out perpendicular to the NW axis. This results in considerably lower detected

emission intensity and a shift to higher energies (≈ 60 meV). Compared with standing NW,

transferred NW are more sensitive to the exact polarization of the exciting laser light, with

maximum incoupling efficiency for polarization parallel to the NW axis.175 In addition,

most light of the presumably WZ-dominated NW is emitted along the NW-axis.258 As we

can only excite and detect using the same objective, detection in standing geometry will

inevitably be more efficient. At the same time, we will collect different modes in both
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geometries, which can partially explain the shift to higher emission energies, as we expect

to be more sensitive to higher-order modes with larger angular components for detection

perpendicular to the NW growth axis.259 At the same time, in transferred geometry, both

end-facets of the NW face now an abrupt change in refractive index (ηvacuum = 1 ≪ ηNW),

thus higher reflectivity, beneficial for longitudinal modes.

Ultimately, we study the temperature dependence of an as-grown core-shell NW. Spatial

mapping of the intensity profile between each step allows to account for any temperature-

induced drift of the sample out of focus. The according series is shown in Figure 3.8(e) on

a semi-logarithmic scale. Starting at 4.2K with maximum excitation power (3.4 mW) we

see a shift of the peak emission towards lower energies, following almost a Varshni-type

behavior. At the same time, the overall intensity decreases, but even up to room temperature

we obtain sufficient emission from a single, InAs-based NW, which is promising for further

spectroscopic studies.

3.2 Radial InGaAs-InAlAs heterostructures2

Using larger bandgap material to passivate the core in a radial core-shell geometry was

shown to considerably improve the luminescence efficiency. While the explored In(As)P

based passivation in the previous chapter features several benefits, it is, however, no full in-

situ passivation process. Most III-V MBE chambers have no phosphorus sources installed,

which requires the use of a hybrid MBE-MOCVD procedure. During transfer between both

facilities, the sample is usually exposed to ambient conditions, which will inevitably lead to

oxidization and rapid contamination with airborne organic molecules (> 2 ML/h for class

10 clean rooms).260 Although wet-chemical treatment with BOE can remove most of the

formed oxide, temporarily passivating dangling bonds with hydrogen, as well as removal

of additional adsorbed hydrocarbons in a subsequent annealing step within MOCVD is

feasible, the overall interface quality has to be considered inferior compared with fully

in-situ based epitaxial growth procedures.260,261

As mentioned in the introduction, substantial work on surface passivation has been con-

ducted for binary InAs and GaAs NW, but much less efforts have been dedicated to the

development of core-shell NW heterostructures suitable for ternary InGaAs NWs. Com-

mon surface passivating layers for InAs NWs, such as In(As)P, as shown in the previous

chapter and InGaAs85,86 feature relatively large lattice mismatch to InAs (i.e., up to 3.1%

in InAs1-xPx and 7% in In1-xGaxAs), which can lead to substantial strain, defect formation,

and modifications of the electronic band structure of the NW core.85,119,244 For binary GaAs

2partly published and with permission from [180]. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.
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NWs AlGaAs shells seem most appropriate due to their superior lattice matching proper-

ties. Core-shell GaAs-AlGaAs NWs have thus enabled very high optical efficiency with

increased carrier lifetime and charge carrier mobility,235,236,262 promoting the performance

of high-efficiency photonic and high-speed

optoelectronic NW-based devices.41,42,239,263

For ternary InGaAs NWs, most studies performed so far used GaAs passivating lay-

ers, which are, however, prone to mismatch-related defect formation at the InGaAs-GaAs

core-shell interface.73 As an alternative, Sun et al. recently demonstrated increased car-

rier lifetime and quantum efficiency of ≈0.6-0.9 µm wide In0.12Ga0.88As micropillars by

use of an InGaP shell layer.87 Furthermore, selectively doped InP/ In0.5Al0.5As passivating

layers have been employed on In0.7Ga0.3As NW channels for vertical NW transistors on

Si.27 Indeed, the use of InAlAs passivating layers on InGaAs NWs is extremely appealing.

This is because (i) InAlAs is commonly used as a barrier in the important In0.53Ga0.47As

/ In0.52Al0.48As heterostructure system lattice-matched to InP for planar high-speed elec-

tronic and optoelectronic devices,264,265 and (ii) unlike InGaP or In(As)P it enables complete

lattice-matching to InGaAs over nearly the entire compositional range (compare Figure

2.1). In the next section, we therefore systematically investigate the catalyst-free growth

and properties of completely lattice-matched radial InGaAs-InAlAs core-shell NWs over

large compositional ranges (x(Ga), y(Al)≈ 0.2-0.65). High-resolution XRD and complemen-

tary TEM investigations are performed to elucidate the strain features at the core-shell het-

erointerfaces. Moreover, the effect of closely lattice-matched InAlAs shells is tested with

respect to optical efficiency and PL spectral response.

3.2.1 Core-shell growth and morphology

Similar to the previous studies, all InGaAs-InAlAs core-shell NWs shown in the following

were grown on imprinted (250 nm pitch) slightly p-type (boron-doped) Si(111) substrates

(1-30Ω·cm). For the In1-xGaxAs core growth, we follow the optimized conditions of Sec-

tion 2.1, namely a growth duration of 1 h at a temperature of 560◦ C for low Ga-content

InGaAs NWs (x(Ga)< 0.4) and 570◦ C for high Ga-content InGaAs NWs (x(Ga)> 0.4), respec-

tively. Again, the total group-III flux was fixed at 0.36 Å/s, while the Ga- flux was adjusted

to yield systematic variation of the nominal Ga-content (x(Ga)≈ 0.2 - 0.6) under otherwise

constant As4 beam equivalent pressure (BEP = 3.5·10-5 mbar). This was shown to yield

excellent compositional homogeneity along single NWs and across entire NW arrays.82,120

For the shell growth lower substrate temperatures have to be used, typically below 520◦C

to avoid In desorption and similar high V/III ratios as for the core growth to ensure pre-

dominant radial growth. In order to find ideal conditions, we varied the growth temperature

for a fixed intermediate Ga- and Al-content of 0.47 for core and shell, and a shell growth
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Figure 3.9: SEM images in topview for optimizing the growth temperature of lattice matched
InAlAs shell growth. In (a) the In0.53Ga0.47As cores used for this series are shown as reference.
A very high yield is obtained throughout the series. With increasing growth temperature from
(b) 490◦C, (c) 500◦C up to (d) 510◦C the shell thickness decreases as expected, with the best
morphology obtained at 510◦C. The scale bar of 500 nm is the same for all micrographs.

duration of 30 min. The shutters of the group-III elemental sources were closed for 2 min

while the temperature was ramped down to the according temperature before the In1-yAlyAs

shell growth resumed, with all other growth fluxes during shell growth, such as the As4-

BEP and In-flux, identical to the respective fluxes used for core growth. In order to assess

the specific properties of the core-shell NWs, core-only (InGaAs) NW reference samples

were also grown for comparison. In Figure 3.9 the corresponding results are depicted.

The images show excellent high-periodicity arrays and growth yields of >90%. In (a) we

see the topview micrograph of the core-only NW, with a clearly increased diameter upon

passivation by the radial InAlAs shell (b-d). Starting at lower shell growth temperatures

(490◦C) we observe a conformal overgrowth of the core, retaining the hexagonal shape

of the underlying core-structure (more details given further below). A clear trend can be

observed with reduced radial growth for higher substrate temperatures, as expected from

the increased diffusivity of the growth species and incorporation on the top {111} facet.

This is further supported by the increasing length of the NW-heterostructures with elevated

shell growth temperature, summarized in Figure 3.9(e), illustrating the average dimensions

of at least 10 NW per sample. The reduction in NW diameter is accompanied by a rise in

NW length, for unchanged core-growth conditions. At the same time, the best morphology

with very well defined facets is obtained at the highest temperature of 510◦C, which will be

used for the rest of the series. Note that each shell is left uncovered, unlike for most GaAs-
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AlGaAs samples,235,266 where typically an additional GaAs cap layer is used to prevent

oxidation of the Al-containing layer. On the other hand, such capping may complicate

accurate evaluation of the morphology in InAlAs shell systems or can lead to an accumula-

tion of charge carriers in the capping layer instead of the core. This could obscure transport

measurements and most importantly, according to recent findings an additional cap layer

does not lead to noticeable improvements as long as the Al-containing layer is thicker than

the natural oxide thickness (<5 nm).252 Cross-sectional TEM, shown further below, confirm

oxide thicknesses of ≈ 3.4-4.8 nm and thus clearly thinner compared with the 9.4-12.4 nm

shell thickness (without oxide).

As a next step we varied the Ga-content x(Ga)of the core up to 0.64. For each sample,

the Al-content y(Al)of the shell was adjusted to the same value (x(Ga)= y(Al)) to obtain close

lattice matching conditions. In the following, we will refer to such structures with identical

composition between core and shell simply as x(Ga)/y(Al). Figure 3.10 shows SEM images of

all InGaAs- (core-only, first row) and InGaAs-InAlAs (core-shell, second row) NW arrays

from this series, grown with different Ga/Al contents. Again we find very high yields and a

homogeneous size distribution with larger diameters when passivated. This is found for all

investigated NW samples which further exhibit very similar sizes (lengths of ≈ 0.6 - 0.8 µm,

diameters of ≈ 120 - 140 nm). Only one sample (x(Ga)/ y(Al)= 0.35, Fig. 3.10(c),(d)) shows

slightly larger diameter (shell thickness) and a total length that is significantly larger than

the respective NW core. These findings are summarized in Table 3.3 with the dimensions

for all investigated samples.

x(Ga)/y(Al) length diameter shell thickness top segment

(nm) (nm) (nm) (nm)

0.2 InGaAs 787 ± 42 135 ± 5 - -
InGaAs-InAlAs 788 ± 43 148 ± 4 6.2 ± 0.4 0.6 ± 0.1

0.35 InGaAs 411 ± 39 149 ± 8 - -
InGaAs-InAlAs 664 ± 61 187 ± 7 19 ± 2 253 ± 7

0.47 InGaAs 638 ± 31 126 ± 6 - -
InGaAs-InAlAs 661 ± 45 138 ± 6 6.2 ± 0.6 23 ± 3

0.63 InGaAs 658 ± 37 128 ± 8 - -
InGaAs-InAlAs 688 ± 38 141 ± 8 6.6 ± 0.6 30 ± 3

Table 3.3: Summarized dimensions (length, diameter) of the InGaAs NWs (core-only) and InGaAs-
InAlAs core-shell NWs for the various different x(Ga)/y(Al). Also, for the core-shell NW
structures the shell thickness and the length of a top segment that extends in the axial
growth direction beyond the InGaAs NW core are given as extracted from the SEM data.
Mean values and standard deviation are derived from approximately 20 NWs measured
for each sample.
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Figure 3.10: SEM images of all InGaAs NWs (top row) and capped with an InAlAs shell with
the same nominal Al-content (bottom row) as grown with different x(Ga)/ y(Al)of (a,b) = 0.2, (c,d)
= 0.35, (e,f) = 0.47, and (g,h) 0.63. The scales bar is equivalent for all SEM images. The values
given for composition are actual values determined by HRXRD. (i) Color-coded STEM-HAADF
cross-sectional image of the core-shell heterostructure prepared from sample (h) with the highest
x(Ga)/ y(Al), exhibiting a ≈ 11 nm-thick InAlAs shell and a ≈5 nm-thick amorphous oxide layer on
top. Adapted with permission from [180]. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.

Furthermore, all NW arrays are vertically well aligned along the [111] direction and

the major sidewall surfaces correspond to the {110} family of planes, as verified by TEM

measurements.117 To closely examine the geometrical shape and size, as well as the compo-

sitional contrast of the InGaAs-InAlAs core-shell NW heterostructure, we prepared FIB-cut

cross-sectional lamellas. Details regarding FIB-based specimen preparation are similar to

Section 3.1. A typical cross-sectional view as recorded by a FEI-Titan 80-300 along the

[111] zone axis of a single NW with x(Ga)/ y(Al)= 0.64 in STEM-HAADF mode is shown

in Figure 3.10(i). The ≈ 120 nm thick hexagonal InGaAs core with {110} side facets is

conformally surrounded by a homogeneous ≈ 11 nm thick InAlAs shell as well as a ≈ 5 nm

thick oxide layer on top. The formation of the thin oxide layer is attributed to the partial

oxidation of the InAlAs layer after transfer to ambient environment, as previously men-

tioned. In addition, the shell exhibits six dark contrast stripes that propagate from the cor-

ner regions of adjacent {110} sidewall facets of the core all the way to the surface of the

shell. The volume of these regions was too low to yield sufficient signal intensity in as-

sociated energy-dispersive EDXS measurements. However, we anticipate that they corre-

spond to regions of Al-enrichment, as previously identified in [27] and as also expected

from the Z-contrast intensity ratios in the STEM-HAADF image. We note that such seg-

regation effect is commonly observed in Al-containing shells of typical III-V semiconduc-

tor core-shell NWs (e.g., GaAs - AlGaAs, GaAs - AlInP, and so forth235,255), which arises

from the formation of {112} -oriented nanofacets during shell growth.235 Overall, the mi-

cro structure of the InGaAs-InAlAs core-shell NWs exhibits the common disordered layer

stacking of catalyst-free grown InGaAs NWs as well as inclusions of WZ segments when
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the InGaAs composition is tuned across the In-rich side117 (not shown). This is expected

based on the common crystal structure transfer mechanisms observed in III-V core-shell

NW heterostructures.117,119,267 For a selected cross-section, an EDXS-linescan was performed

across the core-section, illustrated in Figure 3.11(a). The signal of the GaK- and InL-lines

were recorded (see Fig. 3.11(b)), revealing a significant gradient in Ga-content in radial

direction. Evaluating the relative composition between center and outer core yields an 8%

increase in Ga-content, from x(Ga)=0.52 to x(Ga)=0.60. Compositional inhomogeneity is a

well known problem for growth of ternary NW.70,75,76 Especially in the VLS-regime, dif-

ferent surface diffusivity and solubility of the elemental species can lead to a large In/Ga

variation along the NW.70 The interplay between Ga-rich, VLS-type axial growth and rather

In-rich shell growth in VS mode can produce radial gradients as well.268 For the VS-growth

on the other hand higher compositional homogeneity can be expected, as growth is mainly

governed by a high anisotropy in growth rate for different facets (i.e. rate[111]> rate[110]).

Indeed, for In-rich InGaAs NW, grown at similar conditions no axial gradient could be

detected with EDXS.120 In order to explain this gradient for VS-growth in radial direction,

we need to consider the lower diffusivity of Ga-atoms compared with In-atoms. Assum-

ing arsenic-limited growth conditions (see Section 2.1), the narrow inter-wire spacing of

250 nm, compared with a NW diameter on the order of 130 nm may then lead to an accumu-

lation of Ga-atoms with ongoing radial growth, thus increasing the radial x(Ga)concentration.

Nevertheless, such a radial grading towards higher Ga-content has certain beneficial effects,

as it acts like a naturally carrier confining shell. For the considered NW, this difference in

composition corresponds to a ≈ 93 meV higher bandgap and the major barrier within the

conduction band with a ∆ECB ≈ 88 meV (without taking strain effects into account), effec-

tively keeping electrons within the inner core of the NW, and thus reducing the influence of

detrimental surface states.

Figure 3.11: EDXS-linescan across the core region of an InGaAs-InAlAs core-shell NW
(x(Ga)/y(Al)=0.63). (b) The signal of the GaK- and InL-lines were recorded, revealing a radial
composition gradient with ≈ 8% higher Ga-content towards the outer part.
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High resolution X-ray diffraction

Further insights into the microstructure, strain, as well as the actual composition of the

as-grown InGaAs-InAlAs core-shell NWs were obtained by high-resolution XRD. In col-

laboration with the university of Linz, reciprocal space mappings (RSM) were taken using a

laboratory diffractometer with a Cu Kα source for radiation, where the sample was aligned

such that the Qz axis is parallel to the [111] growth axis of the NW array. RSMs were

recorded around the symmetric (333)ZB, and asymmetric (513) ZB, (224)ZB, and (205)WZ

reflections (the subscripts denote Bragg reflections of the ZB and WZ lattices, respectively).

The (333)ZB and (513) ZB Bragg peaks correspond to (006)WZ and (216)WZ Bragg peaks,

respectively, while the (224)ZB has no correspondence in the WZ reciprocal space, and the

(205)WZ Bragg peak has no ZB correspondence. A representative RSM of an InGaAs-

InAlAs core-shell NW array (with nominal x(Ga)/ y(Al) = 0.6) is shown in Figure 3.12.

From the positions of the Bragg peaks in reciprocal space, we determine the lattice parame-

ters along the NW growth direction and perpendicular to it in different azimuthal directions.

In all NW samples, we see both ZB and WZ reflections, consistent with the stacking se-

quence observed by TEM. From the width along Qz in the (224)ZB and (205)WZ reflections,

we can further estimate the relative average lengths of WZ and ZB segments and find that

the WZ segments are on average longer than the ZB ones in all samples with a trend to-

ward longer WZ segments for smaller Ga contents. This trend agrees also favorably with

recent observations by TEM.117 We thus treat the measured lattice parameters as hexagonal

a (perpendicular to growth direction) and c (along growth direction) unit cell sizes, and

give all strains with respect to hexagonal InAs and GaAs. In order to convert the measured

lattice parameters in composition and strain values, we assume that the lattice parameters

of InGaAs and InAlAs vary with composition according to Vegard’s rule. For the elastic

parameters, we also use a linear interpolation and values for the hexagonal lattices are con-

verted according to [269]. A summary of the measured lattice parameters and the deduced

chemical composition and strain is given in Table 3.4.

Usually, free-standing NWs are found to be elastically relaxed except for a small part

close to the interface to the substrate.270 In our case, the evaluated strains are indeed also

very small, however, we still measure finite values (see Table 3.4). We consider two effects

which may contribute to the nonzero strains: First, the slight difference in lattice parameters

between WZ and ZB lead to a mutual straining of the individually stacked segments with a

resulting in-plane strain (given with respect to pure WZ material) that varies with WZ/ ZB

ratio. Second, if the shell is not perfectly lattice-matched to the core, this will also result in

a mutual strain. To estimate which contribution dominates over these relatively small finite

strain values, we performed additional finite element modeling (FEM) simulations of the

as-measured XRD patterns. These were necessary because the contribution of the InAlAs
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Figure 3.12: Reciprocal space maps around the (333)ZB and (513)ZB Bragg reflections for the NW
sample with nominal x(Ga)/y(Al)= 0.6. Peaks due to the Si substrate and the NWs are indicated, and
intensities are plotted on a logarithmic scale. The broadening of the NW reflection due to a small tilt
distribution of the NWs is clearly visible. Reprinted with permission from [180]. Copyright 2015
American Chemical Society.

shell was too weak in the measured signal, due to its relatively thin layer thickness. In order

to analyze potential contributions from the InAlAs shell to the overall very small strain

components, we correlated the Bragg peak positions of the XRD patterns with simulations.

This allows us to estimate the approximate composition of the InAlAs shell. In particular,

we exemplify this procedure for the NW sample with highest x(Ga)/y(Al)≈0.64. For the lattice

parameters of the core-only NWs, we evaluate the strain with respect to pure WZ material

from the Bragg peak positions, assuming a biaxial strain state due to the mutual strain of

a (Å) c (Å) x(Ga)
core x(Ga)

core-shell ǫa (%) ǫc (%)

In-rich InGaAs InGaAs 4.159 6.862 0.37 (±0.02) -0.23 0.11

InGaAs-InAlAs 4.171 6.866 0.35 (±0.07) -0.08 0.03

midcomp. InGaAs InGaAs 4.143 6.812 0.46 (±0.02) 0 -0.01

InGaAs-InAlAs 4.151 6.807 0.46 (±0.07) 0.19 -0.09

Ga-rich InGaAs InGaAs 4.094 6.729 0.64 (±0.02) 0.05 -0.01

InGaAs-InAlAs 4.094 6.734 0.63 (±0.07) -0.02 -0.01

Table 3.4: Summary of XRD-measured lattice parameters (a, c denote the two lattice constants of
the WZ structure), chemical compositions, and strain.
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Figure 3.13: Simulated strain component for a fixed Ga-content of x(Ga)=0.64 in the core and a
variable shell composition: 0.4 < y(Al)< 0.8. The measured value is shown by the red data point,
and from the confidence interval the maximum deviation is ≈7%. Reprinted with permission from
[180]. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.

ZB and WZ segments. For the core-shell NWs, the diffraction peaks are dominated by the

signal from the core, as the shell thickness is very small. Hence, we see the influence of

the shell only via shifts of the core Bragg peak. To quantify the shell composition, we per-

formed FEM of the NWs using the geometrical parameters obtained from SEM and TEM.

The chemical composition of the core was fixed to that of the respective core-only NWs,

and the shell composition was varied between 0.4 < y(Al)< 0.8. From the resulting strain

distribution, we calculated the x-ray diffraction patterns and determined the Bragg peak

shifts as a function of the shell composition, as shown in Figure 3.13. We find that all sam-

ples exhibit only very small peak shifts, and the maximum deviation of shell composition

y(Al) from the core composition x(Ga) is 7%. This corresponds to inplane strain values of the

core below 0.1% and below 0.4% for the shells. On the other hand, comparing the in-plane

strains between core-only and core-shell NWs (Table 3.4), there is no direct correlation

as the magnitudes of the strain values do not systematically increase upon passivation by

the InAlAs shell. This suggests that the observed strain is most likely due to the mutual

straining of the WZ/ZB stacking and that the lattice-matching condition between InGaAs

core and InAlAs shell is close to perfect.

3.2.2 Optical response

To identify the beneficial effects of the InAlAs shell passivation on the optical properties

we performed extensive µ-PL studies using the setup from Section 2.1. Unless otherwise
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Figure 3.14: (a) PL spectra of composition-tuned InGaAs (core-only) and InGaAs-InAlAs core-
shell NWs recorded at 8K and excitation power of 1.1kW/mm2. For better comparability the PL
spectra of all InGaAs (core-only, dashed line) NWs are normalized. (b) PL enhancement factor (ratio
of integrated PL intensity of the respective core-shell versus core-only structure) as a function of
x(Ga)/y(Al)-content and correlated with the conduction band offset. Band offsets are derived assuming
conventional bulk ZB lattice parameters.197Error bars stem from a statistical analysis of several
measurements performed at different positions across the NW sample. Reprinted with permission
from [180]. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.

specified, the excitation power density is kept at 1.1 kW/mm2 and the measurement tem-

perature at 8 K. Considering the very high and uniform growth yield of all investigated NW

arrays (>90%), we can again compare absolute PL intensities and their quantum efficien-

cies because the excitation volume was identical for all samples. Figure 3.14(a) directly

compares PL spectra from the InGaAs-InAlAs core-shell NW arrays with different compo-

sitions and with respect to their unpassivated “core-only” structures. Note that for better

comparison we normalized the PL spectra for all core-only reference samples. Several

interesting features are observed: First, the luminescence for both the core-only reference

samples and core-shell NW heterostructures shifts to the blue (higher PL peak energies)

as the composition is tuned from the In-rich to the Ga-rich InGaAs side. Clearly, this is

expected based on the increase of band gap energy with increasing Ga content. This demon-

strates that we can tune the emission wavelength of the InGaAs NWs over relatively wide

ranges and, importantly, also capture the technologically relevant telecommunication band

(≈1.3-1.55 µm, that is, E ≈ 0.8-0.95 eV). Second, the PL peak positions of the core-shell

NWs match closely with those of the core-only NWs, except for the sample with highest

x(Ga)/y(Al)-content (as will be further discussed below). This demonstrates that the InGaAs

NW core and InAlAs shell are closely lattice-matched with insignificant strain in line with

the presented HRXRD data. Note also that the PL peak width of the core luminescence

does not change between the core-only and the core-shell NW s, confirming the high quality

closely lattice-matched shell growth. However, the peak-width rises with x(Ga)/y(Al)content,

that is, from ≈40 meV (x(Ga)/y(Al)= 0.2) to ≈70 meV (x(Ga)/y(Al)= 0.63), which we attribute

to an increasingly larger stacking disorder of the underlying microstructure toward Ga-rich
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InGaAs NWs.117 Most importantly, the intensity of the NW core luminescence is strongly

enhanced upon passivation, reflecting the anticipated suppression of surface state induced

nonradiative recombination.119,235,236 Interestingly, the PL enhancement factor (i.e., inte-

grated PL intensity ratio between passivated and unpassivated NW s) scales directly with

the increase in x(Ga)/y(Al)- content. While the enhancement factor is only ≈10 for the In-rich

InGaAs NW arrays (x(Ga)/y(Al)= 0.2) it rises to ≈50 for the Ga-rich InGaAs NWs (x(Ga)/y(Al)=

0.63) (see Figure 3.14(b)). Note, the PL intensity data from the sample with x(Ga)/y(Al)=

0.35 deviate slightly from this trend. This can be explained by the slightly thicker shell

and additional axial InAlAs top segment in these NWs (see Table 3.3), which limits the

diffusion of photoexcited carriers to the NW core for radiative recombination. Nevertheless,

the overall observed scaling behavior can be explained by two main effects: One is that

with increasing x(Ga)/ y(Al)-content the band-offset of the InAlAs shell material increases

steadily with respect to the band gap of the InGaAs core (see Figure 3.14(b)). Hence,

carriers excited in the shell relax more efficiently into the core and the InAlAs layer acts

as an increasingly efficient barrier for larger Al-content, which effectively confines carri-

ers to the NW core. This is because increasing barrier height more strongly confines the

electron wave function leading to increased luminescence efficiency, similar to Section 3.1.

For this reason also no luminescence from the InAlAs shell is observed in all spectra, as

also expected from the relatively thin shell layer thicknesses. Another effect is that the

reduced surface state density upon passivation reduces also the surface band-bending, thus

leading to larger spatial overlap of electrons in the CB and holes in the VB which increases

radiative efficiency. In particular, increasing the Ga-content for unpassivated InGaAs NWs

from x(Ga)≈0.2, where according to Section 2.2 nearly flat-band conditions prevail to larger

x(Ga)increases the surface band bending and thus the spatial separation of charge carriers.

Hence, the effect of PL enhancement due to passivation by InAlAs is expected to be higher

in samples with higher Ga-content. The spatial charge carrier separation due to surface band

bending may further explain the slight redshift in the PL of core-only NWs with respect to

the core-shell NWs. This is expected to lead to more indirect radiative transitions at lower

energy, which is most pronounced in InGaAs NW samples with compositions far away

from x(Ga)≈ 0.2 (near-flat band conditions), particularly in the NW array with x(Ga)/y(Al)=

0.63 (see Figure 3.14(a)). Furthermore, we do not expect a significant influence of the

stacking disorder in the InAlAs shell on the InGaAs core luminescence enhancement, since

the crystal structure of the shell is a direct replica of the core structure.

To further confirm the enhanced optical efficiency we evaluated the relative internal

quantum efficiency (IQE) of the core-shell NW heterostructures. The material-inherent

IQE is an important metric to evaluate the intrinsic performance of optoelectronic devices,

such as LEDs and photovoltaic cells. In general, IQE is relatively low in NW-based de-

vices due to large surface recombination, particularly in unpassivated NWs.87 To derive the
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relative IQE for our InGaAs-InAlAs core-shell NWs we therefore performed temperature-

dependent PL measurements, as exemplified in Figure 3.15(a) for the sample with lowest

x(Ga)/ y(Al)-content of 0.2. As expected, with increasing temperature the intensity decreases

and the peak position shifts gradually to lower energies. Note, however, that the peak shift

is much weaker as expected for a high-quality bulk semiconductor. This is mainly due

to stacking-defect induced localized trap states in the InGaAs NWs that compete against

the classical Varshni-type band shrinkage.109,117,120 Figure 3.15(b) depicts a 1/T-Arrhenius

plot of the corresponding relative IQE, which is derived from the ratio of the integrated

PL intensities at temperature T and at 4K (IQE = I(T)/I(4 K)).271 Although for this sample PL

was only observed up to ≈ 220 K, we were able to extrapolate the IQE to room temperature.

This was realized by employing the activation energy EA for the nonradiative PL-quenching

process at increased temperature that arises due to carrier escape from the InGaAs core

to the InAlAs barrier. A best fit to the data yielded EA= 25 meV, which further results

in an IQE of 11.3% at room temperature for this InGaAs-InAlAs core-shell NW sample.

Although this value is still comparatively low with respect to typical IQE in planar InGaAs-

based heterostructures,272 it compares favorably to some of the best IQE values reported for

InGaAs NWs so far and is significantly better than, for example, unpassivated, GaAs- or

AlGaAs-passivated InGaAs NWs.87 This directly demonstrates the beneficial effect of the

lattice-matched InAlAs passivating shell, making these structures viable for performance

tests in nanostructured optoelectronic devices.

Figure 3.15: Representative temperature-dependent PL spectra obtained for an InGaAs-InAlAs
core-shell NW sample (x(Ga)/y(Al)= 0.2) at an excitation power density of 1.1 kW/mm2. (b)
Corresponding Arrhenius plot of the IQE, which yields an IQE of 11.3% at room temperature.
Reprinted with permission from [180]. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.
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3.3 Summary

In summary, we demonstrated the importance of stable passivation for InGaAs-NWs us-

ing different material combinations. First, we investigated radial InAs-InAsP core-shell

NWs and the change in optical emission efficiency and associated recombination properties

upon passivation. Most strikingly, the radiative emission intensities were ≈ 101 − 102 times

higher compared to unpassivated InAs NWs with emission well up to 300 K, as identified

by systematic variation of shell thickness and phosphorus (P) content. Consequently the

increased PL efficiency enabled spectroscopy down to the single NW level, resolving first

indications of regularly spaced longitudinal modes. Along with higher PL efficiency, also

strain-induced blueshifts in emission energy were found to correlate with increasing shell

thickness and P content, exceeding >100 meV already at P contents as low as ≈ 0.3. This

clearly demonstrates the very effective suppression of surface states and carrier confinement

provided by pseudomorphically strained, high-quality InAs- InAsP heterointerfaces as con-

firmed by TEM. Increased P-content, however, yielded larger PL line width broadening

associated with the formation of asymmetric shells due to a transition from {110}- to {112}-
faceted sidewall growth as shown by cross-sectional STEM-HAADF imaging. Finally, very

high P-content InAs-InAsP core-shell structures showed a drastic reduction in both PL ef-

ficiency and blueshift due to the onset of plastic relaxation, highlighting the pronounced

sensitivity of the emission characteristics to the quality of the core-shell NW heterointer-

face.

In order to avoid the detrimental effects of strain-induced defects and to capitalize the

improved interface quality of a fully in-situ based MBE passivation scheme we further ex-

plored growth of high-uniformity lattice-matched InGaAs-InAlAs core-shell NWs over wide

compositional ranges. The close lattice-matching behavior with insignificant heteroepitax-

ial strain between core and shell was verified based on HRXRD and TEM analysis. The

InAlAs shell passivation is demonstrated to significantly enhance radiative recombination

resulting in internal quantum efficiencies of IQE > 10% without inducing shifts in the tran-

sition energies as often observed in lattice- mismatched core-shell NW systems. As this

includes in particular the technologically relevant telecommunication band, this material

system is expected to greatly contribute to more efficient, NW-based opto-electronic de-

vices. The distinct functionality of such InAlAs surface passivation layer is hence ulti-

mately tested in axial InGaAs NW PV cells in Section 4.2, revealing a significantly higher

conversion efficiency when using a lattice matched passivation.



CHAPTER4
Solar cell

In this chapter we utilize the findings of doping and core-shell NW design from

the previous chapters to develop nanowire based solar cell structures. First,

absorption properties are modeled for varying nanowire diameter, pitch and

composition to create a better understanding of efficient light management and

thereby we can identify optimal NW dimensions. Starting with axial InGaAs-

NW based PV cell structures, we demonstrate a first working prototype and

increased conversion efficiencies upon passivation with lattice-matched InAlAs

shells, which opens the pathway for efficient NW-heterojunction devices, tunable

over wide spectral ranges. Advancing fabrication towards radial core-shell NW

solar cell devices, we develop a series of well controlled procedures for isolated

mesa-structures with optimized contacts. Despite the complex processing we

obtain distinct diode characteristics, with a photo-response mainly limited by

the available material system. In the last part we elucidate pathways how to

surpass the classical efficiency limit by capitalizing the one-dimensionality of

NWs and by discussing carrier multiplication in solar cells. Parts of this Chapter

are published in [180]

To date, state-of-the-art concepts for commercial solar cells and photo-detectors are

realized by planar semiconductor p-n junctions provided in parallel to a given substrate. In

this planar geometry the p-n structure is arranged vertically, i.e., the p-type doped semicon-

ductor layer, the intrinsic layer and n-type doped layer, and any modification of their layer

sequences are stacked on top of each other and in between the two electrical contacts. The

p-n junctions are utilized for generating charge carriers upon exposure to light and their sub-

sequent separation and extraction to an external circuit. The performance of such PV cells

can be measured in terms of power conversion efficiency (PCE) and cost per Watt of pro-

duced power, respectively. State-of-the-art crystalline silicon solar cells reach already PCEs

of 25.6%273 while simultaneously current expenses approach with about 1$/Wpeak almost

grid parity (in the U.S.).51 These promising recent developments are certainly a step into

95
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the right direction, but to facilitate a substantial and widespread use of next-generation solar

cells, costs still have to be considerably lowered compared to traditional power sources. As

the total cost per peak power of PV-systems scales approximately inversely with PCE, this

can obviously be achieved by using either more efficient solar cells or by using less or

cheaper materials.51 Nanostructuring can offer exactly these two benefits. Compared with

classical solar cells, where monocrystalline (Si-) wafers contribute a major share of the total

costs, NW-based PV can significantly reduce the used materials by either removing the

need for expensive, lattice-matched substrates54,274 or by exploiting a significantly higher

absorptivity given the superior light trapping even for low surface coverage. And by utiliz-

ing schemes, where more than one electron-hole pair per absorbed photon can be created,

the fundamental Shockley-Queisser limit (SQL) it may be possible to achieve enhanced

PCEs.

4.1 Basic principles of nanowire solar cells

In general, a solar cell exploits the photovoltaic effect to convert incoming radiation directly

into electric energy. Since the discovery of the photovoltaic effect in 1839,275 and first

single-crystal silicon cells in 1954,276 a huge variety of different PV-cells have been de-

veloped, using different materials (e.g. semiconductors, polymers, perovskites) or designs

(e.g. thin film, multi-junction, nanostructures, etc.). Albeit, the major processes involved

always consist of:

• absorption of light, generating charge carriers

• their subsequent separation in the junction

• and their final collection at the terminal electrodes

For efficient devices, each step has to perform as perfect as possible. But before optimizing

the single attributes, the widely-used “efficiency” will be specified in more detail.

4.1.1 Efficiency

Regardless of the exact layout of a given solar cell, the question arises, how much of avail-

able (sun) light power (Pin) can be converted into actual electrical energy (Pout). Defining

the efficiency η ≡ Pout/Pin yields an important measure. For the simplest possible solar

cell, consisting of a single p-n junction, a maximum theoretical efficiency can be estimated,

using the so-called detailed balance limit, as first calculated by Shockley and Queisser.277
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In a best case scenario, this involves some major simplifications. It is assumed that

all photons above the bandgap Eg are absorbed, producing an electron-hole pair of en-

ergy E = hνg, while photons of lower energy are disregarded. Thus, for too high energy

gaps, only little light is absorbed, although producing high-energy charge carriers. In con-

trast, for too low bandgaps most of the incoming power is lost in relaxation processes,

resulting in more charge carriers but of lower energy. Besides Eg, also the incident spec-

trum determines the efficiency. For realistic cases, the solar spectrum should be consid-

ered. Closely matching a black body radiator at ≈5800K, the extra-terrestrial spectrum

(AM0) is attenuated when passing through earth atmosphere. This is accounted for by the

so called air mass coefficient (AM), a measure for the optical path length, together with

the distinction D/G for only direct radiation (as for concentrated light) or global conditions

(including diffuse light), respectively. Representing average values for mid-latitudes (zenith

angle ≈ 48.2◦), the AM1.5G-spectrum is used for standardized testing with dedicated so-

lar simulators, whereas for many (non-standardized) tests tungsten-halogen incandescent

lamps are used.278 The difference between these spectra is shown in Figure 4.1(a). One can

clearly observe a spectral shift to lower energies of a typical tungsten lamp as compared to

AM1.5G, although the total irradiances (i.e. the integrated values) equal 1000 W/m2 (gen-

eral normalization).279 From these spectra we can calculate the number of photons above

any given bandgap Eg per time and area (normal to the sun). Ideally, the only recombination

channel of generated electron-hole pairs is radiative, while nonradiative mechanism like

Auger or Shockley Read Hall (SRH) are omitted for a best case scenario. Starting with a

solar cell in thermal equilibrium at zero bias, its radiation shall be assumed to equal a perfect

blackbody above Eg (accordingly white-body below) with isotropic radiation from its top

surface and mirror-like on the bottom. This can be accounted for by integrating Planck’s

law over the energy E (second term in Equation 4.1). Introducing split quasi fermi level

(QFL) increases the charge carrier density and thus the radiative recombination rate RR,

where we assume again the best possible case with a QFL splitting as low as the external

voltage V and thus:

RR = e · e
eV

kBTcell · 2π
c2h3

∫ ∞

Eg

E2

e
E

kbTcell − 1
dE (4.1)

(e: elemental charge, c: speed of light, h: Planck constant, kB: Boltzmann constant, Tcell: temperature of solar

cell)

With no other recombination mechanisms present and assuming total absorption of any so-

lar photon creating one electron-hole pair each, we can thus access the current as a function

of bias on the junction and solve for two important figures of merit, the open-circuit voltage

Voc and the short-circuit current density Jsc. In Figure 4.1(b) both Jsc and Voc are depicted as
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Figure 4.1: (a) Typical spectra used for evaluation of solar cell devices.278,279 (b) Using a detailed
balance limit the upper limit for short-circuit current density and open-circuit voltage can be obtained
for different spectra and compared with the bandgap Eg. (c) Numerically maximizing the product
of both we can obtain the maximum Shockley-Queisser efficiencies.277 In color the bandgap energy
range between InAs and GaAs, used in the scope of this thesis is shown, which includes the highest
possible efficiencies. In comparison, the I-V characteristics of an InGaAs-InAlAs core-shell NW
solar cell are shown in (d). The diode-like curve shows a clear photo-response when illuminated,
and from the generated power the maximum power point can be determined. The finite slopes as
compared with ideal diodes can be explained with the equivalent circuit within the inset, showing
the contribution of additional shunt and series resistances, also indicated by the dotted lines.

a function of Eg for the two considered spectra, AM1.5G and tungsten-halogen. The open-

circuit voltage follows linearly the bandgap with only minor deviations between both curves

for higher energies. A larger difference can be found for the short-circuit current density

with a first cross-over at ≈ 1.4 µm, where for lower bandgaps the AM1.5G achieves higher

currents. To see how this affects the maximum efficiency we numerically maximize the

product of current density and voltage for any given bandgap and thus obtain the maximum

power point. Dividing this product of current density and voltage by the incoming light

power (solar constant) the according (Shockley-Queisser) efficiency gives an upper limit

for the energy conversion efficiency. In Figure 4.1(c) this is shown for the same two light

spectra. We see, that for lower bandgap materials the tungsten-halogen lamp will result
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in higher conversion efficiencies, corresponding well with the according spectrum in (a),

yielding more photons at larger wavelength as compared to a standardized solar spectrum.

This should be considered, when measuring devices with such a light source. Considering

the large bandgap tunabilities of the InGaAs material system we consequently cover an

accordingly broad range of efficiencies, as shown in color, including the maximum values

around 1.1-1.3eV.

For real devices, lower efficiencies have to be expected, given less than 100% absorp-

tivity and non-radiative recombination channels such as Auger (especially for low-bandgap

materials) or SRH (especially for high surface-to-volume ratio geometries like NW). Nev-

ertheless, experimentally evaluating the efficiency of such devices follows a similar pro-

cedure. Recording the I-V characteristic for both dark and illuminated conditions (with

normalized irradiance, as presented above) will result in typical diode-like curves, as shown

for an axial InGaAs-InAlAs core-shell solar cell in Figure 4.1(d). Compared with the black-

curve for dark conditions, the I-V characteristics under illumination is offset by the short-

circuit current Isc and changes its sign at the open-circuit voltage Voc. From the maximum

generated power (P = I×V) at the maximum power point and the product of Isc and Voc the

fill factor and consequently the efficiency can be calculated. In contrast to ideal p-n charac-

teristics, such IV-curves show a different behavior. Compared with an ideal diode equation,

the so called quality factor n describes deviations from n = 1 caused by recombination other

than band-to-band or via traps away from the junction, like non-radiative Auger (k = 2/3) or

SRH recombination with high level injection (n = 2). The finite slopes, however, indicate

additional resistances. The equivalent circuit illustrated in the inset in Figure 4.1(d) shows

such contributions. In inverse direction, the p-n junction of the actual solar cell device, Dsc

acts as high-ohmic resistor, and additional current flows via the shunt resistance Ωp, e.g.

leakage current via the passivation layer, inducing a non-negligible slope (≈ 0.6MΩ). Any

additional increase in current for even higher bias in inverse direction can indicate either the

onset of breakdown or slightly non-ohmic contacts, represented by the additional diode Dtc.

In forward direction, additional series resistance Ωs, such as from contact layers, limits the

otherwise exponential increasing current (≈ 2kΩ). These contributions complicate an exact

evaluation of the real efficiency and have to be taken into account. Being aware of these

different kinds of limitations, we will design our structures accordingly, taking advantage

of the unique NW geometry.
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4.1.2 Absorption 1

One outstanding benefit of high-aspect structures such as nanowires or nanorods is their

high optical absorptivity, directly determining the available short-circuit density.56 Opti-

mizing absorption can therefore immediately enhance the overall efficiency. Compared

with classical planar Si-based solar cells, already the use of direct bandgap InGaAs will

significantly increase the absorption coefficient (≈ 104 higher, close the direct/indirect band

edge).283 The major benefit of high aspect ratio NW arrays, however, relates to strong light

trapping effects. This can lead to path length enhancements surpassing the classical Lam-

bertian limit of 4n2 for ideal randomizing surfaces with refractive index n,284 even without

otherwise obligatory back-reflectors and anti-reflection coatings.53 This in turn allows to

achieve almost complete absorption with very thin absorbing layers, substantially reducing

the amount of required material and thus both cost and weight of the final structure. Nev-

ertheless, careful design is required, to balance higher absorption (increased short-circuit

current) and simultaneously increased surface recombination (lower open-circuit voltage)

when changing the NW length. The same applies for optimizing the NW diameter in or-

der to minimize reflection from the top facet but allowing for sufficient incoupling. Fur-

thermore, this is also true for the NW pitch, as too sparse interwire spacing will lead to

insufficient absorption, while too dense arrays increase the required amount of material.

Simulation

In order to find optimum design parameters, simulations of such structures proved to be an

indispensable tool. With NW diameters smaller than the illuminating wavelength, electro-

magnetic interaction between neighboring structures cannot be neglected anymore. This

invalidates simple effective index considerations, and necessitates a rigorous solution of

Maxwell equations.285 While fundamental work for optical absorption characteristics of

silicon and InP-based NWs has been conducted within the last decade56,286–289 less is known

regarding the optimum parameter space of InGaAs based NW arrays. Using a finite-difference

time-domain (FDTD)290 approach we therefore evaluate the generation rate for In1-xGaxAs

NW with varying dimensions and compositions. The generation rate itself denotes the num-

ber of charge carriers which are generated at each point of the device and can be be calcu-

lated from the absorption per unit volume, as obtained from the simulation, by integrating

over the simulated spectrum and the NW’s volume. This requires detailed knowledge of

the complex dielectric function (ǫ = ǫ1 + iǫ2) of the according material, both as a function

of wavelength and composition. While the refractive index is well known for binary InAs,

GaAs and InGaAs lattice matched to InP, only scarce information regarding the absorption

1in collaboration with respective bachelor/master theses [280–282].
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coefficient over the entire composition range is available in literature. Applying the so-

called parametric semiconductor model,291 we follow Kim et al.292 to obtain the dielectric

function ǫ for arbitrary composition by fitting and interpolating data obtained by spectro-

scopic ellipsometry. The results are shown in Figure 4.2(a), for both real and imaginary

part of a typical set of Ga-content x(Ga). The overall shape remains similar with no major

changes in the spectral region of interest, except an increase of the relative permittivity ǫ2
and thus of the extinction coefficient κ = ǫ2

2n
with Ga-content (about ×3 at 2 eV between

InAs and GaAs, with n denoting the refractive index).

Applying this to our model, we can simulate a representative array of InGaAs NW

(using software from Lumerical Solutions, Inc.). The equivalent unit cell is schematically

shown in Figure 4.2(b). Hexagonal InGaAs NW are placed in a triangular lattice on top of

an arbitrarily thick Si-substrate, masked by 20 nm SiO2. Periodic boundary conditions in

plane emulate an infinitely large array, while “perfectly matched layer (PML)” along growth

direction force impedance matching for minimal reflection. Excitation is accomplished

using a plane wave source with a discrete spectrum, reproducing a helium-neon (HeNe)-

laser (633nm), as available in our PL-setup. Collecting data from a 3D-frequency-domain

field monitor around the relevant NW, we can thus calculate the generation rate for different

geometries and materials.

The ideal length of the anticipated NW, besides fabricational and growth-related restric-

tions, is mainly determined by the finite absorption depth. Assuming a radial p-n junction,

light-generated current closely follows the (Lambert-Beer-like) absorption dependence, Jl ∝
(

1 − e−αL
)

with the absorption coefficient α and NW-length L.56 Given a dark current den-

sity following a J0 ∝ L-dependence,56 it becomes evident that the efficiency decreases again

for too long NWs. Likewise this also holds for axial p-n junctions, where minority carriers

generated further away from the junction than their diffusion length will be lost to recom-

bination. Considering this, the NW length is fixed to 1 µm, in accordance with optimum

values obtained for InP-NW286 and comparable to structures used for fabrication in the

next section. Changing the remaining parameters, NW-diameter and composition, within

a typical set of dimensions (80-240 nm, 0 ≤ xGa ≤ 1), the generation rate per area can be

obtained as a function of NW pitch. This is shown in Figure 4.2(c), together with bulk

material of same thickness. Starting with comparatively small diameters of 80 nm, we find

a behavior as one would classically expect. Lower pitch, equivalent to a higher fill factor

will lead to higher absorption, as there is simply more material available. In the limit of

almost of interconnected NW, values of the generation rate comparable to bulk-material can

be obtained. Changing the composition from InAs towards GaAs decreases the generation

rate, in compliance with a rise in band edge energy and lower extinction coefficient. The
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Figure 4.2: (a) Real and imaginary part of the dielectric function ǫ for In1-xGaxAs with different
Ga-content xGa (vertical offset for better visibility). (b) Schematic illustration of the simulated
structure using the commercial software package Lumerical. The unit cell of a hexagonal array
contains InGaAs NW (green), 20 nm of SiO2 (blue) and an infinitely thick Si-substrate (brown).
The frequency monitor is denoted in yellow, while the simulated region is enclosed in black, with
periodic boundaries in plane and perfectly matched layers along growth direction. The plane wave
light source is located within the gray plane. Adapted from [281]. (c) Generation rate per area for
1 µm thick bulk material (black) and accordingly long NW with 3 different diameters (80, 120, 240
nm) and varying Ga-content (0-1.0) as a function of pitch. Simulated values are indicated as filled
circles and interpolated curves as dashed lines. For thick enough, In-rich NW, a distinct maximum
develops.

simulated data points follow closely an inverse quadratic relationship between absorbed

light and pitch:

g(p) =
a

(p + b)2
≈ 1

p2
(4.2)

where a is a measure for the light absorbed per single NW at pitch p, and b accounts for the

absorption when approaching the limit of interconnecting hexagons.

This strictly monotonic decrease with larger pitches changes for thicker NW. Interest-

ingly, for In-rich conditions and thicker NW (240 nm) a distinct maximum, well above

bulk material develops, indicating that multiple-scattering and non-classical effects start

to dominate. The higher absorptivity can be explained by concentration of the incident

light at microscopic levels, considering pronounced light trapping effects which exceed the

absorption of equally thick, bulk like material.286 Furthermore, we have to consider, that

for the given NW dimensions, such arrays have to be treated as metamaterials. In this case,

absorption characteristics are mainly influenced by structure, rather than composition and

incident light propagates in discrete modes along the NW axis.293 By changing the diameter,

we can maximize the incoupling efficiency of incident light of a given wavelength into the

respective modes. While the generation rate in Figure 4.2(c) continously rises with thicker

NW, it is known from literature that too large diameter will finally reduce the efficiency

again, due to a mismatch in dispersion characteristics, larger reverse saturation current (in-
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creased junction area) and increased reflection from top facets.286 This can also account

for the decreased absorption for too dense interwire spacings, as again increased reflection

from the upper interface deteriorates the overall performance. This is indicated by the drop

in the generation curves of d = 120 and 240 nm towards lower pitches Increasing the Ga-

content on the other hand does not alter the overall behavior, but shifts the required diameter

towards higher values for same performance. Overall, these first simulations give a good

starting point, how to choose the best geometrical parameters. In summary, the diameter

should be above 120 nm, with interwire spacings of around 500 nm, parameter which are

not deviating much with composition. Although we did not yet consider different NW

length, feasible values of 1-2 µm from similar studies in literature286,288,289 match well with

geometries available for growth and fabrication. Future optimization will have to include

also the effect of doping and core-shell heterostructures, where first results already indicate

higher generation rates when adding an InP shell, leading to stronger confinement of the

optical mode.281

Using proper design, NW devices can outperform thin-film devices in terms of carrier

generation per material by far.286 However, while we considered here absorption at one

single wavelength so far, one needs to maintain such high level absorptivity over a broad

band spectrum. Again, considering the main parameters NW diameter, length, pitch and

composition, NW arrays can be designed such that they surpass even anti-reflection-coated

thin films over broad spectral ranges.286 Instead of computational means, we present exper-

imental methods to access this information spectrally resolved.

Absorption measurements

Experimental evaluation of the absorption of a given NW array is vital to verify results

from simulation. In order to derive the absorption coefficient α of a sample of thickness d,

both transmission T and reflection R have to be measured over sufficiently large spectral

regions2:

α =
1
d

log
(

T
1 − R

)

(4.3)

This is obscured by the typically opaque growth substrates (e.g. Si-, InP- or GaAs-wafer),

allowing only for reflection measurements of as grown NW arrays above the bandgap of

the substrate. Consequently, so far no comprehensive information regarding the actual ab-

sorption coefficient of InGaAs NW arrays is available. In order to overcome this problem,

the respective InGaAs NW arrays have to be transferred from the intransparent substrates

2Assuming the heavily simplified case of dilute homogenous mediums, treated by Lambert-Beer’s law.294
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onto highly transmissive sample carriers (e.g. glass substrates) in order to access the trans-

mission properties, which will be developed in the second part of this section. This, how-

ever, requires large scale arrays, with dimensions ideally on the order of 5 × 5 mm2. For

small-scale arrays, such as typically obtained by EBL-prepatterning, we can use instead the

reflectivity as a measure for the absorption, i.e. the difference in reflection of an intense

laser spot on and off a particular NW array.

The latter technique is subsequently employed to analyze InAs NW arrays with different

pitches. In order to exclude growth related peculiarities, they have to be grown under iden-

tical growth conditions, ideally on the very same growth substrates. The larger number of

arrays with different interwire spacings on the same wafer necessitates, however, the use of

electron beam lithography, as the changing filling factor of the single arrays prevents high

yield NIL. Consequently, the dimensions of the single arrays are limited in size, given the

sequential, comparatively slow nature of electron beam patterning but can be tuned over a

large range of different nanowire spacings. For growth, we use the conditions developed in

the first Chapter (see Appendix A1 for details), which results in high yield and low parasitic

growth for the optimized pitch. In order to achieve the required high spatial resolution we

employ the µ-PL-setup from Section 2.1 for reflection measurements. Scanning the HeNe

laser with a spot-size on the order of 2 µm (diameter) across the respective NW arrays with

different pitch we can access the difference in reflection on and off each array as a measure

of the absorption. This process is illustrated in the inset Figure 4.3, where a SEM image of

Figure 4.3: As a measure for the absorptivity of EBL-prepatterned NW-arrays with different pitches,
the difference of reflected HeNe-laser light on and off each array is evaluated as a function of
interwire-spacing. This is illustrated within the inset, where a SEM-micrograph of a representative
array is depicted. Scanning the laser beam is indicated in red. Values of minimal reflection of such
line scans are normalized with the reflectivity of the bare SiO2 substrate. The trend line of the
measured data points correlates well with simulation (eq. 4.2), except the few outliers (cyan blue),
probably due to higher than average cluster densities.
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a representative array shows the high quality growth. After correcting by the reflectivity of

bare SiO2 we can depict the minimal reflection for each pitch (Figure 4.3). Fitting the data

according to Equation 4.2 reveals very good agreement with the respective simulation of the

previous section, with an inverse square behavior between absorbed light and pitch, except

for a few outliers (marked in cyan), arising likely from increased cluster growth. From

the simulation, this trend was found to be valid only for NW with small enough diameter.

Indeed, analyzing the average diameter of the studied NW arrays we find values between

100-120 nm, consistent with the simulation, whereas only for InAs diameter of >240 nm a

deviation from the inverse quadratic behavior developed.

Having confirmed the validity of our theoretical model for sparsely placed NW (≈ 1-2

µm), also arrays with denser NW need to be studied. For smaller pitches, however, growth

is increasingly governed by a material-competition regime (see Section 1.3.2). Hence,

changes of the interwire spacing will affect optimum growth conditions to a greater extent,

such that growth of NW arrays with high yield for all different pitches on a single wafer

Figure 4.4: (a) Illustration of the NW-transfer. First, conventional tape is attached next to the NW-
array, defining the thickness of the later membrane (≈ 40 µm). Subsequently, polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS) is dispersed within this area and a glass slide is pressed downwards to achieve uniform
thickness. After curing the PDMS at 100◦C for 45min, the glass slide can be removed, holding now
the NW-PDMS membrane. (a-b) SEM-micrographs of a NW-array (250 nm pitch, NIL) before and
after PDMS-based transfer. Efficient transfer is indicated by mainly cluster remaining after removal
of the PDMS-membrane. (c) Photographic images of NW-arrays with different pitch before and after
transfer. For larger pitches, the typical iridescent color from diffraction at highly ordered structures
is maintained, indicating conservation of the array structures.
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is no longer feasible for spacings between 250-1000 nm. We therefore perform growth

on different wafers with optimized growth conditions for the particular nanowire spacing,

defined via NIL on larger areas. At the same time, the availability of arrays with dimensions

exceeding 5 × 5 cm2 allows us to develop a different method to determine the absorption

coefficient α instead of probing only the reflectivity. From Equation 4.3 it becomes appar-

ent, that we consequently need to measure the transmission T as well as reflection R, which

requires the NW to be placed on substrates transparent for the probing wavelength. This

transfer, however, must not compromise the highly ordered structure, in order to evaluate

its influence onto the absorption properties. Considering this, we developed the following

procedure, schematically outlined in Figure 4.4(a). In a first step, silane base anti-sticking

layer (perfluorooctyltrichlorsilane, SigmaAldrich) is applied, lowering the surface energy

of the Si-substrate, critical for successful NW removal. The application time has to be kept

≤15 min, in order to minimize potential NW-etching. Subsequently, conventional adhe-

sive tape is attached outside the NW-array, defining the thickness of the later membrane

(e.g. TESA R© ≈ 40 µm) and liquid PDMS polymer (base:curing agent, 10:1 wt%) is gently

dispersed. Placing a glass slide or any other transparent substrate on top, a uniform, well-

defined layer is obtained, evenly applying sufficient pressure. After curing the PDMS for

45 min at 100◦C, the glass slide, holding now the NW-PDMS-membrane can be carefully

removed from the Si-substrate using a scalpel. This efficiently transfers almost the entire

material from the original growth substrate, leaving only parasitic cluster as shown in Figure

4.4, where SEM images of a NW array before and after transfer are shown, depicting the

high yield of the process. In the same figure, photographic images of NW-arrays with

different pitch before and after transfer are shown. For 250 nm pitch, the arrays appear dark

black, indicating the very high absorption, even after transfer. For pitches within or larger

the visible spectrum (i.e. 500 nm and 2000 nm) the arrays can exhibit an iridescent coloring

for certain viewing angles, as a consequence of diffracted light from the highly ordered

structures. Since this is still visible after transfer, the highly ordered structures are mostly

preserved during the process. Interestingly, even for the very low filling factor at 2 µm pitch

(< 0.4%), it is still possible to notice the distinct coloring of the NW array after transfer,

which indicates the great benefit of nanoscale particles to exhibit absorption cross sections

exceeding the geometric cross section.285

Having established such a reliable method to transfer arbitrary NW-arrays on to trans-

parent substrate, we can access their transmission properties. Spectrally resolved measure-

ments are conducted using a PerkinElmar Lambda 900 UV-VIS-NIR spectrometer, illus-

trated in Figure 4.5(b). Two broadband light sources (deuterium and halogen lamp) are

used for the visible and infrared region (300-2800nm) while detection is carried out us-

ing two grating monochromators together with a photomultiplier- and lead sulfide detector.

In transmission-mode the NW array is mounted on a well defined aperture and transmit-
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Figure 4.5: (a) Schematic drawing of the UV-visible (VIS)-setup for transmission/reflection
measurements using an Ulbricht sphere. (b) The normalized absorption coefficient is spectrally
resolved for InGaAs NW arrays with different composition. For each x(Ga) the peak position can
be determined and the equivalent complementary color calculated, which is used to color the x(Ga)-
panels in the inset, matching well the appearance of the therein shown photographic images of
the particular PDMS membranes containing the according NW-arrays. (c) Correlation between
absorption peak and diameter, following well the indicated linear trend line. (b) Comparison of
absorption coefficient for different InAs NW and thin-film material (as taken from [295]).

ted/scattered light is collected over most angles using a diffusive coated integration sphere.

Each measurement is calibrated using a blank sample containing no NW (i.e. PDMS-membrane

on glass slides) , minimizing substrate related contributions. This is facilitated by the high

optical transparency of both PDMS as well as thin enough glass slides over the entire spec-

tral range of interest. For reflection measurements, the sample is mounted instead of the

mirror opposing the entry slit, maintaining the aperture at its original position. As men-

tioned before, it is crucial to provide large enough sample areas (> 5× 5mm2) for sufficient

signal to noise ratio, typically only possible for self-assembled or imprinted samples. Ac-

cording to Equation 4.3, we can calculate the absorption coefficient α having successfully

determined both T and R, given the thickness d of the sample is known. This, however, is a

non-trivial definition, as we deal with a composite medium with NW of length d embedded

with a certain filling factor within a ≈ 40 µm thick PDMS membrane on top of a thin glass
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slide. Although the contribution of glass and PDMS-membrane are partially accounted

for by the initial calibration preceding each measurement, this approximation only holds

true for highly diluted media within the framework of Lambert-Beer’s law, neglecting non-

classical effects.296 Nevertheless, we employ the NW-length from earlier SEM measure-

ments as a measure for d.

In a first series, we study the absorption coefficient of samples with 250 nm pitch but dif-

ferent Ga-composition (0 ≤ xGa ≤ 0.5). The according normalized absorption is shown in

Figure 4.5(b) for 4 different samples, revealing a distinct absorption peak in each spectrum.

Interestingly, the position of each peak seems not to reflect the actual composition, evident

from the uncorrelated ordering of peak-position and x(Ga). Instead, they seem to follow a

linear dependence with the NW diameter of each sample, summarized in 4.5(c), where the

peak energy is plotted as a function of average diameter. As identified in the growth Section

2.1, changing the composition unavoidably leads to a change in aspect ratio and thus diame-

ter as well, inevitably linking both contributions. Furthermore, from each peak position we

can determine the according complementary wavelength, which determines the appearance

of the sample (each color and its complement yield white when added together, such that

for each wavelength its complement can be determined via extrapolation in a chromaticity

diagram).297–299 This information is used to color the panel describing the Ga-composition

of each photographic images within the upper part, showing membranes containing the

particular NW. As expected, the optical appearance matches well. To further elucidate

the correlation between diameter and absorption maxima in a better way, we evaluate in

Figure 4.5(d) the contribution of binary InAs NW of different geometries and compare it

with self-assembled NW and literature values for thin film material.295 First, increasing

the diameter from 76 ± 2 to 96 ± 7 but keeping the length comparable within the error

(2390 ± 210 nm vs. 2155 ± 275 nm), a significant increase in absorption can be found, as

light can couple in more efficiently. At the same time, the absorption peak shifts towards

lower energy with larger diameter, similar to the previous observation. In comparison, self-

assembled NW with an average diameter of around ≈ 50 nm, grown on the same substrate

as the array of lower diameter exhibits no distinct peak. According to the simulation, this

is equivalent to the absence of one major mode the light can couple in, given the random

spacing of the sample. This leads to overall lower absorption, but also a broader peak

extending to lower energies as compared with the highly ordered array. Indeed, in principle

randomly placed NW can exceed ordered NW arrays in terms of optical absorption due

to enhanced interwire scattering.300 However, constant interwire spacing is still required in

order to obtain superior compositional homogeneity, as was discussed in the growth chapter,

as well as for a sufficiently narrow length distribution, which will become important for

device fabrication in the remaining part of this work. Finally, compared with literature

values αbulk for thin-film InAs295 we obtain overall lower values for all NW samples. This
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is partly caused by the difficulties of determining the actual thickness d of the NW-PDMS

composite, which directly influences the absolute values of the absorption coefficient αNW.

But considering further optimization of NW diameter and pitch, in particular by using even

thicker nanowires, it seems possible to extend the absorptivity over an even broader range

of energies compared with planar structures in order to generate more electron-hole pairs

per employed amount of material.

4.2 Axial nanowire solar cells

So far, most benefits, including the high absorptivity of NW arrays hold true, regardless of

the specific design of the particular solar cell. In this regard, one can distinguish between

axial and radial p-n junction heterostructures, each featuring certain advantages. Starting

with axial NW, i.e. comprising a junction along growth direction, we can identify their

close resemblance to conventional planar solar cells in the limit of thicker and finally co-

alescing NW, but otherwise without the need for elaborate anti-reflection coatings. This

certainly oversimplifies matters, but simultaneously illustrates that instead of increased ef-

ficiencies the main benefit will stem from considerably reduced material usage compared

with planar solutions. Radial heterostructures on the other hand allow to orthogonalize

light absorption and carrier collection, particularly auspicious for materials with minority

diffusion lengths much shorter than their respective optical thickness (e.g. Silicon). The

so improved collection efficiency of generated charge carriers in turn directly relates to

higher short-circuit densities, while the larger junction area and thus increased reverse sat-

uration current diminishes the according open-circuit voltage.58 Nevertheless, the overall

net gain prevails, leading to overall higher potential efficiencies (e.g. ηradial =21.5% and

ηaxial =19.4% for InP NW, as calculated by [58]). Another crucial advantage is a con-

siderably improved tolerance for surface recombination, especially for larger SRVs, such

as Ga-rich InGaAs.301 The beneficial effects of passivating core-shell structures were al-

ready outlined in Chapter 3, but in addition, critical air-exposed junction-areas can now be

avoided. And finally, significantly larger active areas per wafer-region can be designed,

compared with planar samples, requiring however careful optimization of the NW length,

otherwise simultaneously increased dark current prevails.56

This already illustrates the overall complexity of radial structures, which necessitate in addi-

tion considerably more elaborate fabrication schemes, as will be shown in the further course

of this thesis. Given the less strict specifications, axial NW-solar cells provide therefore an

important testbed, as will be demonstrated in the following.
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InGaAs-InAlAs based nanowire solar cell3

Closer related to conventional, planar solar cells, axial NW-based p-n heterojunctions allow

important insights regarding the different limiting nonradiative loss-channels, especially the

important role of surface recombination, as well as photo-conductivity, as has been already

illustrated in various heteroepitaxial NW-based photodiodes, for example, n-InAs NW /p-

Si,45 p-GaN NW /n-Si,302 and so forth. Making use of the recently developed InGaAs-

InAlAs-platform (chapter 3.2), we can test the surface passivation capabilities of lattice

matched InAlAs layers in InGaAs NW PV cells. Assuming an at least partial suppression of

non-radiative surface recombination (section 2.2) we can expect an higher IQE, equivalent

with increased fill factor, thus a more efficient energy conversion of particular devices.50,283

To demonstrate this we fabricated vertical NW photodiodes directly from the as-grown free-

standing NW arrays on p-Si(111) (1-30 Ω·cm, ≈ 0.2-5·1015 cm−3 carrier concentration),

where the intrinsically n-InGaAs (nominally undoped, ≈ 1·1017cm−3)/p-Si heterointerface

serves as an axial p-n junction. A more comprehensive description of the single processing

steps is given in Section 4.3, covering the more extensive case of radial solar cells.

In short, to fabricate PV cells the NW arrays were embedded in thick insulating ben-

zocyclobutene (BCB) polymer, which was subsequently etched by O2/SF6-based reactive

ion etching to expose the tips of the NWs. Mesa structures (180 µm × 300 µm) were then

realized using optical lithography. After development and O2 plasma treatment the InAlAs

shell of the protruding NWs was selectively etched in HCl/H2O (3:1) to access the InGaAs

core and ensure good ohmic contacts. As such, sputter-deposited 100 nm thick indium

tin oxide (ITO) was used that was further annealed under ambient conditions (300◦C, 60

min) to obtain high transparency and conductivity (for further details refer to A.3.1). Fi-

nally, 100 nm thick feed-lines were defined to the perimeter of the top contacts to enable

wire bonding, while 100 nm/50 nm Ag/Au electrodes were used as back contacts on the

backside of the p-type Si (111) substrate. Figure 4.6(a) shows a schematic of the final

device, which contains about ≈ 4 ·105 NWs assuming a NW growth yield of ≈ 90%. The

current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of wire-bonded devices were then recorded at room

temperature by a current-voltage sourcemeter (Keithley 2400) in dark and under illumi-

nation using a calibrated tungsten-halogen lamp to achieve equivalent air mass 1.5 global

conditions (AM1.5G, 1000W/m2). Figure 4.6(b,c) displays the I-V characteristics in dark

and under illumination for the as-fabricated InGaAs-InAlAs core-shell NW-based PV cell

(x(Ga)/y(Al)= 0.47). In dark, a typical diode behavior is obtained with a rectification ratio of ≈
103 at ± 0.5 V and a very low reverse bias leakage current (1.5 ·10-9 A at -0.5 V), indicating

a high-quality p-n junction with efficient isolation between top and bottom contacts. The

diode ideality factor is ≈ 2.5 as extracted from the semilogarithmic plot of the I-V data

3partly published and with permission from [180]. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.
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Figure 4.6: (a) Schematic illustration of the vertical InGaAs-NW based PV cell structure on Si
substrate. (b,c) Typical I-V diode characteristics at room temperature as obtained for the passivated
core-shell NW array in comparison to the unpassivated core-only array. Data are recorded in dark
and under illumination using a tungsten-halogen source with AM 1.5G and input power of 1000
W/m2. Reprinted with permission from [180]. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.

(see Figure 4.6(b)). These diode parameters are very similar to those reported earlier for n-

In(Ga)As-NW /p-Si heterojunction diodes.12,65,66 Under illumination a clear photoresponse

is observed with a photocurrent that is >103-times larger than the dark current at small

reverse bias. Note that the finite slope in the I-V curve under reverse bias indicates a non-

negligible shunt resistance (≈ 0.6 MΩ), which is expected to obscure the ideality factor.

From the photoresponse data we further extracted a short-circuit current density (ISC) of 10

mA/cm2 and an open-circuit voltage (VOC) of 0.29 V, respectively (see also Table 4.1). The

FF = ImaxVmax / ISCVOC is 0.46, resulting in an energy conversion efficiency (ECE) of 1.3%

(ECE = Imax Vmax FF / Pin ), where Imax and Vmax are the current and voltage at maximum

power points in the I-V curve. Note that for the calculations of the current density we took
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the total contact area (i.e., equivalent substrate area) into account, because for the low p-

type doping of the Si substrate (1-30Ω·cm) the depletion region in the Si extends further

than the distance between neighboring NWs (depletion width ≈500 nm, assuming n-type

doping of the NW-core on the order of 1·1017 cm−3).

For comparison, Figure 4.6(c) illustrates also the I-V diode characteristics of an iden-

tical device fabricated from the equivalent InGaAs NW array (x(Ga)=0.46) without InAlAs

passivation. Obviously, the performance of the unpassivated NW array is significantly infe-

rior with lower ISC and FF and a conversion efficiency that is ≈ 3× lower than the passivated

InGaAs NW array device (see Table 4.1). In addition, the I-V characteristic of the unpassi-

vated device exhibits a distinct “S-shape” behavior. This is commonly attributed to interfa-

cial effects at the NW surface (dipoles, defects, etc.), creating barriers for carrier extraction

that are further responsible for losses in ISC and FF.270,303,304 Thus, the absence of the S-

shape I-V characteristic reflects directly the superior photoconductivity and performance of

the passivated device. Overall, these characteristics suggest that in the axial heterojunction

geometry the passivated InAlAs-InGaAs core-shell NW structure acts as a low-loss carrier

conductor and that most of the photocarriers are generated in the Si substrate.305

In order to analyze this further, we also measured the spectral photo-response and ex-

ternal quantum efficiency (EQE) of the surface passivated InGaAs-InAlAs core-shell NW

device. This was realized by dispersing the light emitted from a tungsten-halogen lamp

via a monochromator (Spex 340E, 1200/mm) onto the sample. The resulting wavelength-

dependent photocurrent was detected by a pyroelectric detector and lock-in technique with-

out bias. Calibration was further performed against a standardized Si solar cell, allowing

to derive absolute values for EQE. As displayed in Figure 4.7 a photo-response is observed

to illumination in the range of ≈ 700-1100 nm, with a maximum EQE of ≈15% at ≈900-

1000 nm which is typical for such NW/Si PV cells.45,305 Approaching the Si absorption

edge (λ > 1100 nm) the photoresponse is drastically decreased and EQE vanishes. This

further supports a negligible contribution of the NWs to the photocurrent while most car-

riers are generated in the Si substrate. In addition, the photoresponse towards the ultra-

violet region is also strongly reduced. This is consistent with recent calculations of the

illumination-wavelength dependent absorption cross-section in InAs-NW/Si photodiodes,

i.e., high-energy photons have only short penetration depths and do not sufficiently reach

NW structure ISC(mA/cm2) VOC(V) Pmax (µW) FF ECE (%)

InGaAs only 4.3 0.28 0.12 0.34 0.4

InGaAs-InAlAs 10 0.29 0.40 0.46 1.3

Table 4.1: Comparison of photovoltaic device metrics for unpassivated (InGaAs-only) and surface
passivated (InGaAs-InAlAs core-shell) NW arrays
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Figure 4.7: External quantum efficiency for the surface passivated InGaAs NW array on Si as
measured without bias via lock-in technique. Reprinted with permission from [180]. Copyright
2015 American Chemical Society.

the p-n heterojunction at the substrate interface.305 Further improvements in EQE will need

to consider specific strategies, including optimization of the interwire distance, size and Ga-

content of the NW arrays. All these will impact the absorption cross-section and additional

spectral matching with the solar spectrum. Ultimately, decoupling the effective absorp-

tion and minority carrier collection will require implementation of the surface passivated

InGaAs-InAlAs NWs into radially arranged p-n heterojunctions, as outlined in the next

section.

4.3 Concept and fabrication of radial solar cells

One major advantage of a NW geometry for solar cells is the potential use of radial p-n

junctions, effectively decoupling carrier diffusion length and absorption.56 When carefully

optimized, higher efficiencies can be expected.58 Although most of the principle fabrication

techniques are similar compared with axial solar cells from the previous chapter, the overall

process gets significantly more complex. In addition, well controlled doping is required, as

the active region is now located between core and shell of each NW-heterostructure. This

has some direct consequences for the overall layout of the later device. Starting with some

fundamental (technical) limitations we first motivate the layout of the current prototype

device before explaining in more detail the single steps required.

In Figure 4.8, the general outline of a nanowire solar cell based on a core-shell nanowire

is delineated. In order for the device to work, we need a radial pn-junction to separate car-

riers upon absorption of light, as indicated with arrows, and perpendicular to each other in

contrast to state-of-the-art planar devices, where carrier diffusion and absorption take place

within the same planar direction. The required doping directly imposes a first restriction re-

garding the overall layout of the structure. Considering In-rich InGaAs or even binary InAs
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Figure 4.8: Basic structure of a radial core-shell NW solar cell . The direction of carrier separation
at the pn-junction and light absorption are indicated as arrows.

as material for the core, we are restricted to n-type doping for the inner part of the device,

as was already discussed in Chapter 1.3.3. Essentially, p-type doping of bulk material and

using carbon as doping source could be achieved so far only for Ga-rich InGaAs, while for

Ga-contents exceeding x(Ga) ≈ 0.4 only n-type doping could be established.306 For In-rich

InGaAs NW structures, bulk p-type doping remains mostly unexplored, despite some first

studies on remote p-type doping of InAs-cores307,308 and needs to be addressed in future

work. The use of n-type cores, however, directly entails the use of highly n-type substrates,

required for efficient carrier extraction and formation of ohmic back-contacts. Hence, in

this layout the respective shell material needs to be p-type. Here, InP can be considered

as the material of choice, especially as doping is already well-established and given the

intrinsically low surface recombination velocity. On the downside, it is very challenging to

form high quality ohmic contacts to p-type InP, as will be elucidated in more detail in the

respective section below. As a solution we propose an additional, interconnected and highly

p-type InGaAs top-layer, which can efficiently extract generated charge carriers. This leads

to the following fabrication scheme, illustrated in Figure 4.9. Divided into (a)-(e), each step

will be covered in more detail in the following:

(a) core growth: For preparation of the (nominally undoped) InGaAs cores, most details

were already covered in Section 2.1 for high yield growth of InGaAs

NW. It should be mentioned that by using highly n++-Si(111) (0.001-0.005Ω·cm≈1-5·1019 cm-3

for As-doped Si) the growth conditions remain mainly unaffected. One critical parameter

is the length of the nanowires, as too long NW diminish the performance by increasing

dark currents56 and too short NW absorb less light. In accordance with Section 4.1.2 we

therefore choose lengths of the cores on the order of ≈ 1.2 µm. Another important parameter

is the Ga content x(Ga) of the In1-xGaxAs arrays. Lattice matched conditions with the later

InP shell (x(Ga)≈ 0.47) would yield the best interface quality with minimal strain. But with
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Figure 4.9: Schematic overview of the fabrication steps involved to create solar cells based on
radial core-shell NW. (a) using n++-Si(111) substrates with 20 nm thick thermal SiO2, prepatterned
with nanoimprint lithography, n-type In0.8Ga0.2As NW are grown with high yield. (b) For reduced
leakage currents 10 nm of conformal Al2O3 are deposited with atomic layer deposition (ALD) and
the upper part of the NW subsequently re-exposed using BOE. After thoroughly removing any
organic contamination and native oxides the sample is transferred into an MOCVD reactor and
(c) a shell consisting of an intrinsic and highly p++-type InP layer followed by an interconnected
p++-In0.53Ga0.47As shell. (d) Using optical lithography and wet-chemical etching a well defined
mesa structure is created, which is subsequently (e) embedded within electrically isolating BCB-
based polymer. After planarizing by partially developing the photo-active BCB the tips of the NW
are exposed using reactive ion etching and with another optical lithography step the top-contacts are
formed before in a final step the back-contacts are evaporated using a shadow mask. In (f) a detailed
cross-section shows the final structure, the particular materials are color coded as given in the legend
below.
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regard to the envisioned CM scheme (section 4.4) we choose x(Ga)≈ 0.2 for most of the

samples, to compromise between lattice mismatch and maximum bandgap offset required

for carrier multiplication. Adapting these conditions we obtain NW arrays with high yield

and good morphology, as summarized in Figure 4.10 for interwire spacings of 0.25, 0.5 and

2 µm.

Figure 4.10: SEM micrographs in top and side view, depicting representative In1-xGaxAs NW arrays
with different pitches of (a) 250 nm (x(Ga)=0.2), (b) 500 nm (x(Ga)=0), (c) 2 µm (x(Ga)=0.2), for radial
core-shell NW solar cells. They exhibit all very high yield with only minor parasitic cluster growth
and excellent morphology.

(b) Al2O3 passivation: One major problem of first prototypes of ensembles of radial

core-shell NW solar cells are increased leakage currents from

top to bottom contact. This is likely due to inferior quality of the passivation (“defect sites”), or

surface leakage along the outer shell structure. These features, however, can only contribute

if the isolating 20 nm thick SiO2 growth mask at the bottom of each device is not sufficiently

isolating. Regardless if small pinholes or nucleation sites free of NW (yield < 100%) con-

tribute to this leakage, one way to overcome this is by adding an additional passivation layer

after core-growth. This can be readily achieved by conformally covering the entire sample

with 10 nm of aluminum oxide (Al2O3), using atomic layer deposition (ALD). In ALD two

or more precursor gases cyclically enter the reaction chamber, where a self-terminating gas-

solid reaction allows precise control of the deposited thickness while evenly covering also

high-aspect ratio geometries with high quality thin films.309 Using elevated growth temper-

atures of 300◦C, improved breakdown voltages of the high-κ-material can be obtained (up

to 5V)310 with trimethylaluminium (Al(CH3)3) and water (H2O) as reactants and nitrogen as

purging gas for the intermediate cleaning cycles. After that process, we have to re-expose
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the main upper part of the NWs again, in order to form the required p-n junction. For

this, the sample is spin coated with organic resist (AZ 5214 E, MicroChemicals), which

is etched back using oxygen plasma in a barrel etcher until only the lower ≈ 100-200 nm

of the NW are embedded within the resist. Note, the use of fluorine-chemistry containing

RIE chambers is not advised, as any minor fluorine contamination, even for pure oxygen

plasmas will inevitably lead to uncontrolled (under-) etching of the Al2O3 layer. Subse-

quently, the exposed dielectric isolation is removed using wet-chemistry. Most chemicals

etching the highly stable passivation will simultaneously attack the InGaAs-based cores,

including H3PO4-based solutions or AZ400K, both commonly employed for Al2O3 etch-

ing. Testing available alternatives, 120s of 2% buffered oxide etch (BOE) produced the

best results, with a stable and slow enough etching rate (≈ 0.1 nm/s) for minimized under-

etching. Simultaneously, this has the additional benefit that the 20 nm thick SiO2 layer on

the backside of the device is removed, considerably facilitating subsequent back-contact

formation. Acetone and isopropanol will readily dissolve most of the resist afterwards and

additional 10 min of O2 plasma (600W) ensures complete removal of any residual organic

contamination. Typical results for this process step are shown in Figure 4.11, where a

clear contrast between the exposed InGaAs core and the lower Al2O3-covered stem can

be resolved. No additional surface roughness can be detected indicating the high quality

of the deposited material, which conformally also covers any pinholes or openings in the

underlying SiO2 mask layer.

Figure 4.11: SEM images of NW arrays after conformal passivation with 10 nm thick Al2O3 with
ALD and etching back until only the lower part is covered by Al2O3. A clear material contrast,
caused by a difference in work-function for both materials is resolved by the used in-lens detector.
In (a) a NW array with a pitch of 500 nm is shown while in (b) a detailed micrograph of a single NW
is depicted (pitch of 2000 nm). No additional surface roughness on the side facets can be resolved.
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(c) MOCVD-overgrowth In a next step, the important p-i-n junction is formed. Similar to

chapter 3.1, we use a hybrid MBE-MOCVD process, making

use of the well established doping capabilities for high quality InP growth using MOCVD.

Therefore, each sample is first exposed to 10s of 2% BOE to remove any formed surface

oxide during the previous oxygen plasma while keeping the Al2O3 layer intact. After this

the sample is immediately transferred into an AIX 200/4 MOCVD reactor. In order to mini-

mize the characteristic axial InP-topsegment, present for growth conditions used in Chapter

3.1, we further optimized the parameter window for pure radial growth.254 Using higher

growth temperatures of Tg=600◦C, constant TMIn-flow (0.5 µmol/s) and 0.16 mmol/s PH3

we deposit after another cleaning step in PH3 atmosphere, first intrinsic InP (100s long)

followed by p-InP (500s long). Doping is accomplished using dimethylzinc (DMZn), with

a flow of 1.8 nmol/s equivalent to ≈ 1·1018cm-3 on planar InP(001) structures. These growth

times correspond to 20 nm i-InP / 100 nm p-InP on planar InP(001)-substrates, but result

in considerably thinner shell growth along the {110} NW sidewall facets. This is shown

in Figure 4.12(a) for a representative overgrown sample (250 nm pitch, x(Ga)
core=0.2), which

resulted in a total shell thickness of only 15±1 nm, equivalent to an intrinsic layer of 2-3 nm

and 12-13 nm of highly p-type InP, respectively. Especially, the intrinsic layer will have

to be designed much thicker for final devices (Debye length LD ≈ 13 nm for i-InP with

n=1·1017cm-3) but is currently considered sufficient for this first prototype. The thickness

of the top-segment however is substantially reduced and with ≈ 19±3 nm on the order of the

shell thickness, which compares very favorably to Chapter 3.1. Also the morphology with

well defined side facets and no multi-core overgrowth indicates appropriate growth condi-

Figure 4.12: SEM images of InGaAs NW after shell overgrowth with MOCVD. (a) Adding
nominally 20nm/100 nm i-InP / p-InP results in conformal overgrowth with well defined side facets
and much reduced shell thickness of only 15±1 nm. Additional growth of nominally 250 nm
In0.53Ga0.47As results in (b) interconnected NW for a pitch of 250 nm and (c) still separated NW
for 2 µm spacing. In both cases the underlying core-structure is still visible as darker contrast,
indicating the successful radial overgrowth. Also, for the larger pitch the high selectivity of the
Al2O3 passivation can be noted, due to the absence of any parasitic growth.
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tions. In principle, this InP-layer could be used to extract the generated charge carriers. But

as already mentioned the formation of ohmic contacts to p-type InP is challenging, given

by the large barrier height of most metals to p-InP. For efficient carrier extraction usually

transparent top-contacts are employed, allowing for a uniform field distribution without

sacrificing too much absorption, most prominent in form of indium tin oxide (ITO). But

ITO and its derivatives are mostly n-type materials311 and thus not suitable for this de-

vice layout. Alternatively, conducting polymers are used as transparent p-type top con-

tacts, such as the polythiophene derivative PEDOT:PSS (Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)

poly(styrene sulfonic acid) aqueous composite).312,313 But despite a high transparency in

the visible range (>90%) only inferior contacts could be established (to both p-InP and

p-InGaAs NW) and it can not be used for lift-off based processes (for details regarding

fabrication, see A.3.1). Considering metal based contacts, mostly Au-Zn314,315 or Au-Be316

are used, but the high diffusivity especially of Zn easily short-circuits the relatively small

radial p-n junctions, heavily degrading any diode-like characteristics. This can be reduced

using Pd-315 or Ge/Au/Ni/Au-based alloys, but after the required annealing steps still no

sufficient contact formation can be observed, probably due to increased degradation given

the high surface to volume NW geometry. However, adapting lattice-matched, highly p-

type InGaAs for contact formation, also commonly used for InP based (bulk) laser devices,

allows for high quality contacts without annealing. Considering this, a first prototype is

developed, where the final InGaAs shell, required for contacting, is conceived such that an

interconnecting layer forms. Similar as for the InP shell growth we use optimized condi-

tions such that growth mainly occurs along the (110)-side facets.317 Directly after the p-InP

layer a third layer of nominally 250 nm In0.53Ga0.47As is grown, at a substrate temperature

of Tg=650◦C, 0.55 µmol/s trimethylgallium (TMGa), 0.67 µmol/s TMIn, 51.3 µmol/s AsH3

and 0.1 µmol/s DMZn, equivalent to a bulk doping concentration on the order of 1·1019cm-3.

The resulting morphology is presented in Figure 4.12(b), where SEM micrographs in top

and side view show an interconnected InGaAs layer as intended. With the core-structure

still distinguishable as darker contrast in the center of the NW, apparently the top-segment

is negligible small, which is important for subsequent contacting. This can be seen even

better in Figure 4.12(c), where NW with a pitch of 2 µm were overgrown. Although the

NW are not interconnected and therefore not suitable for further processing, one can clearly

identify the underlying cores as darker areas, showing well conformal overgrowth. Also,

note the empty space in between each NW, indicating the considerable selectivity of the

Al2O3 mask, which prevents almost any parasitic growth.

(d) mesa definition For a well defined number of NW contributing to the final solar cell,

mesa structures will be defined in a next step. Thereby, a reduction

of defective NW is obtained, omitting nonfunctional areas on the macroscopic imprinted
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area which is expected to further reduce leakage and improve the overall device characteris-

tics. For this an optimized optical mask was defined, containing different layer schemes for

the single processing steps, as described in Figure 4.13(a). Using the first layer #1 (shown

as black, white-rimmed area), a series of different mesa sizes (each 150×300, 200×500 or

300×900 µm2) is defined by optical lithography together with alignment markers for subse-

quent lithography steps (exact parameters provided in Appendix p.173). This protects areas

of the later solar cell devices with thick enough optical resist, illustrated in Figure 4.13(b)

as bright areas, while remaining parts are exposed to a series of optimized wet chemical

etchants, subsequently removing any deposited material in reverse order (all procedures

listed in A.3.2). An exemplary micrograph is shown in 4.13c, after removing the uppermost

InGaAs layer with H2SO4 based etching. Removing the resist after the last etching step re-

exposes the NW again, which absorb now most of the light and thus appear dark (see Figure

4.13(d)). Also note the distinct increase in marker size, indicating under-etching of the

resist on the order of 10-20 µm. This can, in particular, lead to NW bare of sufficient shell

Figure 4.13: (a) Overlay of lithography masks required for fabrication of radial solar cells. Starting
with layer #1, everything except the black colored, white-rimmed area is covered with photo-
resist, protecting NW from mesa etching and defining important alignment markers for subsequent
lithography steps. Using layer #2 (teal colored), the inverse area of #1 can be exposed to UV-
light, used for planarization with BCB in the next paragraph, while pink layer #3 is used to access
the inner, undamaged part of the mesa for top-contacting with mask #4 (gold). In (b-d) optical
microscope images illustrate the consecutive mesa etching. After the first lithography step in (a), all
NW except within darker areas are covered with resist. Exposing those NW to different etchants,
first the top-shell is removed (c) until after removing the remaining core-materials as well only the
bare substrate remains, shown in (d) as brighter area. After removing the resist the NW appear dark.
The scale bar is identical for all micrographs and a finite under-etching noticeable from enlarged
marker structures.
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material. Simultaneous contacting of unpassivated NW-cores constitutes a major leakage

channel and has to be strictly avoided. Therefore, a dedicated layer was included on the

optical mask in order to contact only the inner, undamaged part of each mesa-structure

(pink layer #3 in 4.13a).

(e) planarization and contacting For well defined metallization of the NW tips the

entire structure is planarized using photoactive BCB-

based polymer (Cyclotene 4022-40, DowCorning), adding another electrical isolating layer

between top and back contact. For optimized properties both spin-coating as well as re-

quired annealing procedures were adapted with regard to thickness, minimum pinhole den-

sity and highest flattening qualities as listed in Appendix p.173. However, the mesoscopic

Figure 4.14: (a) Schematic illustration of a NW mesa after planarization with BCB. The overall
shape of the mesa structure is reproduced in the surface morphology of the polymer. Partial
developing after cross-linking all areas apart from the mesa can lead to planarized surfaces. After
lithographically defining the undamaged center region of each mesa structure the NW tips can be
etched free with RIE, as verified by repeated (b) atomic force microscopy (AFM)-measurements
(exemplary topography). (c) After metallization, each mesa is connected with two top-contacts.
Areas free of NW appear dark in this micrograph and contacted NW-tips in brighter yellow. (d)
Close-up view of a contacted mesa structure, where predominantly NW from the undamaged center
region in darker contrast contribute to effectively contacted areas.
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dimensions of the protruding mesa-structures itself defy complete planarization, replicat-

ing the overall shape in the BCB surface morphology as sketched in Figure 4.14(a), thus

preventing successful back-etching. Mechanical lapping introduces too many defects, but

partial developing proved to be an effective solution. By cross-linking all BCB outside mesa

areas via an additional lithography step (mask layer #2 in Figure 4.13(a)) only polymer

of unexposed regions is left susceptible for subsequent developing. Iterative developing in

conjunction with repeated profiling of the surface results in planar structures which are spin-

coated with a new layer of photo-resist for the next lithography step. Defining openings in

the center of each mesa structure (mask layer #3 in Figure 4.13(a)) allows to access the

NW tips by means of reactive ion etching (SF6−O2 based, recipes listed in A.3.3). Having

adapted the thickness of the BCB layer by an according spin-speed to roughly match the

NW length, etching is iteratively done by using AFM scans to ensure only the top most

50-100 nm are exposed. An exemplary AFM-topography scan after successful etching is

shown in Figure 4.14(b), clearly revealing the top-facets of exposed NW-tips. Again, any

remaining resist is removed and the next lithography step conducted in order to define top-

contacts. Care has to be taken when choosing a suitable resist, as base free developer is re-

quired, which leaves the top-InGaAs layer unetched, but still provides enough undercut for

successful lift-off after metallization. Details regarding processing of such resist are listed

in Appendix p.173. For each mesa two aligned contact pads are defined (mask layer #4 in

Figure 4.13(a)) to verify ohmic behavior in the final device. After developing with TMAH-

based (tetramethylammoniumhydroxid) developer, leaving the NW intact, the surface is

cleaned with oxygen plasma and with HCl-based etching any surface oxide removed before

directly transferring the samples to the UHV-environment of the evaporator. Palladium-

based contacts offer low contact resistances to p-InGaAs without annealing and with Ti/Pt

as diffusion barrier interdiffusion is effectively inhibited.318,319 Evaporating (Pd/Ti/Pt/Au =

90/150/150/1000Å) under 45◦ angle effectively prohibits penetration into possible pinholes

with diameters smaller than the residual BCB-thickness. In Figure 4.14(c) successful top-

contacts are shown, with two contact pads for each NW-mesa. Dark areas indicate regions

free of NW thus only bright appearing parts of each mesa are contacted. A detailed view as

provided in 4.14(d) reveals the desired constraint to the inner, undamaged part of each mesa,

appearing in darker contrast, while the outer rim is still covered with sufficient BCB. For

back-contact formation a shadow mask is used and after mechanically removing any native

SiO2 within respective regions aluminum-based back-contacts are defined, as outlined in

more detail in A.3.1.

(f) bonding and packaging For measuring electrical characteristics and spectral responses,

the samples have to be bonded onto appropriate sample mounts.

Given the prerequisites, custom made printed circuit board (PCB) were fabricated, schemat-
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ically shown in Figure 4.15(a). 14 pins are available, with one each side connected to a

global back-contact area in the center of the board, where the particular sample is mounted

with silver-varnish. The remaining contacts lead to isolated feed-lines, which can be wire-

bonded to individual contact-pads on top of each sample. Conventional ultrasonic wire-

bonding typically penetrates the µm-thick BCB-isolation and thin SiO2-layer, effectively

short-circuiting all devices. Hence, each gold-wire is only bonded to the copper-pad on

the PCB-side and the remaining loose ends connected to respective top-contact pads on the

sample using silver epoxy. For measurements at low temperatures, sufficient heat trans-

fer through the non-conductive epoxy substrate is provided by using double-sided design.

Here, a large copper heat sink on the back of each board is interconnected to the global

back-contact on the front side and custom made, steel based coaxial cables minimize heat

transfer via electrical feed throughs. For protection of the delicate wire-bonds a transparent

top cover can be added for electrical and optical measurements at ambient conditions with

sufficient access for top illumination given by a large enough opening. All details regarding

bonding and packaging are provided in the supplementary part A.3.4. A successful proto-

type is presented in Figure 4.15(b) with a detailed view in 4.15(c) where the epoxy based

bonding is shown for a former top-contact layout.

Figure 4.15: (a) Schematic illustration of the customized PCB-layout used for sample mounting. 14
pins are available with one each side dedicated for global back-contacting and the remaining ones
for wire-bonding to the top-contact pads on each sample. A transparent cover can be used to protect
the delicate wire-bonds. (b) Photograph of a working prototype with similar features as motivated in
(a) and a close-up view of the particular sample in (c), providing a detailed view of the silver-epoxy
based bonding to gold top-contact pads.

Evaluation of prototypical devices

The preceding procedures were finally tested in a prototypical device series with different

NW spacings. In particular, we use InGaAs NWs for 250 nm and 2 µm with a Ga-content of

x(Ga) = 0.2 and pure InAs NW with 500 nm pitch to form the respective core structures. Ex-

cept for the largest spacing, where no interconnecting top-shell was obtained, the results and

fabrication specific peculiarities are comparable, with no major deviation between 250 nm

and 500 nm pitch, thus only exemplary data for the 250 nm device is shown. After electrical
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Figure 4.16: (a) SEM micrograph, depicting the active area of a typical mesa with its layered
composition. Starting from the bottom Si(111) substrate first the isolating SiO2 and Al2O3 layers can
be well distinguished, masking the InGaAs/InP core-shell NW, which are interconnected by a thin
InGaAs top-layer. Topmost, the remaining BCB planarization is only penetrated by longer NW, thus
providing contact when metalized in corresponding regions. (b) Typical I-V diode characteristics
at room temperature recorded for the largest mesa-structure and a pitch of 250 nm in dark and
under illumination, revealing no photo-response. The current density considers only NW from non-
metalized areas.

measurements, one device is cleaved across the active area to obtain SEM micrographs as

shown in Figure 4.16(a) to verify the successful processing. From the 54◦-side view the

stacked structure becomes evident, with InGaAs/InP core-shell NW masked by SiO2 and

Al2O3 isolating dielectrics and an interconnecting, thin InGaAs super-shell. Only longer

NW penetrate the planarizing BCB-polymer, which was also confirmed before with AFM

measurements. Not shown are metalized areas, which typically exhibit conformal and con-

tinuous top-contacts primarily of the undamaged center part of each mesa. Nevertheless,

despite the comparably narrow length distribution, given by the selective area epitaxy, a

small but finite fraction of NW from the outer rim is contacted as well. This has to be min-

imized in future versions by further fine tuning the BCB to NW-length offset, minimizing

the contribution of potentially damaged mesa-regions. Nevertheless, the primary bench-

marks for mesa-based devices were reached, demonstrating sufficient control of all involved

processing steps. Each device contains mesa structures with 3 different dimensions (300 ×
900 µm2, 200×500 µm2, 150×300 µm2) to test size dependencies (≈ 3·106, 1·106, 3·105 NW

equivalent to non-metalized areas and 250 nm pitch). Initially, top- and back-contacts are

tested using two-terminal measurements, yielding distinct ohmic behavior, thus fulfilling an

important prerequisite. Subsequently, current-voltage (I-V) characteristics were recorded at

room-temperature. Figure 4.16(b) displays I-V curves for the largest mesa in dark and under

illumination (no calibrated conditions). In dark, a typical diode behavior is obtained with

a rectification ratio of 20 at ±0.3V and a rather large reverse bias leakage current density
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of 0.1nA/NW (equivalent to 730 mA/cm2). The diode ideality factor n ≈ 4 is higher than

for axial NW solar cells presented in Section 4.2, thus additional leakage channels have

to be expected, as also suggested by the finite slope under reverse bias (shunt resistance,

Ωp ≈ 2kΩ) and forward direction (series resistance, Ωs ≈ 30Ω). The low series resistance

indicates adequate contact formation, which has been initially the most limiting factor for

NW cells without Al2O3-passivation. The comparatively high shunt conductance, however,

is presumably due to defective NW in the under-etched outer part of each mesa, i.e. without

a fully passivating shell, since the additional Al2O3-passivation efficiently blocks leakage

current other than via the NW core-structures. This fact is supported by larger reverse bias

leakage current densities for decreasing mesa-dimension, shown in Figure 4.17, as the ratio

of contacted area vs. total dimension increases (compare Figure 4.14(c)) which would not

hold for uniformly distributed defect structures. Compared with measurement conditions

in dark, no photo-response can be observed when illuminated, indicating fundamental lim-

itations of the current design. Comparing the bandgap of the p-type InP shell (1.3eV) with

a lattice-matched InGaAs layer (0.7eV) suggests that most carriers might be created and

recombine in the outer-most contacting layer. So despite facilitating contact formation in

the first place, it inhibits any efficient photo-response. This holds true at least until a Ga-

content of x(Ga)≥ 0.96 is reached, where both band-gaps of InP and InGaAs would match.

Here, however, the device would time exhibt now a significantly higher lattice mismatch

of ≥3.5%. This even exceeds the strain conditions of the InAs-InP-system from Chapter

3.1 where already 12 nm shells exhibited distinct plastic relaxation and formation of related

dislocations. As an interconnecting layer is required, and so far as no other suitable p-

type transparent top-contact is available this poses a severe limitation, since any created

electron-hole pair should reach the p-n junction within their respective carrier life time.

Figure 4.17: Dark current density at -0.5V for different mesa sizes with a pitch of 250 nm. For the
density, only NW from non-metalized areas are considered. The trendline is shown as dotted line.
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Therefore, we propose a new device structure, compatible with the overall scheme from

the above-shown proof of principle device. Starting with a deterministically grown n-type

InAs (or In-rich In1-xGaxAs ) core (using Si as dopant), first a thicker intrinsic In1-yAlyAs

shell with a nominal Al-content of y(Al)≈ 0.25, followed by a p-type doped layer (using

carbon) as according source are grown. This allows to maintain a conduction band offset

higher than the respective bandgap, as will be elucidated in more detail in the next chapter.

Finally, a highly carbon p++-doped InGaAs capping layer using nominally x(Ga)= 0.6 pre-

vents potential oxidation of the Al-containing layer. In principle, this p++-doped cap layer

could be omitted, after suitable contact schemes are found for respective InAlAs layers.

The entire growth in this scheme is performed all in-situ in one growth procedure using

MBE, which avoids detrimental exposure in between the formation of the important p-i-n

active layer. The Al2O3-step is omitted in this case, however, the overall advantages of an

entire MBE-based growth procedure compensate for this. At the same time, doping has to

be established. N-doping using Si in In-rich structures is feasible (see Section 1.3.3), while

p-type doping has to be achieved using carbon.

Nevertheless, a first prototype was established, as shown in Figure 4.18(a), where SEM

images in top- and side-view show an according sample with a schematic cross-section of

the intended design provided in the inset. The lattice mismatch between the single layers

is < 1.7% between InAs-In0.75Al0.25As and <3.5% between In0.75Al0.25As and In0.4Ga0.6As,

while the bandgap is now increasing from core to shell. Adequate morphology was obtained

with reasonable yield for the 500 nm interwire spacing. Doping was performed using 11A

Figure 4.18: (a) SEM images of n-InAs i/p-InAlAs p-InGaAs core-shell NW, with Si-doped core
and C-doped shell layers (scale bar identical for top and side-view). The schematic cross-section
is provided in the inset. (b) I-V characteristic of a solar-cell device fabricated from such NW,
featuring a diode-like behavior with an inverse direction for positive bias applied to the top-contact,
as specified in the inset.
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current for the Si-cell (InAs-core, ≈ 1018 cm−3, see Section 1.3.3) and 53A for the carbon-

cell for the shell structures (calibrated onto planar GaAs(100), ≈ 1.5·1018 cm−3). The thick-

ness of the final shell-layer was kept thinner (≈ 60 nm) to avoid too long diffusion lengths

for created charge-carriers, meaning no conclusive evidence for an interconnecting layer

between all NW could be found in electrical measurements. Still, a mesa-based device was

fabricated as described above, demonstrating the universal utilizability of these procedures.

The according I-V characteristic is shown in Figure 4.18(b), recorded at room temperature,

both in dark and under illumination (uncalibrated tungsten-halogen incandescent lamp).

Compared with InP/InGaAs-based devices shown above, smaller current densities are ob-

tained, either due to not yet fully optimized contact materials or insufficient doping and the

I-V characteristic appears inverted, i.e. blocking current for positive bias. Major direct n-

conduction between n++-Si(111) substrate and InGaAs-shell seems unlikely, since the thick

enough InAs cores (≈ 145 nm) fill out the nucleation sites defined by NIL (≈ 80 nm) and

positions with unsuccessful nucleation will not penetrate the BCB-planarization. It rather

indicates that instead of the desired p-type doping, an even higher electron-conductivity

was achieved (compare the according schematic I-V setup within the inset). This agrees

well with literature, where MBE grown bulk InGaAs and InAlAs doped with (amphoteric)

carbon only exhibited hole conduction for x(Ga)>0.91 and y(Al)>0.94.306 Using optimized

digital doping schemes can help to bypass this limitation,320 although recent studies claim

successful bulk p-type doping of x(Ga)/y(Al)=0.32 for certain growth conditions.321 Therefore

more detailed doping studies are required.

4.4 Exceeding the Shockley-Queisser limit

Recapitulating the major conclusions from the first part of this chapter, efficiencies of con-

ventional solar cells are fundamentally limited, even assuming idealistic conditions such as

absence of non-radiative recombination channels, summarized in the so-called Shockley-

Queisser limit (SQL). Therefore, per incident photon the theoretical peak efficiencies in

conventional Si-based solar cells have remained less than 34 % under AM1.5 illumination

and efficiencies of real, epitaxially grown state of the art NW based solar cells even well

below 20%.52 Furthermore, even in optimal configuration, conventional NW PV is unlikely

to exceed efficiency limits of planar devices, but rather relax requirements and costs to

approach those.50 But targeting the specific fundamental limitations one can hope to surpass

the classical limit, reaching higher efficiencies, especially when exploiting other additional

NW inherent benefits, as will be reviewed in the following.

In this regard, one widely used parameter is the incident illumination. Instead of AM1.5G,

concentration of sun light using lenses or mirrors can, in principle, lead to higher efficien-
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cies. In the simplified picture of negligible series and shunt resistance losses, focusing sun-

light onto smaller areas will increase both short-circuit current Isc (linear dependency) and

open-circuit voltage Voc (logarithmic dependence) given the higher photon flux.322 While

higher current leaves the overall efficiency unaffected, as the incident power increases lin-

early as well, the gain in Voc can lead to better performance.323 But this only applies given

the device is kept at low enough temperature to minimize concurrent thermal losses.324

Here NW may offer novel approaches,325 similar to micro-channel coolers.326,327 At the

same time, diffuse light is not harvested anymore, which can together with imperfect optical

components and required sun tracking prevail the increase in efficiency.323 Nevertheless,

concentrator photovoltaics (CPV) is widely used, but rather to mitigate the high costs of

complex, state-of-the-art multi-junction solar cells (≈ 50,000$/m2)324 using comparatively

cheap mirrors or lenses.

The just mentioned multi-junction devices directly relate to the next assumption, namely

a quasi Fermi level (QFL) splitting limited to the external voltage together with appreciable

spectral losses. By using two or multiple p-n junctions it is well known that both effects can

be bypassed, improving the according efficiency. As this involves complex heterostructures

of different materials, the typically encountered lattice mismatch and thus strain and de-

fect formation in planar geometry heavily degrade electronic properties and charger carrier

separation.328,329 The remarkably efficient strain relaxation of small footprint NW, however,

can considerably overcome this limitation, allowing for novel material combinations in ax-

ial NW multi-junction solar cells.330 However, in this concept the extraction of current in

between individually stacked segments needs to be well matched, otherwise large resis-

tances may occur between layers. Therefore, to the best of our knowledge, no efficient NW

based tandem cells have been achieved so far,331,332 while planar counterparts reach already

efficiencies by now of up to 46% (GaInAsP-based 4-junction planar solar cell under 508

suns CPV).333

Finally, we target the limitation given by one created electron-hole pair per incident

photon. Unlike the previous methods, we propose a scheme, which explicitly exploits the

properties of nanoscale structures for a multiplication of charge carriers. For photodetec-

tors, which simply put can be regarded as solar cells operated at reverse bias, it is already

well established that such a process can occur when sufficient reverse bias voltage and high

electric field is applied to the p-n junction (i.e. avalanche effect). Likewise the inverse

Auger process, or impact ionization, can be capitalized to increase the power conversion

limit by creating two or more carrier pairs per absorbed photon.334–336 This is exemplified

in Figure 4.19, comparing the competing processes.

Typically, in particular for bulk material, absorption of a photon with energy higher than the

bandgap Eg results in creation of one electron-hole (e-h) pair within the band, subsequently
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Figure 4.19: Schematic description of competing processes during carrier multiplication. (a) After
an electron-hole pair is created at a higher energy level upon absorption of an accordingly energetic
photon it can emit multiple phonons, thermalizing towards the band edges. (b) Instead, carrier
multiplication, “consumes” the excess energy and results in the creation of a second e-h pair,
provided the additional energy surpasses the bandgap. This can be understood as the inverse process
of (c) Auger recombination, where energy released from recombination of an electron-hole pair
excites carrier into the band.

thermalizing towards the band edge via phonon emission, shown in 4.19(a). Alternatively,

however, as shown in 4.19(b), this excess energy can also lead to the creation of a second

e-h pair instead, provided the initial excess energy exceeds the bandgap (Eex > Eg). This

can be best understood as the inverse process of Auger-recombination, depicted in 4.19(c),

where the released energy (≈ Eg) of a recombining electron-hole pair is transferred to an

additional charge carrier, which is consequently excited to a higher energy level. Carrier

multiplication (CM), however, strongly competes with other relaxation processes, not only

phonon emission.

Thus, for truly enhanced photocurrents, the impact ionization rate has to surpass the rate

of carrier cooling or other relaxation channels and the incident photon energies need to be

at least twice as large as the band gap energy of the active medium, such that per incident

photon two or more electron-hole pairs are generated. Despite recent reports of internal

quantum efficiencies exceeding 100% for planar silicon solar cells exploiting CM,334 such

effects are difficult to observe in conventional bulk materials, given the rapid cooling of

hot excitons or carriers via phonon emission and other relaxation processes.337 In practical

terms this means that incident photon energies have to be exceedingly high to trigger carrier

multiplication in bulk - well in the UV wavelength region and far away from the dominant

solar spectrum - therefore making carrier multiplication impractical for bulk or thin film

semiconductors.338,339

For high CM efficiency within the spectrum relevant to solar energy conversion (< 4 eV)

carrier cooling via phonon emission has thus to be strongly reduced. A prominent pathway

to alter relaxation dynamics is to exploit their distinct size dependency. Confining carriers

in semiconductors to spatial regions comparable to their deBroglie wavelength allows to

inhibit phonon emission by quantization effects. The finite separation between electronic
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states can mitigate this loss channel,337 while simultaneously increasing the rate of impact

ionization by reduced dielectric screening340 and a relaxation of momentum conservation.341

Indeed, studies of zero-dimensional, low-bandgap PbSe338 quantum dot (QD)s and nanocrys-

tals of other material systems (e.g. PbS,339 PbTe,342 Si,343 InAs,61 InP344) show CM efficien-

cies about twice as high compared with bulk material. However, 0-dimensional structures

such as assemblies of QDs allow only for limited light absorption, caused by their very

small volumes and very low density of states. In addition, extraction and collection of

charge carriers produced by the carrier multiplication processes is difficult, since typical

p-n junctions around such QD layers are still configured in planar geometries. As the p-n

junction area is on the same order as the light receiving area, many carriers are actually lost

to recombination reducing collection and overall photoconversion efficiencies.

We therefore propose architectures based on nanowires featuring radial p-n junctions,

which could significantly lower threshold energies and improve carrier collection efficien-

cies. The overall composition of such structures is sketched in Figure 4.20(a), similar to

the design optimized in the preceding section. The nomenclature to describe the design,

however, will be more generic in the following, since its applicable to many material com-

binations. Starting with n-type substrate, thus termed “n-type” structure, n-doped NW of

material A is subsequently grown on top, masked by an insulating layer such as SiO2 to

avoid formation of parasitic channels between substrate and shell. In radial direction a

thin intrinsic shell of material B is added, for the most effective charge carrier separation

followed by a p-type supershell. An additional, highly p-type top layer can facilitate ohmic

contact to a transparent top electrode, e.g. ITO. Inverted structures of “p-type”, starting

with p-type substrate and cores and n-type shells can be implemented just as well, following

similar functionality and will be thus not explicitly mentioned in the following.

Material B of the NW surrounding matrix is chosen with a larger bandgap Eg so that

light with wavelengths larger than the respective energy gap of the surrounding matrix is

transmitted by the matrix but can be absorbed by the NW, extending absorptivity over a

broader spectral range. This allows to design solar cells absorbing various dominating parts

of the solar spectrum, as exemplarily shown for the In0.7Ga0.3As / InP system in Figure

4.20(b), which allows light absorption at wavelengths much higher than usually obtained by

conventional Si-based solar cells, and therefore almost the entire solar spectrum is covered

by the respective combined materials. In addition, the three-dimensional (3D) design of

free-standing NWs and surrounding heterostructure, the absorption losses are much lower

than in respective thin film or bulk counterparts. The array-like geometry reduces specular

reflectance at the interface and results in an increase of the optical path in the nanowire

layer by multiple scattering. Dense arrays form a graded refractive index layer acting as

antireflection layer to couple light very efficiently into the semiconductor. According op-
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Figure 4.20: (a) Schematic design of NW solar cells exploiting CM-effects. N-type substrates with
plane metallic back-contacts are masked with an insulating layer, such as SiO2, facilitating SAE
growth of accordingly n-type NW of material A and reducing shunt resistances. These cores are
surrounded by a thin, intrinsic shell of material B, followed by a possibly interconnected p-type
supershell of the same material. To facilitate ohmic contacts using transparent top electrodes a thin
p++ layer can be employed. An exemplary “n-type” device is shown, “p-type” structures starting
with p-doped substrates follow a similar scheme. (b) Solar spectrum AM1.5G and light absorbed
by an In0.7Ga0.3As / InP system. Compared with conventional Si-based solar cells, light extending
further into the IR can be harvested. The according band edges at 300K are marked with arrows. (c)
Schematic 1D-cross sectional band diagram of an InAs-GaAs device, color coded according to (a).
Conduction band (CB) and valence band (VB) of the p-i-n structure exhibit the required confinement
of carriers to the NW-core, with bandgap Eg, conduction band offset ∆ECB and Fermi-level EF . (d)
Illustration of the absorption process of light quanta of VIS/UV and IR spectral parts in shell and
core, respectively, each resulting in creation of an electron-hole pair. (e) Illustration of the CM
process. Electrons from the shell gain enough energy relaxing into the quantized core, provided the
conduction band offset exceeds the bandgap. Holes can tunnel out with high probability, as long as
the valence band offset is small enough.

timum geometric parameters were investigated in Chapter 4.1.2. In the present design not

only the NWs but also the surrounding matrix may present a corrugated 3D morphology

mimicking the underlying NW geometry. The advantages for light absorption can therefore

be also translated to the matrix, such that the matrix itself is also acting as a medium for

light absorption of higher energy photons.

Looking at a cross-section perpendicular to growth direction, the bandgap of such struc-

tures results in a repeated modulation of conduction band (CB) and valence band (VB)

as outlined in Figure 4.20(c). Electrons will thus be mainly confined to lower bandgap
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core-regions (Eg), while holes preferentially populate the according p-type shell regions,

assuming the indicated Fermi-level EF . For “n-type” structures, the main band offset forms

for the conduction band (∆ECB) and an accordingly smaller valence band offset. Conse-

quently, during light absorption, per incident photon an electron-hole pair can be generated

in the material with low band gap energy as well as the material with high band gap energy

(see Figure 4.20(d)). Carriers resulting from the e-h pair generated in the n-type NW are

extracted by electrons moving to the highly n-type doped substrate and holes moving to the

p-type doped contact region. The e-h pair generated in the surrounding matrix is separated

as holes moving to the p-type contact layer and electrons moving to the n-type NW. Pro-

vided that the NW has a true one-dimensional (1D) character, where the conduction band

splits up in distinct 1D subband levels (e.g. <60 nm for InAs NW),109,345 the high energy

electron can release multiple electron-hole pairs through energy relaxation from the highest

subband level to the lowest subband level (ground state), while phonon cooling becomes

less likely, as more and more phonons are required for small enough structures.

This process is particularly effective when the conduction band offset (CBO) between

the p-type material and n-type NW is large enough (∆ECB > ENW
g ) and that the valence

band offset (VBO) provides a low-energy barrier such that generated holes can tunnel to

the p-type doped contact layer (tunnel contact). Thereby, an avalanche multiplication of

charge carriers within the low-band gap energy NW is realized, which combined with the

free carrier absorption is expected to lead to much larger currents compared with state of the

art conventional photodiode-based devices. This can be applied to semiconductor material

combinations which show such asymmetric band offsets, i.e., large ∆ECB, small ∆EVB, and

small enough Eg where Eg < ∆ECB is fulfilled and likewise for hole mediated “p-type”

structures where a large VBO / small CBO is required, since energy relaxation of high

energy holes is anticipated. Although the much lower lattice mismatch restrictions of a

NW geometry offer higher flexibility in integrating and combining different materials on a

given substrate, careful design of material combinations is still required. Not so much for

the according choice of substrate, since the small footprint of the thin core and do usually

not lead to extended dislocation defects in NWs, but the lattice mismatch is more critical

in radial heterostructures. Although it is well known that smaller core-diameter result in

thicker critical shell-thickness, compared with planar growth, the p-i-n structure needs to be

fabricated with very high interface quality between core and intrinsic shell region, since this

is where charge carrier separation occurs.18,346,347 This is best achieved for lattice-matched

or nearly lattice-matched combinations and can be facilitated using composition-grading.

The quality of supershell overgrowth however is less stringent. It is not limited to high epi-

taxial quality and could be even polycrystalline, since its function is mainly to provide large

band bending and contact region. Considering this, a list of possible material combinations

is presented in Table 4.2. For each core-material a shell material is proposed with a band
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offset exceeding Ecore
g , either within the conduction or valence band, as marked in bold. The

according lattice mismatch between both materials is listed as well, indicating the challenge

to fulfill both preconditions simultaneously. This summary is certainly not limited to the

list of materials and can be expanded to quaternary and quinternary compounds or to any

material combination, provided that one band offset surpasses the bandgap Eg. Neverthe-

less, it gives a first overview of the diversity of possible materials (e.g. arsenides, nitrides

or oxides).

This type of carrier multiplication is not feasible in conventional state of the art planar

heterostructures due to the lack of subband splitting. In planar p-i-n heterostructures this

type of inverse Auger process for generating multiple charge carriers would not be given,

rather phonon-mediated processes (heat losses) would govern the energy transfer of the

incident high energy photons. In that case, any hot excitons created would quickly cool

to lower energies (at band gap) due to phonon emission and further reduce the efficiency.

Compared with QDs, the most active research area today regarding carrier multiplication,

it could be shown that for the above stated reasons 1D structures such as NW or nanorods

can indeed realize carrier multiplication and MEG processes.60 Nevertheless, it will require

extensive work to implement CM-capable devices containing NW in array-like structures as

presented in the fabricational part of this thesis (section 4.3). One important precondition

of such NW is a core-diameter well within the quantization regime, in order to provide

core / shell Eg (eV) VBO (eV) CBO (eV) ∆a (%)

InAs / GaAs 0.35 / 1.42 0.21 0.86 6.9

InAs / InP 0.35 / 1.35 0.35 0.65 3.8

In0.81Ga0.19As / InP 0.48 / 1.35 0.37 0.50 1.9

In0.62Ga0.38As / In0.5Al0.5As 0.65 / 1.50 0.19 0.67 0.76

InAs / GaSb 0.35 / 0.73 0.56 0.52 0.62

InSb / GaSb 0.17 / 0.73 0.03 0.87 6.29

InN / AlN 1.97 / 6.14 1.37 2.80 14.4

Ge / Si 0.66 / 1.13 0.77 0.31 4.01

TiO2 /MgO 3.0 / 7.8 3.2 1.60

Table 4.2: List of possible material combinations for carrier multiplication in radial core-shell NW
solar cells. For each core-shell material, the according bandgaps Eg (at 300K) are
provided, together with estimated conduction (CBO) and valence band offsets (VBO),
where the one exceeding Ecore

g is marked in bold. Listed in the last column, the
corresponding lattice mismatch ∆a gives a measure of possible shell thicknesses before
strain relaxation sets in. The first 4 materials were studied in the course of this thesis,
while the remaining materials show the variety of possible combinations.
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a subband spacing which at least exceeds kB · T ≈ 25 meV at room temperature T (kB:

Boltzmann constant). This is illustrated in Figure 4.21, where the energetic difference of

the two lowest energetic levels in the conduction band CB are calculated using nextnano3.213

For InAs, the diameter should be below 40 nm (for GaAs below 25 nm, given the reduced

deBroglie electron wavelength127). Besides the challenges regarding high-yield growth of

NW with diameter below this limit as presented in Chapter 1.3.1 we face the requirement

of hole diameters for SAE-epitaxy well below the current resolution of our employed NIL-

based substrate prepatterning, crucial for high-quality growth on sufficiently large areas.

Using larger hole openings in turn will lead to direct shunt circuiting of the subsequent shell-

overgrowth at the now bare substrate-shell interface. On the other hand, while exposing NW

cores to ambient conditions for ALD-passivation before subsequent shell overgrowth bears

the considerable risk of introducing oxidation-related defects, given the very high surface-

to-volume ratio for very thin NW, thus possibly degrading the important p-i-n interface.

Therefore, new techniques will have to be developed, such as prepatterning via He-ion

beams for sub-10 nm patterning,348,349 either for directly prepatterning the single growth

substrates or to prepare NIL-stamps with considerably reduced dimensions in order to avoid

the sequential process of He-ion beam lithography.

Figure 4.21: Simulation of the subband spacing for InAs and GaAs NW with different diameter.
The energetic difference of the lowest two energy levels (E2 − E1) in the conduction band CB are
calculated, as illustrated in the inset for the case of 40 nm InAs. In comparison, the dotted line shows
kB · T ≈ 25 meV at room temperature (300K).
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4.5 Summary

In summary, we evaluated the optimal diameter (>120 nm) and pitch (400-600 nm) for In-

GaAs NW arrays via simulation of the generation rate in order to optimize subsequent solar

cell devices. The corresponding model could be verified in the following by reflection

and absorption measurements for various NW arrays, which revealed a distinct dependency

of the maximum absorption from the particular NW diameter, while the exact Ga-content

proved to be less crucial. Having studied the basic requirements for optimized absorption,

we demonstrated fabrication of a prototypical axial NW solar cell, integrated on p-type

Si substrates. Employing the band gap tunable InGaAs material system as core material

we studied the performance of a device resonant at telecommunication wavelengths (x(Ga)=

0.47, λpeak ≈ 1.5 µm). By analyzing the I-V characteristics of wire-bonded devices in dark

and under calibrated illumination (AM1.5G) we could identify low reverse bias leakage cur-

rents and ideality factors comparable to literature. Passivating respective InGaAs NW-cores

with lattice-matched InAlAs shells lead to ≈ 3 - 4 times higher PV conversion efficiencies,

which suggests the the use of radial p-n junctions, where a passivating core-shell structure

is inherently given. Consequently, we established a series of well controlled procedures

to obtain mesa structures containing InGaAs-InP-based radial NW heterostructures, grown

in a hybrid MBE-MOCVD- process. The first prototypes using this optimized fabrication

scheme featured distinct diode-characteristics and the absence of any photo-response can

be explained by the selected material combination. Finally, we elucidated several pathways,

how to surpass the classical Shockley-Queisser efficiency limit, in particular by proposing

a novel carrier multiplication scheme. For a suitable choice of core and shell material,

for which growth has been established before, excess energy of hot carriers created after

absorption of above bandgap photons can be harvested to create additional electron-hole

pairs. This requires core-diameter below 40 nm for InAs, which is within the range of

growth parameter developed in this thesis.
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“I’d put my money on the sun and solar energy. What a source of power! I hope

we don’t have to wait until oil and coal run out before we tackle that.”

Thomas Edison, 1931

In this thesis, we developed InGaAs based nanowire heterostructures, epitaxially inte-

grated on silicon for next-generation photovoltaics. In the first part, molecular beam epitaxy

(MBE) and sample preparation was introduced, in particular for deterministically defined

large-scale arrays of nanowires with various spacings. Having systematically optimized

growth of InAs NW we studied their use as efficient THz surface emitter before delineating

growth of inherently thin nanowires, required for a modified density of states. Finally, we

study high growth temperatures of more than 540◦C and incorporation of silicon as n-type

dopant to increase the charge carrier density by more than one order of magnitude.

This established the required basis for successful incorporation of gallium in the next

chapter. Varying the Ga/In ratio we explored the full growth parameter space and suc-

ceeded in almost complete composition tuning from binary InAs to more than 80%-Ga

content. Maintaining high yield and aspect ratio we demonstrated thus extensive bandgap

tuning capabilities, covering in particular the technologically relevant telecommunication

wavelengths. Concomitant structural (SEM, TEM, XRD) and spectroscopic (PL) studies

revealed a characteristic transition in crystal structure from wurtzite- to zincblende with

increasing Ga-content, further reflected in a distinct shift of photoluminescence emission.

Studying the composition-dependent surface Fermi level pinning with µ-PL identified two

competing recombination mechanism, namely direct near-band edge recombination and spa-

tially indirect surface-state mediated recombination. Furthermore, we characterized the

level of band bending which changes from downward to upward bending with changing

Ga-content.

In the next part, different material combinations were explored to passivate InGaAs

based NW in radial core-shell geometry. First, the benefits of the InAsP-system, namely

low surface recombination and doping proficiency were capitalized by establishing a hybrid

MBE-MOCVD growth process. The high interface quality, as confirmed by cross-sectional

TEM analysis allowed for considerably increased PL emission intensities by two orders

of magnitude and signal up to room-temperature. By systematically tuning thickness and

phosphorous content of the shell we were able to tune the emission energy of the core

137
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luminescence by strain-induced peak shifts and to elucidate detrimental effects of plastic

relaxation upon too high lattice mismatch. Employing lattice-matched InGaAs-InAlAs het-

erostructures detrimental strain was entirely avoided, supported by high-resolution X-ray

reciprocal space maps and absence of any strain-induced spectral shifts of the luminescence

spectra. The fully in-situ based growth process enabled composition tuning over a large

compositional range and significantly enhanced optical efficiencies compared with core-

only structures.

Finally, the preceding findings were combined to realize nanowire based solar cell struc-

tures. Simulated absorption properties of nanowire arrays with different geometry and com-

position were compared with experimental measurements and ideal dimensions with diam-

eter >120 nm and a optimum pitch of ≈ 400-600 nm identified. Starting with axial InGaAs-

NW PV cell structures a first working prototype was demonstrated with increased conver-

sion efficiencies upon passivation with lattice-matched InAlAs shells. Developing a com-

plex series of well controlled fabrication procedures we further managed to advance to-

wards arrays of radial core-shell NW solar cells with optimized contacts and distinct diode

characteristics. This opens several pathways for devices with the potential to surpass classi-

cal conversion efficiencies, capitalizing the unique 1D-like properties of the NW geometry.

In particular, we propose a NW-based scheme for carrier multiplication, which allows to

harvest the excess energy of hot carriers created after absorption, otherwise lost to phonons,

to create additional electron-hole pairs.

Altogether, the findings presented in this thesis facilitate growth of complex, high-quality

NW core-shell heterostructures directly integrated on silicon substrates. The InGaAs-InAlAs

system is particularly well suited for various novel opto-electronic applications and the

established prerequisites such as large scale position-controlled growth of ternary materi-

als, characterization and well controlled fabrication procedures opens the pathway not only

for photovoltaic devices, but also for photodetector and light-emitting structures, such as

electrically driven nanowire-laser, tunable over wide spectral ranges and even for vertically

integrated InGaAs FET-devices.

Outlook

These results provide a profound starting point and are currently adopted for nanowire laser

structures operating in the telecommunication regime. Besides optical applications, InAs

based heterostructures are being explored as possible candidates for fast channel devices

on silicon in electronic applications, as will be shown in the first part of this outlook. In

the second part, we briefly highlight first results regarding growth on Si(100) substrates,

important for full CMOS compatibility and key element for later device integration.
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Delta-doped InAs-InAlAs heterostructures

InAs and In-rich InGaAs is in particular well suited for electronic applications, given its

small effective electron mass and high electron mobility. Together with wrap-gate architec-

tures, InAs NW promise substantially lower power consumption for vertically integrated

transistors on

silicon.27,350–352 In particular, the prospect to enhance charge carrier mobility by formation

of a so called two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG), where dopant impurities are spatially

separated from the actual carrier channel, makes modulation-doped core-shell structures

highly auspicious for future high-mobility transistors.27 Similar to the GaAs-AlGaAs sys-

tem, such structures should feature increased mobility and enhanced PL-lifetimes, com-

pared to bulk doped-samples, as explored in Section 1.3.3.266,353 To realize these we exploit

the findings from Section 3.2 and grow modulation-doped InAs-InAlAs NW structures.

Starting with highly n-type Si(111) substrates, we employ imprint lithography to predefine

arrays with 2 µm pitch to enable single NW spectroscopy and also to place wrap gates and

contacts to individual NW-transistors. We then first grow the core structure for 60 min,

at 530◦C substrate temperature, elevated arsenic flux of 5.7·10-5 mbar and 0.6 Å/s indium

growth rate (see Section 1.3.2 for details). This results in very high growth yield, negligible

parasitic growth and up to 7 µm long InAs cores with minimal tapering, as shown in Figure

4.22(a). After a short growth break of 120s to lower the substrate temperature to 490◦C the

first part of the InAlAs shell with nominally 25% Al-content and constant III-flux is grown

for 25 min. Subsequently, the group-III material shutters are closed and simultaneously the

Si-remote doping started for 600s at an equivalent Si-flux of 13A current through the ther-

mal sublimation filament. This was shown to result in the desired delta-doping for GaAs-

AlGaAs NW before.266 The second part of the shell barrier consists of another 75 min In-

AlAs growth, after stopping elemental Si-supply. No final InAs supershell is added, as this

would complicate contact-formation and bear the risk of electron accumulation preferably

within this final InAs layer instead of at the core-shell interface. Instead, for one selected

sample, an epitaxial Al-layer is deposited at very low temperature, with the prospect of

realizing superconducting contacts at cryogenic temperatures,354 very high quality ohmic

contacts at room temperature or even superior gate dielectric after controlled oxidizing,

forming a thin Al2O3-layer (see SEM-image A.1.9 for details). Again, we obtain excep-

tional high yield, shown in Figure 4.22(b) for the as-grown modulation-doped sample with-

out Al-capping. We observe slightly increased parasitic growth between the NW, given the

reduced diffusivity when introducing Si-dopants. From high-resolution SEM micrographs

in top-view we can approximate the cross-sectional composition when comparing with a

core-only reference samples. This is demonstrated in Figure 4.22(c), depicting a ≈ 200 nm

thick core, 20 nm undoped In0.75Al0.25As spacer layer, the Si-δ-doping as dotted line and
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Figure 4.22: SEM micrographs of (a) InAs-NW and (b) delta-doped InAs-InAlAs core-shell NW
grown with 2 µm pitch and very high yield. The scale bar is identical for side- and top-view. (c)
Combining several SEM images in top-view with identical imaging conditions illustrates the cross-
sectional composition of remotely doped NW. Using the dimensions of (c), the cross-sectional
band profile along the x-axis is shown in (d), demonstrating conduction (cb) and valence band
(vb). The Fermi level EF is indicated as dotted line. (e) The electron density is simulated with
nextnano3.213 The shell is indicated as dotted line. (f) Representative single or few NW PL-spectra
at low temperature (8K). Three spectra each for core-only, core-shell and delta-doped core-shell NW
are shown.

another 45-50 nm shell layer acting as barrier. Using these dimensions, we can estimate the

band profile (4.22(d)) and charge carrier distribution (4.22(e)) by self-consistently solving

the Schrödinger-Poisson equation.213 For a first assessment we neglect lattice-mismatch

and strain, which is on the order of 1.33% assuming Al-content of 0.2. The according

band structure is provided in Figure 4.22(d), where a cross-section along the x-axis of the

device structure illustrates both conduction (CB) and valence band (VB). The Fermi level

EF is indicated as dotted line and from the profile the formation of a 2DEG at the interface

between core and shell can clearly be distinguished. From two dimensional calculations we

can extract an electron distribution as shown in Figure 4.22(e). Similar to modulation-doped

for GaAs-AlGaAs NW, 6 degenerate electron channels form in the respective corners, with

about ≈ 2-fold enhanced electron concentration compared with the adjacent sidewall facets.

Introducing strain related effects such as piezo-electricity may, however, lift the appearance
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of 6 channels but further studies are required to confirm this. In order to test if the doping

was successfully incorporated we performed first preliminary µ-PL studies. Optimizing

the spot-size of the exciting HeNe-laser to ≈ 2 µm we can resolve single or few-NW map-

pings. Comparing the signal of core-only, core-shell and modulation-doped core-shell sam-

ple several notable findings become evident, as summarized in Figure 4.22(f), showing 3

representative spectra each as recorded at different sample positions. First, despite exciting

only ≈ 1-3 NW we still obtain signal with sufficient signal-to-noise ratio even for the unpas-

sivated InAs NW, with a peak-energy around 0.45 eV as typical for WZ-dominated InAs

NW.44,117,119 Given the comparatively large core diameter on the order of 200 nm, this is not

surprising as we expect reduced influence of otherwise pronounced surface states. Passi-

vating the InAs core with an undoped In0.75Al0.25As-shell nevertheless leads to a significant

increase in signal of more than a factor of 50. This is accompanied by a strong blue-shift

of the peak-emission of almost 150 meV, as expected from the substantial strain between

lattice-mismatched core and shell, similar to InAs-InAsP heterostructures observed before

in Section 3.1. Adding the δ-doping and the barrier layer has several effects. First, the

signal intensity is almost doubled, demonstrating the beneficial effect of a considerably

increased charge-carrier density also for spectroscopic studies, while the peak energy shifts

to even higher energies (by 65 meV). This shift is expected to be partially due to Burstein-

Moss related band filling, as we considerably increase the effective carrier density in the

core. Evaluating the high-energy tail according to Section 1.3.3 would yield a charge carrier

concentration about twice as large compared with the undoped reference sample. Given the

non-bulk like doping scheme, however, it is not clear if correct values can be obtained from

fitting the PL high-energy tail and transport measurements will have to verify the accurate

change in carrier concentration. Simultaneously, we further increase the strain by an even

thicker shell for the doped sample, which may contribute to a shift in emission energy as

well. At the same time, the relative contribution of the low energy shoulder is strongly

reduced, compared with the core-shell-only sample. This can be due to residual Fermi-

level pinning at the core-shell interface, in particular for not-lattice matched heterostruc-

tures. Increasing the doping will then decrease the ratio of spatially indirect transitions, as

introduced in Section 2.2. The origin of the low-energy peak at the same emission energy as

the core-only sample is not yet fully understood, but might be due to the increased parasitic

growth in between the single NW. As Si-dopants will reduce the diffusion length we expect

a thicker InAlAs “shell” covering the clustered growth. This may yield full relaxation and

thereby completely eliminating any strain related effects.

In summary, the In(Ga)As-InAlAs system offers many benefits and potential for future

experiments. In particular, by adding a δ-doped strained InAlAs-shell we could consid-

erably increase the PL-signal, facilitating future spectroscopic studies, but also rendering

sophisticated transport experiments possible.
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Growth of nanowires on Si(001)-substrates

For nanowire-based devices integrated onto the well-established silicon-platform it is often

desired to comply state-of-the art CMOS compatibility in order to find widespread use in

industry. Despite an often claimed interoperability there are still several missing objec-

tives. One important issue are deep level impurities, introduced e.g. by gold-catalyzed pro-

cesses, still the most common approach to grow InGaAs NW but forbidden within CMOS-

fabrication infrastructures. Catalyst-free growth of InGaAs NW, as introduced in Chapter

2 avoids this problem entirely, which is often quoted as one of the main advantages of

this growth regime. The requirement of comparatively low growth temperatures (ideally

<500◦C) in order to prevent material migration or interdiffusion of already processed layers

could require an adaption of the optimized growth conditions (480-610◦ for x(Ga)=0-80%).

Nevertheless, the least discussed requirement is the crystal orientation of the underlying

substrates. So far, all results presented base on Si(111) substrates, as the [111] direction is

the thermodynamic favorable growth direction, leading to well aligned NW-arrays.94,355–357

For implementation into CMOS-processes it will be indispensable to show solutions how

to migrate to the exclusively used Si(001) platform. There has been work before by Lu

and coworkers358 where they present MOCVD-grown NW-lasers on Si-based MOSFETs,

but this is based on random growth without the possibility to align the NW-structure to

underlying waveguide or logic-structures. For selective area epitaxy there has been recent

work by IBM,30 where a template-assisted scheme allows to force NW to grow at arbitrary

positions and directions. While this is a promising approach it is better suited for chemical,

i.e. MOCVD-based processes than for physical, i.e. MBE-based growth as the diffusion

length is a limiting factor. Advancing our NIL-based procedure from Section 1.2.2 we can

overcome these issues and obtain first results for InAs-NWs grown on commercial Si(001)-

wafer. Processing deeper holes into the thermal SiO2-matrix can force growth along the

according wafer-orientation. This involves less tedious fabrication and minimizes the dif-

fusion length of the adatoms on the surface, compared to a pillar like template-structure

as used by IBM.30 Employing an intermittent pseudo-Bosch-like dry-etching scheme the

selectivity of the imprint resist vs. SiO2 can be increased (6s of SiO2 etch, 6s break, details

in appendix A1). This allows us to reach etch depths comparable to the resist thickness

(selectivity of 1:1). By generating negative copies of our imprint master-stamps with ad-

justable depth we can thus address different NW-lengths, proving the excellent flexibility

of UV-NIL. For a first study we start with 50-100 nm deep holes, shown in Figure 4.23 (a).

The main challenge is to control the etching depth of the shuttered-process on a nm-

scale to prevent RIE-damage of the Silicon, otherwise only little to zero yield can be ob-

tained (not shown). Similar as for standard SAE, a remaining 3-10 nm thick protective
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Figure 4.23: (a) SEM image of growth template fabricated from Si(100)-wafer with 200 nm thermal
oxide. The different length scale vertically and horizontally results from the absent tilt correction
(70◦) (b) After 60 min growth of InAs the SiO2 was removed using BOE, revealing high yield NW
with a straight bottom segment up to the point where the end of the template is reached and growth
along equivalent [111]-directions is continued

oxide layer is left, which is wet-chemically removed directly before transferring the sample

into the growth chamber using controlled BOE. Longer etching times (both wet and dry)

inevitably increase the diameter of the final holes so the lateral dimensions of the stamp

need to be accordingly small to begin with. The high yield of the template structure directly

translates into a high yield of NWs, after 60 min growth at 500◦C substrate temperature us-

ing 0.24 Å/s In and 5.2·10-6 mbar BEP As4. The resulting NW are shown in Figure 4.23(b),

where after growth the protective SiO2 was removed using a prolonged HF-dip to better ac-

cess the morphology. As expected, the NW grow along the forced [001]-direction within the

template structure, reproducing the underlying tapered shape. However, as soon as the NWs

exceed the SiO2 thickness they switch to [111]-orientation, as seen by the NW “branches”

in the SEM image. Compared with growth on standard Si(111)-wafer with an only 20 nm-

thick SiO2 mask layer using identical growth conditions, which results in ≈ 800 nm long

NW, the length of NW grown on such Si(001)-substrates are considerably shorter with ≈
300 nm length (sum of stem and growth along [111]-direction). This illustrates the influence

of a reduced contribution of growth species arriving at the NW front facet due to diffusion
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(for identical direct impingement). Higher growth temperatures can increase the diffusion

length, but will simultaneously increase the desorption rate, which may reduce the axial

growth rate even further. In order to study the crystal structure in more detail we per-

formed TEM-studies, after transferring a representative set of NWs onto a carbon-coated

copper grid. Typical HRTEM images, recorded in <110> zone axis are shown in Fig.

4.23 (c-d). Comparing several NWs we find a similar behavior for all studied NW: from

at least one nucleation spot a triangular ZB-like segment forms from which growth then

continues along the [111]-directions.30 It is interesting to note, that the nucleation seems to

take place in the ZB-lattice, which was not observed so far for our NW grown on Si(111)

substrates. The reason therefore is not yet clear, but similar finding were obtained from

InAs -NW-networks, where at the intersection of two heavily stacking-faulted NW grown

along the [111] direction a phase-pure ZB-segment formed.359 From this ZB-pyramid with

[111]-terminated facets growth continues into both directions, developing a high density

of stacking defects parallel to the [111]-facets, typical for VS-grown InAs-NWȦt the end

of the template, the NW is no longer confined to the [001]-direction and follows the more

favorable [111]-directions. As there are 4 equivalent [111]-directions the NWs randomly

grow along at least 2 of them.

In conclusion, we established a route towards MBE grown NW on Si(001) templates,

vertically aligned by forcing nucleation in deep SiO2 pattern. Further optimizing the etching

procedure and imprint technology can offer straight-forward integration of fully CMOS-

compatible NW growth by MBE.
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“Count what is countable, measure what is measurable, and what is not

measurable, make measurable.”

Galileo Galilei

In the following, recipes and supplementary information are provided, which additionally

support the main part of this thesis as well as provide further interesting ideas for novel

device structures using InGaAs NW materials.

A.1 Supplementary information

A.1.1 List of samples

The following table lists sample numbers and MBE growth conditions for the samples shown
in this thesis.

Figure Sample # Substrate tG TG ΦAs ΦIn ΦGa ΦAl

(min) (◦C) (Å/s) (Å/s) (Å/s) (Å/s)

1.2(a)-(d) 10-08-13.3 p-Si(111), H2O2 treatment 24 480 19 0.36 - -

1.3(f) 05-28-13.1 p-Si(111), 250 nm imprint 125 480 2.8 0.24 - -

1.4(a-c) 05-28-13.2 p-Si(111), 250 nm imprint 45 480 2.8 0.24 - -

05-28-13.1 125 - -

05-23-13.1 200 - -

1.5(b-c) 10-12-12.2 p-Si(111), sputtered SiO2 24 500 19 0.36 - -

1.6(a) 02-12-13.1 p-Si(111), 250 nm imprint 40 500 19 0.36 - -

1.6(b) 11-15-12.4 p-Si(111), 250 nm imprint 3 500 0.19 - -

1.6(c) 11-02-12.3 p-Si(111), EBL, 5 µm pitch 10 500 0.19 - -

1.7(a) Epi-0119 p-Si(111), 250 nm imprint 60 550 19 0.52 - -

Epi-0116 550 19 0.42 - -

Epi-0111 550 19 0.36 - -

1.7(b) Epi-0116 550 19 0.42 - -

145
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Epi-0123 550 21.7 0.48 - -

Epi-0124 550 24.4 0.54 - -

1.7(c) Epi-0138 540 21.7 0.60 - -

Epi-0137 540 24.4 0.60 - -

Epi-0132 540 27.1 0.60 - -

1.8(a) Epi-0137 p-Si(111), 250 nm imprint 60 540 24 0.60 - -

1.8(b) Epi-0183 p-Si(111), 500 nm imprint 25 - -

1.8(c) Epi-0170 p-Si(111), 2000 nm imprint 30 - -

1.9(a) Epi-0171 p++-Si(111), 250 nm imprint 60 540 24.4 0.60 undoped -

1.9(b) Epi-0173 11A Si -

1.9(c) Epi-0174 12A Si -

1.9(d) Epi-0193 13A Si -

2.2(a) 11-21-12.1 p-Si(111), 250 nm imprint 60 590 19 0.09 0.27 -

12-06-12.3 0.06 0.20 -

08-16-13.1 0.04 0.13 -

2.2(b) 09-10-13.3 590 9.5 0.03 0.1 -

12-06-12.3 19 0.06 0.20 -

08-30-13.1 28.2 0.09 0.27 -

2.2(c) 10-08-13.2 590 28.2 0.11 0.32 -

12-10-13.2 600 -

01-16-14.1 610 -

2.3(a) 01-19-12.1 p-Si(111), 250 nm imprint 60 550 19 0.36 0 -

2.3(b) 01-13-12.3 0.33 0.03 -

2.3(c) 01-24-12.1 0.25 0.08 -

2.3(d) 01-24-12.2 0.18 0.13 -

2.3(e) 10-29-12.1 570 0.15 0.21 -

2.3(f) 09-21-12.3 0.14 0.22 -

2.3(g) 10-08-13.2 590 28.2 0.11 0.32 -

2.3(h) 01-16-14.1 610 0.11 0.32 -

2.4(a) Epi-0133 p-Si(111), 2000 nm imprint 60 540 30 0.60 0 -

2.4(b) Epi-0142 550 0.54 0.06 -

2.4(b) Epi-0156 570 0.48 0.12 -

2.5(a) 01-13-12.3 p-Si(111), 250 nm imprint 60 550 19 0.32 0.04 -

2.5(b) 10-29-12.1 570 0.15 0.21 -

2.5(h) 01-16-14.1 610 28.2 0.11 0.32 -

2.9(a-b) 12-05-12.1 p-Si(111), 250 nm imprint 60 560 19 0.28 0.08 -

2.12(a) Epi-0020 p-Si(111), 250 nm imprint 60 550 19 0.36 0 -
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2.12(b) 12-05-12.1 560 0.28 0.08 -

2.12(c) 01-23-14.2 570 0.24 0.12 -

2.12(d) 10-12-12.1 0.18 0.18 -

3.1(a-d) 02-12-13.1 p-Si(111), 250 nm imprint 60 500 19 0.36 - -

3.2(a-c) - -

3.4(a-f) 05-21-13.1 p-Si(111), 250 nm imprint 60 500 19 0.36 - -

3.5(d) - -

3.8(a) 12-10-13.1 p-Si(111), 10 µm imprint 120 540 19 0.36 - -

30 440 - -

3.9(a) 01-16-14.2 p-Si(111), 250 nm imprint 60 570 19 0.20 0.16 -

3.9(b) 02-11-14.1 60 570 19 0.20 0.16 -

30 490 19 0.20 - 0.16

3.9(c) 02-11-14.2 60 570 19 0.20 0.16 -

30 500 19 0.20 - 0.16

3.9(d) 02-11-14.3 60 570 19 0.20 0.16 -

30 510 19 0.20 - 0.16

3.10(a) 12-09-13.2 p-Si(111), 250 nm imprint 60 560 19 0.28 0.08 -

3.10(b) 12-09-13.1 60 560 0.28 0.08 -

30 510 0.28 - 0.08

3.10(c) 01-23-14.2 60 570 0.24 0.12 -

3.10(d) 01-23-14.3 60 570 0.24 0.12 -

30 510 0.24 - 0.12

3.10(e) 01-16-14.2 60 570 0.20 0.16 -

3.10(f) 01-16-14.3 60 570 0.20 0.16 -

30 510 0.20 - 0.16

3.10(g) 02-06-14.2 60 570 0.14 0.22 -

3.10(h-i) 02-06-14.3 60 570 0.14 0.22 -

30 510 0.14 - 0.22

3.11(a) 02-06-14.3 60 570 0.14 0.22 -

30 510 0.14 - 0.22

4.3 Epi-0072 p-Si(111), EBL 60 500 2.8 0.24 - -

4.4(a-b) Epi-0132 p-Si(111), 250 nm imprint 60 540 27 0.60 - -

4.4(c) Epi-0137 p-Si(111), 250 nm imprint 60 540 24.4 0.60 - -

4.4(c) Epi-0183 p-Si(111), 500 nm imprint 60 540 25.2 0.60 - -

4.4(c) Epi-0133 p-Si(111), 2000 nm imprint 60 540 30 0.60 - -

4.10(a) 12-09-13.2 p-Si(111), 250 nm imprint 60 560 19 0.28 0.08 -

4.10(b) Epi-0183 p-Si(111), 500 nm imprint 540 25.2 0.60 - -
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4.10(c) Epi-0157 p-Si(111), 2000 nm imprint 570 30 0.48 0.12 -

4.10(a) Epi-0183 p-Si(111), 500 nm imprint 60 540 25.2 0.60 - -

4.10(b) Epi-0157 p-Si(111), 2000 nm imprint 570 30 0.48 0.12 -

4.10(a-b) 12-09-13.2 p-Si(111), 250 nm imprint 60 560 19 0.28 0.08 -

4.10(c) Epi-0157 p-Si(111), 2000 nm imprint 570 30 0.48 0.12 -

4.18(a) Epi-0191 p-Si(111), 500 nm imprint 60 540 25.2 0.60 11A Si -

10 490 25.2 0.45 - 0.15

50 490 25.2 0.45 53A C 0.15

60 560 25.2 0.24 0.36 53A C

4.22(a) Epi-0170 p-Si(111), 2000 nm imprint 60 540 30 0.60 - -

4.22(b) Epi-0181 60 540 0.60 - -

25 490 0.45 - 0.15

10 490 - - 13A Si

75 490 0.45 - 0.15

4.23(a-d) Epi-0112 p-Si(100), 250 nm imprint 60 500 2.8 0.24 - -

A.1.1(e-f) 01-31-13.1 p-Si(111), sputtered SiO2 110 550 19 0.15 - -

0.5 0.15 0.19 -

2.5 0.15 - -

0.5 0.15 0.19 -

90 0.15 - -

A.2.2(d) 08-05-13.1 p++-GaSb(111), sputtered SiO2 50 460 12.6 0.24 - -

Table A1: Overview of growth parameters and sample numbers for each figure in this thesis.

A.1.2 Double barrier structure

Access to bandgap-tunable NW materials allows to combine them into more complex het-

erostructures. Using larger bandgap materials to passivate the substantial surface states

in a radial geometry was investigated in chapter 3. In the following we focus on axial

heterostructures. A typical example of NWs embedding segments with lower bandgap (Eg)

are optically active QDs, confining charge carriers in all spatial directions. This can lead

to a 0-dimensional density of states if the size of the QD is on the order of the deBroglie

wavelength λ = h
2m∗ekBT

, depending on the effective mass m∗e, which in turn depends on the

bandgap of the material. The main benefit of QDs embedded in NW-based photonic waveg-

uides is improved out-coupling of the generated, non-classical light compared with planar

structures, thus highly promising as e.g. single-photon source for applications in the field

of quantum cryptography.360–364 Here, we provide another interesting concept for QDs em-

bedded in an axial double-barrier-heterostructure, namely for resonant tunnel diodes based
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on InAs-InGaAs-NWs. Starting with high-aspect ratio InAs NW, we thereby embed thin

barriers of larger bandgap In1-xGaxAs, as required for such complex devices as single elec-

tron transistors (single electron transistor (SET)s) or resonant tunneling diodes (resonant

tunneling diode (RTD)s).

The basic band structure of such a device is shown in Figure A.1.1(a) for the InAs-

InGaAs system. Both the conduction (CB) and valence band (VB) are shown using ef-

fective mass calculations213 at 4K lattice temperature for a 20 nm InAs dot separated from

the remaining NW with two 5 nm-thick In1-xGaxAs barriers with varying Ga-content x(Ga)

without including lattice-mismatch induced strain. The two segments of wider bandgap

material serve as tunneling barriers, mainly for electrons given the larger conduction band

offset, and if spaced close enough the resulting confinement quantizes the allowed electron

energies within this dot. Applying a voltage on both sides as illustrated for a simplified

case without metal contacts in (b), we can expect a peak conductance in I-V measurements

for energies of the confined dot coinciding with the energy of electrons from the emitter

side. Using an extra back gate structure we can tune the electrical potential of the island as

well and thus the energetic position of the quantized states. Applications of such devices

are electronics with low power dissipation or sensitive charge detectors. And InAs as base

material is particularly suited for such devices as the small bandgap Eg = 0.35 eV provides

strong quantum confinement and high mobility, required for high-speed applications. While

first groups reported successful implementation of such structures, so far only gold-induced

NW have been used, severely limiting compatibility with Si-based devices.243,365–368

In addition, using a VS-growth regime should allow for sharper interfaces, as any change

in group-III material will directly affect growth without the need to first depleting the reser-

voir within the droplet.16 By using growth conditions suited for both InAs stem as well as

InGaAs barrier, we avoid any growth interruption for best interface quality but still maintain

good crystal quality (TG = 550◦, ΦAs = 3.5·10-5 mbar, ΦIn = 0.15 Å/s, ΦGa = 0.19 Å/s).

Growing on Si(111) wafer prepared for self-assembled NW growth, we start with a nominal

1 µm long InAs stem (tG = 110 min), before the first barrier is defined by adding the accord-

ing Ga-flux for 33s, equivalent to about 5 nm nominal thickness. Closing the Ga-shutter for

a certain time, we grow the InAs dot, which is embedded by a symmetric barrier of another

33s InGaAs and a final top-segment of nominal 800 nm InAs. The nominal Ga-content

of these growth conditions is equivalent to 55% yielding a sufficiently high conduction

band offset as barrier. One inherent problem of axial structures grown in VS-mode is the

inevitable accompanied lateral growth, resulting instead of ideal axial heterostructures in

a composite structure as sketched in Figure A.1.1(c). Thus in order to avoid any parasitic

channels in the final measurement, we have to radially remove a certain amount of mate-

rial from each side-facet, resulting in a structure similar to Figure A.1.1(d). This can be
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Figure A.1.1: (a) Simulated conduction (CB) and valence band (VB) of InAs NW with two 5 nm-
thick In1-xGaxAs barriers separating a 20 nm InAs island for different Ga-content
x(Ga) at 4K with no strain included. (b) For x(Ga)= 0.55 an increasing voltage is
applied (no metal contacts) and the according band structure up to 20 V/µm shows
that we can tune through all possible quantized states. (c) Schematic illustration of an
axial InAs-InGaAs heterostructure as grown, with radial growth resulting in parasitic
side channels. (d) Wet-chemical etching can remove radially grown InGaAs, thinning
the NW down to the required thickness and indicate the barrier width when a selective
etch is used. (e) The accompanied change in surface tension upon desiccation can
form tent-like clustering for high aspect ratio structures as shown in this colored SEM
micrograph.369 (f) Detailed view of NW grown with different growth times of the
InAs dot (133s / 200s) after wet-chemical etching, resulting in varying segment length
(33 nm 86 nm) but similar barrier length (≈ 60 nm), demonstrating the increased
etching rate for larger Ga-content x(Ga). For better visibility, the segments are colored.
(g) Optical micrograph of NW dispersed onto a substrate with predefined contacts
(Ti/Au) for later bonding and single contacts defined with electron beam lithography.
The inset shows an AFM scan for a detailed view of both contacts (source / drain) (h)
I-V characteristic at 4K of an exemplary NW with smaller island size. Plotting the
differential conductance dI/dVS D as function of source-drain (VS D) and gate voltage
via the non-local backgate (highly doped Si-substrate) we find a strong indication of
coulomb-blockade diamonds, as indicated by dotted lines. For negative gate voltage
the n-type NW shows the expected depletion.
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readily achieved using wet-chemical etching. A short exposure4 of 20s in citric acid and

hydrogen peroxide will etch both InAs and InGaAs, with a higher etching rate of InGaAs,

and simultaneously reduce the diameter of the entire structure well into a quantum confined

regime.370,371 One problem often encountered when exposing NW with high-aspect ratio

and filling factor to liquids is clustering into tent-like structures upon desiccation, probably

due to surface-tension, as illustrated in Figure A.1.1(e). Supercritical drying may overcome

this, but since we remove our NW for subsequent characterization we omit this step for the

time being. One benefit of choosing an etching recipe with a certain selectivity between

InAs and InGaAs is the possibility to evaluate the dimensions of our barriers without the

need for demanding TEM-analysis. Using different growth times for the intermediate InAs

step we can vary the length of our island and estimate its size in SEM, as shown in Figure

A.1.1(f) for 133s and 200s growth, resulting in about 33 nm and 86 nm long InAs segments,

respectively, and barrier thicknesses of 60 nm on average. The dimensions of both bar-

rier and NW stem are not entirely governed by the growth conditions alone, but also from

the surrounding NWs determining the local material supply. Within this self-assembled

regime, we have to expect a larger size distribution as the interwire spacing between adja-

cent NW fluctuates. In a next step, we fabricate transistor structures from the NW with the

smaller QD. First, they are suspended in isopropanol to ultrasonically remove them from

the substrate and drop-cast onto prepatterned, highly n-type doped silicon substrates with

200 nm of thermal SiO2 on top. The prepatterning can be done with optical lithography,

defining macroscopic contact pads for subsequent contacting and alignment markers. After

dispersing the NW, they are contacted with electron beam lithography, using the predefined

marker to align the according pattern, as exemplarily shown in Figure A.1.1(g). Before

metallization, a 10s etch in 1% BOE removes any surface oxide and the contact metal layer

consists of 20 nm Ni / 80 nm Au. This allows formation of high quality ohmic contacts,

given the pronounced electron accumulation at the surface due to the distinct surface Fermi-

level pinning of InAs (see section 2.2).

For one typical device with a dot size on the order of 33 nm as extracted from SEM, elec-

trical characterization is carried out at 4.2 K. Using the non-local global silicon back gate

we can tune the Fermi-level position and thereby the carrier concentration of our intrinsi-

cally undoped, n-type NW while applying a source-drain voltage via the top-contacts and

measure the resulting current in a 2-terminal configuration. The according differential con-

ductance dI/dVS D as a function of source-drain VS D and gate voltage VG is shown in Figure

A.1.1(h). As illustrated with the dotted lines for better visibility, we can observe an indica-

tion of so called coulomb-blockade diamonds. As mentioned before, depending on the size

of the inner InAs section the confinement along growth direction increases, and for small

enough dots (≈ 30 nm) tunneling via single quantum states is expected to develop.367 In this

4C6H8O7 : H2O2 = 5 : 1. Use 1 molar citric acid and 32% hydrogen peroxide
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case, single electrons can be added by increasing the gate voltage. For confinement along

growth direction similar or stronger than lateral confinement, as expected from our small

island, no pronounced periodicity with varying gate voltage should develop. This is because

the charging energy becomes comparable to the energy from quantum confinement which

can indeed be observed, similar as for negative gate voltages, showing the expected deple-

tion of the NW.366 However, similar observations have been made for quantum dots defined

by the inherent WZ-ZB stacking faults even for pure InAs NW.372 In order to finally con-

clude that the epitaxial defined structure is the origin for this effect, further measurements

with different barrier structures are required and the charging energy accurately determined.

A.1.3 Dielectrophoresis

Instead of drop-casting NW from solution or mechanically transferring them, both highly

random procedures, we adapted a method to precisely position single NW onto predefined

locations and subsequently contact them electrically. The so called dielectrophoretic (DEP)

assembly uses AC electric fields to align NW in solution at specific sites, predefined by

optical lithography. DEP has been used already for carbon nanotubes373 or silicon and oxide

NWs374–376 and is schematically shown in Figure A.1.2(a). First, antenna-like structures

are pre-patterned onto the required substrate, e.g. Si/SiO2 with a gap between the tips

slightly shorter than the length of the according NW. This is shown in Figure A.1.2(b) for

a gap size of 1 µm and several tips in parallel, made of 10/100 nm Ti/Au. The NW itself

are suspended in ethanol for ultrasonically removing them from the substrate and drop-

casted into the gap of antenna-like structures. Applying an AC-voltage between the outer

Figure A.1.2: (a) Schematic illustration of dielectrophoresis for trapping single NW in solution at
precise locations using an AC-voltage. (b) Overview of the used optical mask, featuring eight 1 µm
gaps for NW trapping in parallel. Marker structures allow subsequent alignment for contacting or
processing of gate-structures. After successful trapping, one of the global electrodes can be cleaved
along the dotted line if the substrate is aligned accordingly in order to electrically access single
NW. (c) Detailed colored SEM micrograph, showing a trapped NW after contacting in a second
lithography step.
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contacts, the polarizable NW experiences a force along the field lines, which in case of a less

polarizable suspension medium (i.e. ethanol) pushes it towards the electric field maxima.

After the solvent is evaporated, a second lithography step can be used to contact the now

immobile NW, “bonded” by van der Waals forces. This is shown in Figure A.1.2(c), for a

successfully trapped NW, contacted in a second step using the same mask-design. In order

to probe single NW, the global contacts used for applying the AC-voltage can be cleaved, if

the cleavage plane is aligned along the dotted line in Figure A.1.2 (b). Using the amplifier

shown in Figure A.1.3 also high-frequency sources with low output-power can be used. For

InAs NW, 100 kHz / ±5V yielded best results with significantly faster processing compared

with EBL.

Figure A.1.3: (a-b) Circuit diagrams and components required for DEP-amplifier, featuring two
channels, for positive and inverse amplification, adjustable in a fully shielded case as shown in (c)
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A.1.4 PL-setup

Figure A.1.4: Schematic drawing of the µ-PL setup used for measurements in the mid-IR range. A
He/Ne laser (632.8 nm, max. 25 mW, Thorlabs) is attenuated by a variable density filter for power-
dependent measurements and modulated with a 50/50 chopper, whose frequency (950 Hz) serves
as reference for the required Lock-in amplifier (Stanford SR380). Coupling the excitation beam
via a short optical fiber into a sealed box, surrounding the entire beam-path, signal losses due to
water absorption can be minimized by purging with dry nitrogen. A reflective objective (Edmund
Optics x36) is used to focus the laser spot (minimal diameter ≈ 2 µm) onto the sample and collect
the IR-signal. The sample itself is mounted within a He-flow cryostat for temperature dependent
measurements down to 4K. For spatially resolved measurements a customized closed loop piezo-
system (Mici200, Piezo-Systems Jena) allows high-precision scans. Using an optimized CaF2 cold
mirror, the IR-signal is coupled into the detection path and a Si-filter blocks any residual laser-light.
The 2.5 µm blazed grating within the spectrometer (Horriba Yvonne HR640) spectrally resolves the
signal onto the liquid nitrogen cooled InSb single channel detector, which is coupled back to the
computer-based data acquisition.
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TEM micrographs

Figure A.1.5: (a) Representative HR-TEM image of an InAs NW (growth temperature: 500◦C),
overgrown with 300s of GaAs and in-situ annealing at 740◦C for 300s in arsenic free conditions
(base-pressure < 1·109 mbar). The resulting crystal structure is ZB with a high twinning defect
density, which is also reflected in the SAD pattern in (b), with twins marked accordingly in orange
and green.

Figure A.1.6: (a) Representative HR-TEM image of an InAs NW grown at optimized conditions for
small diameter (TG=500◦C, tG=3 min, ΦAs=19Å/s, ΦIn=0.19Å/s), exhibiting still a high density of
stacking faults with no larger WZ or ZB segments.
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Figure A.1.7: Representative TEM image of a lamella structure prepared from InAs-InAsP core-
shell NW with a nominal P-content x(P)=0.6. Within two regions, an EDXS spectral map is acquired
as indicated as colored boxes. The according energy resolved spectra for both core and shell are
shown as well. No phosphorus can be detected in the core and from the normalized ratios between
In/As a mean x(P)=0.37 can be determined.
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SEM micrographs

Figure A.1.8: SEM images of InAs NW for growth optimization at elevated temperatures. In each
panel the main variable parameter is shown in color with the parameter marked in bold. From each
series, the best result is used to iteratively improve the overall morphology in the next panel. The
insets in the last series indicate the change in yield and parasitic growth. The pitch for all samples is
250 nm.
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Figure A.1.9: SEM micrographs of delta-doped InAs-InAlAs NW with an epitaxially grown Al-
layer for high-quality contacts. The magnification shows a single NW from the sample grown with
2 µm pitch.
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A.2 Substrate preparation

A.2.1 HSQ

Hydrogen Silsesquioxane (HSQ) is a class of inorganic compound of the form [HSiO3/2]n

and can thus be described as a hybrid between inorganic ceramic material (thermally stable,

inorganic Si-O-Si bond) and more organic, silicone like polymers (H-Si fragment).377 Most

widely used is the cubic H8Si8O12, and a main application for HSQ is as high resolution,

negative electron beam resist with a resolution down to 10nm.378 Additionally, it can also be

used for stamp-fabrication in NIL379 and both selective area epitaxy380 as well as for self-

assembled NW growth.110 Focusing on the latter, we take advantage of the effect that HSQ

can be cross-linked not only by radiation of electron beams or EUV (λ <157nm), but also

curing above 300◦C can transform it into amorphous SiOx, which can simultaneously lead

to creation of nanoscale pores.381 Optimizing the procedure we found following parameters

to work best:

Instead of cross-linking, the sample can also be exposed in EBL, where a prebake at

120◦C for 120s, exposure of 500 µC/cm2 and developing for 75s with 25% tetramethy-

lammonium hydroxide (TMAH) gave the best results. Regarding etching, standard dry-

chemical etching with RIE using a SF6-C4F8 based process (SiEtchOpt4.1) results in double

the etching rate as compared with thermally grown SiO2 (1.3nm/s vs. 0.67nm/s) and wet-

chemical etching with diluted HF solution yielded even higher etching rates, given a less

dense oxide structure because of cage-network structure during cross-linking.

Starting with Dow Corning R© XR-1541, 6% in MIBK from Biesterfeld AG, it is diluted

1:15 with highly pure MIBK. It should be noted that HSQ has to be kept below 5◦C at any

Figure A.2.1: AFM image of a Si(111) wafer with 12 nm HSQ based amorphous silicon oxide
after cross-linking in a RTA and annealing in UHV-environment of a MBE preparation chamber for
300◦C and 30min. A porous like structure with a high density of nanoscale pinholes can be found.
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time to maintain the short shelf life of 6 months. Using glassware will start cross-linking,

particularly important for storage and pipetting (i.e. glass pipettes will clog up). After

cleaning the substrates and removing any native oxide with BOE the sample is blow dried

with N2 and spin coated at 5000 rpm (2500 rpm ramp, 60s). Cross-linking is performed

within a RTA, pumping down to 40 mbar and flushing with N2 during the entire process,

heating it up to 500◦C for 1800s, which should lead to complete solvent loss. Using el-

lipsometry, the thickness can be determined (refractive index n=1.41, extinction coefficient

k=0), which is very reproducible and uniform (around 12 nm for the given conditions). For

NW growth, the wafer is subsequently transferred into the MBE, where a second annealing

step within the preparation chamber at ≈ 300◦C for 30min will lead to the expected opening

of nanoscale pinholes, as can be seen from the AFM image in Figure A.2.1. Apparently, an

UHV environment is required for this, as after the RTA step no such holes can be found.

A.2.2 GaSb

For future low-power electronics, tunnel field effect transistor (TFET) have emerged as one

of the prime candidates, given possible subthreshold swings below the limit of conventional

transistors (60mV/decade).382 Using a broken band alignment of narrow bandgap materials

improved on-state performance has been predicted, making the doped InAs/GaSb material

combination an ideal system.383 The according band-alignment of InAs with a n-type dop-

ing concentration of 1·10-17cm-3 and GaSb of different p-type doping is illustrated in Figure

A.2.2(a), using 1D nextnano3 effective mass calculation.213

Using this material in a NW geometry, optimal electrostatic coupling by using a wrap-

gate geometry and reduced carrier scattering for 1D structures with a suppressed density of

states is expected to lead to superior performance.383 Nevertheless, growth of such struc-

tures is non-trivial, given the required change of both group-III and -V material. In addi-

tion, during the time of this work, no Sb-cell was available, meaning that NW-based tunnel

diodes can only be realized between InAs NW and GaSb substrate. This directly implicates

the problem of oxide desorption, as without Sb-back pressure, GaSb substrates are only

stable up to 400◦C, preventing the commonly realized in-situ oxide desorption which is

necessary for successful epitaxial NW growth with high quality interfaces. Adapting the

work of M. Kodama384 we could nevertheless optimize a procedure which replaces the high-

temperature annealing step before growth with a sequence of wet chemical treatments. One

commonly known issue of GaSb surfaces is its high reactivity, leading to quick oxidiza-

tion under ambient conditions which is, unlike InP or GaAs, neither self-limiting, stable or

abrupt.385 This requires accurate handling of the very expensive wafer (≈ 600AC /wafer) and

immediate storage in oxygen free environment even during the short time between etching
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and transfer into UHV. Before etching, one prepares 5 bowls, with magnetic stirs for the

first 2 solutions to ensure sufficient mixing:

• 160ml CH3COOH (100%) : 72ml HNO3 (63%) : 8ml HCl (36%)

• 6ml HNO3 (63%) : 180ml HCl (36%, 5◦C)

• 200ml HCl (36%) at room temperature

• 200ml methanol

• 200ml isopropanol (IPA)

If everything is prepared, subsequently use:

• etch 40s in CH3COOH-solution

• etch 20s in HCl/HNO3

• etch 10s in HCl at room temperature

• rinse in methanol

• store in IPA

Immediate transfer into the MBE chamber is followed. As GaSb(111) is very challenging

to cleave, we designed a utility to scribe along the entire wafer length to force a certain

cleavage plane, as sketched in Figure A.2.2(b), showing a stop bar and an intake device for

fixation. Each smaller sample can then be mounted using Ga-bonding. In order to verify the

effectiveness of the proposed deoxidation procedure we conducted RHEED-experiments.

Compared with reference samples with native oxide, we obtain clear, distinct RHEED spots,

as shown in Figure A.2.2(c), indicative for successful surface treatment. Still, after chemical

treatment the surface is comparatively rough, which on the other hand is appropriate to serve

as nucleation spots for subsequent NW growth. After first growth optimization we obtain

sufficiently high yield using a growth temperature of TG = 460◦C, ΦAs = 2.33·10-5 mbar

and ΦIn = 0.24Å/s. After 50min growth this results in NW as shown in Figure A.2.2(d),

about 1.6±0.3 µm long and on average 40±11 nm thick, thin enough to profit from an onset

of confinement. The pronounced parasitic cluster growth could so far not be reduced, as

lowering V/III ratio and increasing substrate temperature yielded even worse results. For

measuring the I-V characteristic, devices were fabricated from standing NW. For ohmic

back contacts, gold was evaporated onto the backside of undoped substrates while for highly

p-type substrates silver varnished can achieve similar quality. Embedding the NW in BCB

and etching back until only the top part is exposed (similar to section 4.3) allows to contact

the NW tips using a Pt-Ir coated AFM tip and using conductive AFM measurements we

can record the current-voltage characteristics. This also prevents from measuring cluster-

like features, as they will not protrude the planarization layer. Exemplarily, we show here

the best results from NW grown on p++-GaSb at 460◦C, yielding a distinct peak to valley
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current ratio (PVCR) of 1.8 and a peak current density exceeding 7kA/cm2, serving as a

first measure for the quality of our tunnel diode.

This shows, that TFETs could potentially be realized using a InAs-NW - GaSb-substrate

heterojunction. Certainly, when a Sb-source is available, this paradigm can be transferred

to the realization of fully axial InAs-GaSb-NW based tunnel diodes and TFETs. For more

details please refer to the according bachelor thesis of M. Speckbacher.386

Figure A.2.2: (a) Band alignment of an InAs/GaSb heterojunction for different doping levels of the
GaSb part and a fixed doping concentration of 1·10-17/cm3 for the InAs region as calculated with
nextnano3. No strain was taken into account and a lattice temperature of 4K is assumed. A broken
band alignement of conduction (cb) and valence band (vb) is found. (b) Schematic drawing of a
cleaving device, featuring an inlet for under-pressure to fix the according sample and two stop bars
for accurate scribing. (c) RHEED-pattern of a successfully wet-chemically deoxidized GaSb wafer,
showing 3 distinct spots, indicative for clean, oxide free surface. (d) SEM image of representative
InAs NW grown on highly p-type GaSb grown at 460◦C (e) semi-logarithmic I-V-characteristic for
a representative InAs NW from (d) showing negative differential resistance (NDR), together with
a fit of the diode current in red (ideality factor ≈ 7). Note the small hysteresis, in particular in the
regions of NDR. Partially adapted from [386].

A.2.3 Electron beam lithography

Detailed recipe for EBL process:

• Clean wafer with 5min ultrasonic in acetone, rinse with IPA, purge with N2

• Remove adsorbed water residues on hotplate (180◦C, >60s)
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• Spin coat PMMA 950K for 40s, 6000rpm, ramp 6000rpm

• Prebake on hotplate, 180◦C, 5min

• Write 40 nm diameter holes with EBL

(10kV, 10 µm aperture, 50 µm write field, area: stepsize 0.002 µm / 100 µC/cm2, single pixel line:

stepsize 0.01 µm / 300pC/cm2, dot: stepsize 0.01 µm / 0.1fC/cm2, curved elements: step 0.005 µm /

150 µC/cm2)

• Develop for 60s with MIBK : IPA (1:3), stop reaction in pure IPA for 30s

• Remove residual resist in holes with 10s O2-plasma, 200W in barrel etcher

• Check SiO2-thickness with ellipsometry

• Dry etch SiO2 with RIE (see A.3.3) down to 3nm

• Remove resist with 5min ultrasonic in acetone, IPA and 5min O2-plasma, 200W

• Before transferring into MBE, remove final oxide with 30s BOE (2%, Honeywell) at

24◦C, etching ≈ 5 nm

A.2.4 Thermal imprint lithography

Detailed recipe for T-NIL process:

• Clean wafer with 5min ultrasonic in acetone, rinse with IPA, purge with N2

• Spin coat imprint polymer mr-I 8010r (MicroResist) for 30s, 3000rpm (≈ 100 nm

thick)

• Prebake on hotplate, 100◦C, 60s

• Imprint 7min at 30bar and 165◦C using an Obducat Nanoimprinter

• Demold below 90◦C

• Remove residual resist in holes with 20s O2-plasma, in RIE (etch rate 1.2nm/s)

• Dry etch SiO2 with RIE (see A.3.3) down to 3nm

• Remove resist with 5min ultrasonic in acetone, IPA and 5min O2-plasma, 200W

• Before transferring into MBE, remove final oxide with 30s BOE (2%, Honeywell) at

24◦C, etching ≈ 5 nm

A.2.5 UV imprint lithography

Detailed recipes for UV-NIL process. For producing copies of existing positive (i.e. pillars

protruding e.g. a Si-wafer) or negative master stamps (i.e. holes within e.g. a Si-wafer) the
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following recipe was developed. Positive master stamps require twofold execution, using

the negative copy obtained in the first run to produce a second, transparent positive copy

of the original structure. For all following steps, the use of open lid spin coaters proved to

yield better results.

Prepare master stamp:

• Clean master stamp in acetone, IPA and prepare surface with 120s O2-plasma, 200W

in barrel etcher

• Place in exsiccator together with anti sticking layer (ASL) agent (perfluorooctyltrichlor-

silane, SigmaAldrich) for 30min, while continously pumping down

• Remove excessive (i.e. more than about 1 monolayer) ASL with softbake for 15min

at 135◦C on hotplate

Copy master stamp:

• Start with 300 µm thick, 31mm wide glass disks, serving as supporting structure

• Clean with acetone, IPA and 5min O2-plasma, 600W in a barrel etcher

• Spin coat 60s, 4000rpm with OrmoPrime R©08 (MicroResist), an adhesion promoter

solution based on organofunctional silanes

• Hardbake for 5min at 150◦C on a hotplate

• After cooldown, carefully place a drop of OrmoStamp R© (MicroResist) onto the cleaned,

prepared master stamp. After short dwell time (3-4s) to ensure proper dispensing

bring in close contact with polymer scaffold. Cure entire structure with UV-light at

200W maskaligner for 30s, baking together both parts

• Demold original master stamp

• Place on hotplate at room temperature, slowly heat up to 130◦C and keep it for 30min

Prepare wafer:

• Clean wafer with 5min ultrasonic in acetone, rinse with IPA, clean with 300s O2-

plasma, 200W in barrel etcher

• Check SiO2-thickness with ellipsometry

• Spin coat primer (mr-APS1, MicroResist) for 60s, 5000rpm (<10 nm thick)

• Softbake 60s, 150◦C on hotplate

• After cool down, spin coat UV imprint polymer (mr-UVCur21-100 nm, MicroResist)

for 60s, 3000rpm (100nm). Adjust thickness to stamp features if required. Dilution
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possible using thinner (mr-T 1070, MicroResist), or thicker resists available (mr-

UVCur21-200nm or -300nm)

Imprint wafer:

• Place transparent imprint stamp on spin coated resist

• Evacuate until no air bubbles are left and steady state is reached

• Apply pressure using the UV-NIL-imprinter to obtain close contact

• Expose for 180s at 450 nm or until required dose is reached (depending on light source)

• Purge and retrieve samples

• Demold stamp

• Remove residual resist in holes with 20s O2-plasma, in RIE (etch rate 1.2nm/s)

• Dry etch SiO2 with RIE (see A.3.3) down to 3nm

• Remove any resist with 5min ultrasonic in acetone, IPA and 5min O2-plasma, 600W,

barrel etcher

• Remove any further residues of silane based primer using 15min bath in 150◦C hot

piranha solution (2:1 H2SO4:H2O2

• Before transferring into MBE, remove final oxide with 30s BOE (2%, Honeywell) at

24◦C, etching ≈ 5 nm
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Figure A.2.3: Schematic overview of an imprint stamp containing arrays with 10 × 10 µm pitch,
separated with supporting line structures for the required filling factor for high quality
imprints. On these lines, growth of self-assembled NW will allow to compare the
effect of selective area epitaxy on the very same wafer. Each of the 100 arrays can be
unambiguously identified using marker structures. This stamp can be directly used
for T-NIL or fabrication of UV-NIL stamps. The inset shows an SEM micrograph of
one array after NW growth. Marker and supporting line structures appear dark due to
a high density of NWs.
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A.3 Fabrication recipes

A.3.1 Contacts

p-InGaAs

Clean surface with O2-plasma and remove surface oxide with 20s etch of HCl:H2O = 1:5.

Metallize with Pd-Ti-Pt-Au (90-150-150-1000Å) under 45◦ using electron-beam-evaporation.

n-Si

Carefully remove surface oxide by mechanically abrasion before Al/Au (700/1000Å) is

thermally evaporate using a shadow mask

p-Si

Carefully remove surface oxide by mechanically abrasion before Ti/Au (100/1500Å) is

electron-beam evaporated.

p-InP

Clean surface with O2-plasma and remove surface oxide with 3min of 2M HCl. Metallize

with Au/Be-Au (800-1200Å) under 45◦ using electron-beam-evaporation.

PEDOT:PSS

PEDOT:PSS, short version for Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) poly(styrene sulfonic acid)

aqueous composite is a transparent, highly ductile conductive p-type like polymer, which

can reach similar conductivities like ITO, when proper post-treatments are applied.313,387 In

order to fabricate PEDOT structures, it is mixed 1:2 with VLSI-grade IPA and by using a

filter extension for standard syringes directly applied onto the cleaned sample. Spin-coating

for 40s at 6000rpm results in 50-70 nm thick layers, but repeating this process can be per-

formed to reach the required thickness. Even without further treatment a high transparency

is achieved (see Figure A.3.1), using 10min annealing at 200◦C in nitrogen atmosphere

can increase conductivity further. It has to be noted though, that lift-off-like processes are

hard to achieve, as PEDOT is spin coated and will such cover completely any photo-resist,

complicating easy top-contact definition.
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Figure A.3.1: Transmission for a thick layer of PEDOT (3 layers, spin-speed=4000 rpm). Highly
transparent in the visible range (>90%) it decreases down to 50% in the Mid-IR.

ITO

ITO, short for indium-tin oxide is a widely used transparent conducting oxide. It is usually

sputtered in a controlled oxygen environment, but it can also be deposited using electron

beam evaporation of sintered ITO-pellets (Alfa Aeser).311 Starting with a background pres-

sure below 6 ·10-7 mbar even the lowest possible electron power will result in rates between

1-5 Å/s (density 7.1g/cm3, z-ratio=0.439). For the experiments shown in the following,

Figure A.3.2: (a) The transmission of 150 nm thick ITO-samples annealed at different temperatures
for 60min at ambient conditions, the visible range is shown as blue shaded area. The highest
transparency way obtained for 300◦C. (b) Photograph of the sample with the highest transmission,
despite a grayish haze the underlying text is clearly visible. (c) Resistivity as measured using a
2-point probe measurement. Clearly, the samples with higher annealing temperatures are more
conducting. (d) Mobility, as obtained from Hall-measurements. Again, the sample at 300◦C shows
the best values.
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150 nm were deposited, resulting in a metallic/mirror like appearance. In order to increase

the transparency, the samples have to be annealed at ambient conditions (i.e. O2 available).

Changing the temperature up to 350◦C, (limit of BCB, used in the solar cell process), the

transparency increases significantly, as shown in Figure A.3.2(a), where the transmission is

shown for different annealing temperatures. Interestingly, there seems to be a local maxi-

mum at around 300◦C, which will be used in the following. Assuming negligible reflectiv-

ity, we can estimate the according bandgaps ITO annealed at different temperatures, fitting

the onset of the absorption coefficient α2 versus energy which results in 3.6eV for the 300◦C

sample in good agreement with literature.311,388 In (b) a photograph of the sample with the

highest transparency is shown, despite some gray haze, the sample is highly transparent.

Looking at the resistivity shown in (c), as measured with a 2-point probe experiment, also

here a clear increase in conductivity is shown for higher annealing temperatures as well as

in (d), where the mobility from Hall-measurements is given.

A.3.2 Wet etching

InGaAs

A selective etch of InGaAs from InP can be obtained by using H2SO4-based solutions:389

H2SO4 : H2O2 : H2O = 1 : 1 : 10

Freshly prepared, 17s are sufficient to remove any InGaAs from radial NW solar cells from

chapter 4.3. Alternatively, H3PO4 can be used with about 3.4nm/s etching rate at 20◦C:390

H3PO4 : H2O2 : H2O = 1 : 1 : 40

InP

For InP etching, HCl based etchants produced best results389 :

HCl : H2O2 = 1 : 1

This strongly exothermic reacting solution has to prepared just before etching (diluted ver-

sions produced no results). 5s are enough to remove most of the remaining III-V materials

from radial NW solar cells from chapter 4.3. Dilute right after etching with ample amounts

of H2O to prevent vigorous obverboiling. Ascertain that no metal tweezers are used but

Teflon.
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InAs

For InAs and In-rich InGaAs, citric acid can be used for etching:370

C6H8O7 : H2O2 = 5 : 1

Citric acid (C6H8O7) solution is prepared by dissolving 1g anhydrous citric acid crystals

per 1ml deionized H2O. Given the endothermic reaction ultrasonic can lead to faster dis-

solution. Freshly prepared, 20s are sufficient to remove any InGaAs from radial NW solar

cells from chapter 4.3.

Silicon

Isotropic, wet chemical etching of Silicon can be obtained using a solution of nitric acid

(HNO3) and hydrofluoric acid (HF).391 It can be described by a two-step process, with the

oxidation of silicon by nitric acid and the subsequent dissolution of oxide by HF:392

Si + 4 HNO3 −−−→ 3 SiO2 + 4 NO + 2 H2O

SiO2 + 6 HF −−−→ H2SiF6 + 2 H2O

Using concentrated solutions (60ml HNO370% : 40ml HF10%) will typically result in very

fast etching rates (10-20nm/s) with an induction period in the beginning with an unstable

and considerably lower etching rate. This can be overcome by either adding NaNO2 as a

catalyst or by dissolving a small piece of silicon before etching to create the reactive nitrous

acid which is presumably autocatalytically generated.392 Using CH3COOH98% can help to

stabilize the reaction and reduce the etching rate (55mlCH3COOH98%+35mlHNO370%+20mlHF10%.

The solution has always to be prepared fresh and from unbuffered HF.

Native InP oxide

3min of 2M HCl are sufficient to remove any native InP oxide below XPS resolution.393

(12.5ml H2O + 8.2ml HCl, fill up with H2O to 50ml).

A.3.3 Reactive ion etching

Optimized for a Oxford Instruments RIE 80 Plus, with 10 sscm He-backing for sufficient

thermal contact. Background pressure <2·10-5Torr. Most optical resists, such as AZ 5214

E (MicroChemicals) crosslink during elongated RIE-etching periods, preventing easy re-
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moval afterwards, without damaging the underlying structure. Using lower temperatures

(T<0◦C) and cycled processes (t=5s) can circumvent this.

Material Etching rate C4F8 SF6 O2 T pressure RF ICP

[nm/s] [sccm] [sccm] [sccm] [◦C] [mTorr] [W] [W]

BCB 3 10 90 25 35 50
10 10 90 25 35 50 250

SiO2 0.67 30 20 25 15 15 220

Table A1: Overview of the employed RIE-etching processes as mentioned in the separate chapters.

A.3.4 PCB

Supplementary information to the details provided in section 4.3 regarding processing of

PCBs for bonding of opto-electronic devices. The layout of the “chip carrier” is devised

with electronic computer-aided design software (EAGLE) and features 6 isolated pins on

each side for wire-bonded top-contacts besides 2 interconnected back-contacts each. To

ensure best possible heat transfer through the non-conductive epoxy substrate we use a

double-sided design with a second, large area copper pad on the back-side of the PCB,

plated through to the upper-side global back-contact. The according design-layout is given

in Figure A.3.3a. For measurements at cryogenic temperatures, usually helium-flow cryostats

are employed. Mounting such a PCB we need to electrically isolate it from the conducting

copper block withing the cryostat, but maintain heat transfer capabilities. This is accom-

plished using dedicated thermal pads (“Silpad”), shown in Figure A.3.3b, providing a close-

up view of the backside of a completed PCB. Custom made stainless steel based coaxial

cables ensure low enough heat transfer from and to the sample via feed lines, while slightly

increasing the series-resistance. Before wire-bonding, the copper surface of the bare contact

pads is deoxidized with citric acid (C6H8O7 : H2O=1:1) and each sample mounted onto the

global back-contact using silver-varnish. For bonding, each contact pad is ultrasonically

connected with gold wires (settings: 8.5/5-5/5-8.5/5), while the second bond is broken off

and the end of each wire manually brought in close vicinity of the according top-contact

area on the sample. Silver-epoxy is mixed 1:1 with according curing agent and each loose

bond contacted with small droplets to the gold pads on the sample surface using the fine

gold-wire of the bonding machine. After annealing at 150◦C in an oven, each contact is

electrically evaluated.
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Figure A.3.3: (a) Detailed (EAGLE) layout of the PCB: In solid red, top contact areas are shown
where the dotted area displays the global back-contact. The gray shaded area indicates regions free
of solder resist, for later bonding. Blue dotted areas denotes the copper pad on the backside (second-
layer), thermally and electrically interconnected to the top layer via the green marked drill holes.
The two crosses give the position of two mounts for the transparent top cover, which protects the
delicate wire-bonds from damage while providing sufficient access through a centered opening for
top illumination. (b) Close-up photograph of the rear side of a mounted PCB, with the large copper-
pad electrically isolated using a thermal (Sil-) pad, which provides still sufficient heat transfer for
low-temperature measurements. Both mounts for the top-cover as well as the small interconnects
between top- and back layer are clearly distinguishable.



Start date:  End date: Sample number: 
 
• 

• Eline: 
• Check SiO2 height with Ellipsometer:_________ 
• Clean wafer 5min in Acetone & ultrasound 
• 1min, 180°C hotplate, cool down with N2 
• 5 drops pmma 950K, (679.02-Ethylacetat) 
• Wait 10s 
• 40s, 6000rpm, no ramp 
• 5min, 180°C 
• 10kV, 10µm aperture, 50µm writefield, 150µC/cm² 
• Develop 60s in IBMK:H2O = 1:3, 30s IPA 
• 15s O2-plasma, 200W 

• Imprint: 
• Check SiO2 height with 

Ellipsometer:_________ 
• Spin mr-I 8010R, 3000rpm 30s 
• Imprint 2min, 30bar, 165°C 
• Demold at 90°C 
• Remove residual polymer with O2 plasma in 

RIE, 25s 
 
 
 

□ 
 
 
 
 
 

□ 

 

• • RIE I: 
• SiEtch-Opt4.1, DC bias ≈ 110V, 0.662nm/s, delay=3s 
• Etch (SiO2-2)/0662+delay 
• Lift off: 5min ultrasound in Acetone, purge IPA/N2 
• 300s O2-plasma, 200W 

□ 
 

□ 

 

• • HF: 
• Etch with buffered HF, 98-2 for ≈25s (≙5nm) 
• H2O/IPA/N2 
• Check height with Ellipsometer:____________ 

□ 
 

 

• • MBE: 
• Transfer to loadlock 
• Degas for >1h 
• 20min at 720°C 
• Grow InGaAs NW 

□ 
 

 

• • ALD: 
• Cleave sample, remove NW at outer area 
• Passivate with ALD, 300°C, 10nm, Al2O3 
• spin AZ-5214 (4krpm, 4krpm ramp, 40s) 
• anneal 1min, 120°C, hotplate 
• Etch back with pure O2 plasma in barrel etcher (600W). Aim for 200nm next to NW field 
• No RIE! (fluorine residues etches Al2O3 as well) 

 

Time resist height Time resist height Time resist height 
      
      
      

 

• Check in SEM how long NW really stick out 
• Remove Al2O3 partially with 120s BOE (2% buffered HF) 
• Remove resist with Acetone 
• Clean with 10min O2 plasma in barrel etcher (600W) 

 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
 

 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

• • MOVPE: 
• Etch with buffered HF, 98-2 for ≈10s to remove oxide 
• Introduce in MOVPE 
• Grow i/p

++
-InP cap 

• Grow p
++

-InGaAs (47% Ga) cap 

□ 
 
 

• Opt Litho I: 
• Use AZ-5214, neg. tone 
• Use optical SC mask, #4 
• 2x: 

• Spin resist, 40s, no ramp, 4000rpm  1.7µm thick         (NW-thick) 
• 1min softbake, 120°C 

• Expose, 1.85s, 200W 
• 2min hardbake, 120°C 
• 30s 2nd exposure (reversal) 
• Develop 30s in E351b:H2O = 1:4 
• Stop in H2O, 30s, purge with N2 
• 180s O2-plasma, 200W 

 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 

 
 
 
 

• • Mesa etch: 
Use excessive H2O in between 

• InGaAs: use H2S04:H2O2:H2O (1:1:10), 10:10:100ml    Etch 17s  
• InP: use HCl:H2O2   20ml:20ml                                     Etch 5s 
• InAs: use citric acid:H2O2 (5:1), 25:5ml                        Etch 20s 
• SiOx: use ammonium fluoride 98-2 (Honeywell). ≈0.3nm/s ≙ 70s for 20nm  
• Si: SiEtchOpt4.1, 30s (remove SiOx), -40°C 
• Lift of, 5min hot Acetone, 3min ultrasound, level 3, 2min IPA, N2 
• Measure mesa: _______________________     

□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 

 

 
 



Start date:  End date: Sample number: 
 

• • BCB: 
• Sample onto hotplate, >100°C, 5min 
• BCB Cyclotene 4022-40, warm to RT 
• 2x: 

• Spin with x-5-20-30-10s, 200-500-2000-500-2000 rpm, 1-1-6-6-6 krpm ramp        (BCB-sc) 
• Clean sample backside with T1100 
• Hotplate: 90s, 65°C 

• Use mask pattern #5, align exactly and expose 90s, 200W 
• 5min, 60°C, N2 flush, RTA oven 
• Develop in DS3000 for 5min, then lower steps. Check test mesa, develop until ± 50nm: 

Time Mesa height Time Mesa height Time Mesa height 
      
      
      

• Flood exposure, 2min, 200W 
• RTA:  210°C (20min), 40min,  250°C (10min), 50min,  60°C(10min), flush N2 
• Scratch BCB, check height (n=1.585, k=0): __________________ 

□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

• • Opt Litho III: 
• Use AZ-5214, neg. tone 
• Use optical SC mask, #1 
• Spin resist, 40s, no ramp, 4000rpm  1.7µm thick         (NW-thick) 
• 1min softbake, 120°C 
• Expose, 1.85s, 200W 
• 2min hardbake, 120°C 
• 30s 2nd exposure (reversal) 
• Develop 30s in E351b:H2O = 1:4 
• Stop in H2O, 30s, purge with N2 

□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 

 
 

 

• • RIE II: 
• Use SF6/O2 for BCB 
• Etch 200nm BCB (≈20s with ICP on) 
• Remove resist in Acetone, IPA, dry N2 
• Check mesa depth in Dektak: ________________ 

 
• Aim for 50nm NW above BCB  
• ≈ 3nm/s for ICP = 0 
• ≈ 10nm/s for ICP=250V 
• Check in AFM how far NW stick out: ________________ 

Time Mesa height Time Mesa height Time Mesa height 
      
      
      
      

 

□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
 

 
 

 
 

 

• • Opt Litho II: 
• Use ma-P 1215, positive tone                        Use AZ-5214, negative tone 
• 200°C hotplate, remove water etc 
• Spin resist, 30s, no ramp, 3000rpm  1.7µm thick         
• Free corners 
• 90s softbake, 100°C                                        1min softbake, 120°C 
• Expose 15s, 200W                                           Expose, 1.85s, 200W 
•                                                                          2min hardbake, 120°C 
•                                                                          30s 2nd exposure (reversal) 
• Develop 50s in ma-D 531                                Develop 35s in E351b:H2O = 1:4 
• Stop in H2O, 30s, purge with N2 
• 180s O2-plasma, 200W 

□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 

 
 
 
 

 
• • Evaporate contacts 

• Etch InGaAs: HCl: H2O (1:5), 10:50ml    Etch 20s 
• Scratch area next to NW field for “back” contact 
• Evaporate: Pd-Ti-Pt-Au (0.09-0.15-0.15-1.0 kÅ), (4-15-3-6%) under 45° angle! 
• Etch InP: 2M HCl, 3min: 12.5ml H2O + 8.2ml HCl, fill up with H2O to 50ml, Evaporate Au/Be-Au (80-120nm) 
• Lift off: only very little ultrasonic! 
• p++-Back: etch with HF, 9%, 40s, immerse only backside, shadow mask, evaporate Ti/Au (10-150nm) 

n++- Back contact: scratch backside / BCB,  evaporate Al/Au, use silver varnish to contact it 

□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 

 
 

 

• • Wire bond 
• Etch chip carrier in acetic acid : H2O2 (1:3 or less) 
• Contact backside to chip carrier with silver varnish 
• Bond gold wire to pads (8.5/5-5/5.8.5/5), strip 2nd bond, bring close to gold pads with pair of tweezer 
• Mix silver epoxy, 1:1, use wire bonder with gold droplet to glue wire 
• Anneal in oven at 150°C for 15min 
• Check in needle station 

□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
 

 
 

 



Acronyms

2DEG two-dimensional electron gas

AFM atomic force microscopy

ALD atomic layer deposition

AM air mass coefficient

AsH3 arsine

ASL anti sticking layer

BCB benzocyclobutene

BEP beam equivalent pressure

BGN band gap narrowing

BOE buffered oxide etch

CB conduction band

CBM conduction band minimum

CBO conduction band offset

CM carrier multiplication

CMOS complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor

CPV concentrator photovoltaics

DEP dielectrophoresis

DMZn dimethylzinc

DOS density of states

EBL electron beam lithography

ECE energy conversion efficiency

EDXS energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy

EQE external quantum efficiency

FDTD finite-difference time-domain

FEM finite element modeling
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FET field effect transistor

FF fill factor

FIB focused ion beam

FWHM full width at half maximum

GaAs gallium arsenide

HAADF high-angle annular dark-field

HeNe helium-neon

HF hydrofluoric acid

HR high resolution

HSQ hydrogen silsesquioxane

InAs indium arsenide

InN indium nitride

InP indium phosphide

IPA isopropanol

IQE internal quantum efficiency

IR infrared

ITO indium tin oxide

LED light emitting diode

MBE molecular beam epitaxy

MEG multiple exciton generation

MIBK methylisobutylketon

ML monolayer

MOCVD metal organic vapor deposition

MOSFET metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor

NDR negative differential resistance

NIL nanoimprint lithography

NW nanowire

ODT organic sulfide octadecylthiol

PCB printed circuit board

PCE power conversion efficiency



PDMS polydimethylsiloxane

PH3 phosphine

PL photoluminescence

PML perfectly matched layer

PMMA poly(methyl methacrylate)

PV photovoltaic

PVCR peak to valley current ratio

PVD physical vapour deposition

QD quantum dot

QFL quasi fermi level

rf radio frequency

RHEED reflection high energy electron diffraction

RIE reactive ion etching

RSM reciprocal space mappings

RTA rapid thermal annealer

RTD resonant tunneling diode

SAD selective area diffraction

SAE selective area epitaxy

SEM scanning electron microscopy

SET single electron transistor

SF stacking fault

SFLP surface Fermi level pinning

SNR signal-to-noise ratio

SQL Shockley-Queisser limit

SRH Shockley Read Hall

SRV surface recombination velocity

STEM scanning-TEM

TDS time-domain-spectroscopy

TEM transmission electron microscopy

TFET tunnel field effect transistor

THz terahertz

TMGa trimethylgallium



TMIn trimethylindium

UHV ultra-high vacuum

UV ultraviolet

VB valence band

VBM valence band maximum

VBO valence band offset

VIS visible

VLS vapor liquid solid

VS vapor solid

WZ wurtzite

XPS X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

XRD X-ray diffraction

ZB zinc blende
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